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Genetic dissection of G protein-coupled signal transduction 
pathways in flies and worms. 

Hendrik C. Korswagen 

Division of Molecular Biology, The Netherlands Cancer Institute 
Plesmanlaan 121, 1066 CX Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Abstract 
Heterotrimeric G proteins are a highly conserved family of signaling molecules that connect 
seven-helical transmembrane receptors to a variety of intracellular effectors. Model organisms 
such as Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster allow genetic analysis of G 
protein function in vivo, which has resulted in important insights into the function and 
regulation of these conserved signal transduction pathways. In this chapter I will give an over
view of our understanding of G protein-coupled signal transduction in these two metazoan 
model organisms. 

Introduction 
G protein-coupled signal transduction 
Signaling pathways using seven-helical transmembrane receptors (7-TM receptors) and their 
associated heterotrimeric guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G proteins) play a key role in 
triggering physiological responses to a wide variety of hormones, neurotransmitters and 
sensory stimuli (reviewed in Simon et al., 1991, Hepler and Gilman, 1992 and Neer, 1995). 
Heterotrimeric G proteins consist of a guanine nucleotide-binding Ga-subunit and a closely 
associated Gßy-subunit, both of which are anchored to the plasma membrane through lipid 
modifications (reviewed in Kaziro et al., 1991 and Casey, 1994). G proteins function as 
specialized GTPase-driven switches in signal transduction (reviewed in Bourne et al., 1991 and 
Hamm, 1998). In the inactive state, the Ga-subunit is associated with a molecule of GDP and 
is complexed with the Gßy-subunit. Ligand binding by an appropriate 7-TM receptor will 
induce the Ga-subunit to exchange GDP for GTP, resulting in the dissociation of the two 
subunits. Both the Ga and the Gßy-subunit have signaling functions and interact with specific 
targets in the cell (reviewed in Hepler and Gilman, 1992 and Clapham and Neer, 1993). These 
can be adenylyl or guanylyl cyclases, phosphodiesterases, phospholipases, ion-channels and 
other signal transduction components (Table I), resulting in the production or breakdown of 
second messengers, amplification of the signal and the generation of an appropriate physio
logical response. The intrinsic GTPase activity of the Ga-subunit results in the hydrolysis of 
the bound GTP back to GDP, and the reassociation of the two subunits to the inactive, 
heterotrimeric complex. A number of additional proteins ensure rapid down regulation of G-
protein signaling. Regulator of G protein-signaling (RGS) proteins enhance the slow intrinsic 
GTPase catalytic activity of the Ga-subunit (reviewed in Neer, 1997 and Koelie, 1997). 
Furthermore, the ligand-bound receptor is inactivated by phosphorylation and binding of 
arrestin, which prevents the receptor from activating additional G proteins (reviewed in 
Lefkowitz et al., 1992). Another mechanism of G protein regulation involves proteins such as 
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Chapter 1 

Table I. Mammalian Goc-subunits and some of their intracellular targets-
Family Subunit Effector'  

Gq 

G12 

as 

dolf 

adenylyl cyclaseT 
Ca2+ channelst 
Na+ channelsi 

CCil,2,3 

a0 

a2 

adenylyl cyclase^ 
Ca2+ channelsi 
K+ channelst 

a, 
ag 

cGMP-pho sphodiesteraset 

aq phospholipase C-ßt 
Ctn,14,15,16 

Ctl2,13 Na+/H+ exchangert2 

pll5RhoGEF2 

'Adapted from (Hepler and Gilman, 1992). described in Lin et al., 1996; Hart et al., 1998, 
and Kozasa et al., 1998. Arrows indicate activation or inhibition by the indicated Ga-subunit. 

phosducin, which form a specific complex with Gßy that modulates its ability to interact with 
Got (Schroder and Lohse, 1996). 

Multiple 7-TM receptors, G protein subunits and effectors have been identified in 
vertebrates. Indeed, 7-TM receptors are one of the largest gene families in the mammalian 
genome, with many members functioning specifically in odorant perception (Buck and Axel, 
1991). This large family of 7-TM receptors is connected to a limited set of G proteins (Table 
I). In humans, 23 distinct Ga-subunits have been cloned that are divided into four subfamilies 
(Gas, Gotj, Gaq and Gan) based on sequence similarity and shared intracellular effector 
molecules. In addition, there are at least 5 different Gß-subunits and at least 6 Gy-subunits 
(Neer, 1995). Heterotrimeric G proteins have been studied extensively both at the functional 
and structural levels. Comprehensive mutagenesis studies have been performed to identify 
important functional domains within G-protein subunits (reviewed in Clapham and Neer, 1993) 
and structure analysis has resulted in important insights into the molecular mechanisms of Ga 
function. Determination of the crystal structure of transducin and Gau showed that the Ga-
subunit consists of a guanine-nucleotide binding domain that is structurally homologous to 
small G proteins such as p21ras and elongation factor Tu, and a helical domain that is unique to 
heterotrimeric G proteins (Noel et al., 1993; Coleman et al., 1994). This domain has functions 
that are performed by separate proteins in small G proteins. Thus, the helical domain prevents 
dissociation of GDP from the guanine-nucleotide-binding core and the helical domain functions 
in GTP hydrolysis (Markby et al., 1993, reviewed in Bourne, 1993). The catalytic mechanism 
of the Ga GTPase activity and the conformational changes necessary for Gßy dissociation and 
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effector interactions were determined from the structures of Ga GDP, Ga.GTP, and the com
plete heterotrimeric complex (Sondek et al., 1994; Lambright et al., 1994; Mixom et al., 1995; 
Sondek et al., 1996; Wasserman et al., 1995; Wall et al, 1995, reviewed in Clapham, 1996). 
Recently, structural analysis has also revealed molecular interactions between Ga;i and the 
regulator of G protein signaling RGS4 (Tesmer et al., 1997a) and between Gas and its effector, 
the catalytic core of adenylyl cyclase (Tesmer et al., 1997b). The general picture that emerges 
from these studies is that differential binding of guanine nucleotides induces specific confor
mational changes in the Ga-subunit that allow it to release or bind the Gßy-subunit and enable 
it to interact with its effectors. 

G proteins form complex signaling networks in vivo. Multiple G protein-coupled signal 
transduction pathways may operate in a single cell, connecting different 7-TM receptors to 
intracellular effectors. Despite the extensive data on the biochemical and structural properties 
of G proteins, it is still poorly understood how G protein-coupled signal transduction pathways 
are regulated and how information from different G protein pathways is integrated. Genetic 
analysis in model organisms can give insight into the complexity of G protein-coupled signal 
transduction. Heterotrimeric G proteins are present in all eukaryotic organisms, ranging from 
unicellular organisms such as the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the slime mold Dictyo-
stelium discoidium to vertebrates. In yeast and Dictyostelium, G proteins are used exclusively 
to transmit developmental signals (reviewed in Parent and Devreotes, 1996 and Marsh et al., 
1991). In higher multicellular organisms, G proteins have been adapted to transduce a more 
complex set of developmental, endocrine and sensory signals. Therefore, it is not surprizing 
that G proteins are involved in a number of human diseases, including endocrine disorders and 
cancer. Clear homologues of the four mammalian subfamilies of Goc-subunits are present in the 
fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and these 
organisms serve as an important model for conserved G protein-coupled signal transduction. 

Genetic analysis of conserved signal transduction pathways in Drosophila and C. elegans. 
In the past decade it has become clear that many signal transduction components have been 
conserved in evolution. Indeed, many of the major signal transduction pathways have been 
conserved as discrete signaling modules. Such modules are structurally conserved, but may 
have different functions in different organisms. Relatively simple metazoan organisms such as 
C. elegans and Drosophila are important genetic models for vertebrate signal transduction 
(reviewed in Hoffman et al., 1992, Sternberg, 1993 and Stern and DeVore, 1994). An example 
is the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)-ras pathway. Genetic analysis of the inductive signaling 
required for C. elegans vulva- and Drosophila photoreceptor fate specification showed that in 
both cases a RTK-ras pathway is used to transduce the inductive signal in the receiving cell 
(reviewed in Sundaram and Han, 1996; Kayne and Sternberg, 1995 and Wasserman et al, 
1995). Molecular genetic analysis resulted in the construction of a genetic and molecular 
pathway that transmits the inductive signal to the nucleus and results in the activation of target 
genes. In addition to components of this pathway that were already identified through classical 
biochemistry, a number of novel components were identified as well. This illustrates how 
genetic analysis of signal transduction pathways complements biochemical analysis—molecular 
genetic experiments can validate biochemically characterized pathways and can identify novel 
components that are refractory to biochemical study. 
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Chapter 1 

Several advantages of C. elegans and Drosophila have made these organisms the model of 
choice for molecular genetic analysis of signal transduction: 
(1) Powerful genetic tools. The small size and rapid generation time allow mutant hunts that 
would not be feasible in higher organisms. Using chemical mutagens such as ethyl methane-
sulfonate (EMS), very high mutation rates can be obtained, enabling screens for novel mutants 
that are disrupted in a function of interest, or screens for extragenic modifiers that enhance or 
suppress a mutant phenotype. Genetic pathways can subsequently be determined by epistasis 
analysis. The high-density genetic maps of the C. elegans (reviewed in Hodgkin et al., 1995) 
(see also Korswagen et al., 1996, Chapter 2 of this thesis) and Drosophila genomes allow 
rapid positional cloning of mutations. In addition, mutations can be obtained by insertional 
mutagenesis, using transposons such as Tel in C. elegans (Moerman et al., 1986) and P-
elements in Drosophila (Spradling and Rubin, 1982). 
(2) Genomics. C. elegans will be the first metazoan animal of which the complete genomic 
sequence will be determined, and currently over 80% of its genome has been sequenced (C. 
elegans genome consortium, personal communication). The high gene density of the C. 
elegans genome allows the prediction of genes from genomic sequence and in combination 
with the mapping of expression tags (ESTs), a detailed picture of the estimated 14,000 genes is 
available. The sequence map of the C. elegans genome outlines all the genes that are in a gene 
family of interest and describes the complexity and possible redundancy within such a family. 
Determination of expression patterns and null phenotypes can then address the function of 
these genes (reviewed in Plasterk, 1996). Efficient methods for transgenesis in C. elegans and 
Drosophila allow expression studies using reporter gene fusions and enhancer trap screens 
using engineered P-elements. Loss-of-function phenotypes can be studied in C. elegans by 
micro-injection of gene specific double-stranded RNA (Fire et al, 1998; Montgommery and 
Fire, 1998) and null alleles can be efficiently obtained using libraries of chemically induced 
deletions (Jansen et al,, 1997). 
(3) High resolution phenotypic analysis. The past decades of C. elegans and Drosophila 
developmental biology have resulted in detailed knowledge of the development and behavior of 
these organisms. Pioneering work of John Sulston (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 
1983), for example, has resulted in the determination of the complete embryonic cell lineage of 
C. elegans. Furthermore, a wiring diagram of the 302 neuron nervous system of the nematode 
was determined by John White and coworkers using serial section electron microscopy (White 
et al., 1986). This work provides an invaluable framework for the study of the signaling events 
that underlie developmental processes and the functioning of the nervous system. 

Not all components of a signal transduction pathway can be uncovered by genetic analysis. 
A major drawback is functional redundancy—when the products of two genes can functionally 
substitute for each other, both genes will have to be mutated to give a mutant phenotype. Such 
redundant positions within a genetic pathway will be difficult to identify. Components of a 
signal transduction pathway may also have functions that are essential for viability. Null alleles 
of such genes will be lethal and will not be recovered in forward genetic screens. However, 
given the wide spectrum of mutations created by chemical mutagens such as EMS, hypo-
morphic alleles of such essential genes can usually be obtained. 



Introduction 

G protein-coupled signal transduction pathways have been studied extensively in Drosophila 
and C. elegans. I will first discuss G protein signaling in Drosophila, and than focus in more 
detail on G protein signaling in C. elegans. 

G protein signaling in Drosophila melanogaster 
Homologs of the four mammalian subfamilies of Ga-subunits have been identified in Droso
phila: DGas (Quan et al., 1989), DGci; (Provost et al., 1988), DGcc0 (Schmidt et al., 1989, 
Yoon et al., 1989, de Sousa et al., 1989), DGaq (Lee et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1990) and DGai2 

(encoded by concertina) (Parks and Wieschaus, 1991) share 70-83% identity of amino acid 
positions with their mammalian counterparts. In addition, also an atypical Ga-subunit, Gaf, has 
been cloned (Quan et al., 1993). Drosophila expresses at least two Gß-subunits. The gbb gene 
encodes a Gß-subunit that is over 80% identical to mammalian Gß isoforms (Yarfitz et al., 
1988). Also a less well conserved, eye-specific Gß-subunit was cloned, gbe is 45% identical to 
mammalian Gß-subunits (Yarfitz et al., 1991) and is required for phototransduction (Yarfitz et 
al., 1994; Dolph et al., 1994). Only a single Gy gene has been identified in Drosophila: DGy-1 
is 46% identical to bovine Gy2 and is predominantly expressed in the central nervous system 
(Ray and Ganguly, 1992). Molecular genetic analysis has revealed functions for a number of 
Drosophila Ga proteins, which I will discuss briefly below. 

A Gas-coupled signal transduction pathway is involved in Drosophila olfactory associative 
learning and memory storage. Although DGas itself has not been identified in screens for 
learning mutants, other components of the Gas pathway have been isolated. These include 
rutabaga, which encodes a calcium-dependent adenylyl cyclase (Levin et al., 1992) and dunce, 
which encodes a cAMP-dependent phosphodiesterase (Chen et al., 1986). Furthermore, 
expression of a protein kinase A peptide inhibitor (Drain et al., 1991) and engineered mutations 
in the cAMP-dependent transcription factor CREB disrupt or enhance long-term memory (Yin 
et al., 1994; Yin et al., 1995). More direct evidence for a role of DGas in learning came from 
ectopic expression studies. Expression of constitutively active DGcts in the mushroom bodies— 
brain structures involved in learning and memory storage—specifically interferes with asso
ciative learning (Connolly et al., 1996). This indicates that learning depends on regulated Gas 

signaling. It cannot be excluded, however, that constitutive activation of Gas interferes 
aspecifically with the learning pathway. A current model of Drosophila associative olfactory 
learning implicates the Rutabaga adenylyl cyclase as a coincidence detector that is responsible 
for integrating input from conditioned- and unconditioned stimuli (reviewed in Kandel and 
Abel, 1995). Thus, input from the unconditioned stimulus is provided by a neuropeptide 
encoded by amnesiac, which shows similarity to the mammalian pituitary adenylyl cyclase 
activating peptide PACAP (Feany and Quinn, 1995). Amnesiac activates a Gas pathway 
necessary for Rutabaga stimulation. The conditioned stimulus, on the other hand, generates an 
intracellular calcium influx that is also required for Rutabaga activation. Therefore, only when 
both components are present Rutabaga will be active, demonstrating the molecular basis of the 
requirement for both a conditioned- and unconditioned stimulus in associative learning. 

As in vertebrates, DGoc0 is predominantly expressed in the central nervous system 
(Schmidt et al, 1989; Yoon et al., 1989; de Sousa et al., 1989, Wolfgang et al., 1991). The 
function of DGct0 has only been studied indirectly. Since DGa0 is the major (and possibly only) 
substrate of pertussis toxin (PTX) in Drosophila, expression of the toxin will specifically 
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inactivate this G protein (Guillen et al., 1990). Expression of PTX results in pleiotropic 
defects, including a block of embryonic development, inhibition of feeding behavior and an 
alteration of the visual response that is probably caused by loss of DGa0 function in the lamina, 
a nervous system structure involved in processing of photoreceptor signals (Fitch et al., 1993). 
Validation of these DGoc0 loss-of-function phenotypes awaits the isolation of DGcc0 mutants. 

The only Drosophila Ga-subunit identified in forward genetic screens is the Gctn 
homolog encoded by the gastrulation gene concertina (Parks and Wieschaus, 1991). During 
early stages of Drosophila development, two populations of cells invaginate. At the posterior 
end of the embryo, the posterior midgut invagination brings endodermal precursors into the 
interior. Along the ventral side of the embryo, the ventral furrow internalizes cells that will 
form the mesoderm. Two genes have been identified that are required for these invaginations: 
folded gastrulation (fog) (Costa et al., 1994) and concertina (eta) (Parks and Wieschaus, 
1991). In fog and eta mutant embryos, the cell shape changes that are necessary for these 
invaginations take place, but the timing and extent of these changes is affected, resulting in 
incomplete gastrulation. It appears that patterning genes such as snail induce individual cells at 
the midline to undergo the apical constrictions required for gastrulation. To ensure rapid and 
ordered invagination, intercellular signaling subsequently involves all cells in the process. Fog 
and Cta function in these cell-cell interactions, fog encodes a secreted protein that is 
specifically expressed at the invagination primordia and, as mentioned above, cta encodes a 
ubiquitously expressed Ga-subunit. Thus, Fog may induce apical constriction in neighboring 
cells through activation of a Cta-coupled pathway. Indeed, ubiquitous expression of Fog from 
a heat-shock promoter induces ectopic cell shape changes that are dependent on cta. 
Moreover, constitutive activation of Cta results in similar ectopic cell-shape changes (Morize 
et al., 1998). These results confirm that Fog functions upstream (and possibly as a ligand) of a 
Cta coupled pathway, and suggests a role for this pathway in regulating the ordered cell shape 
changes necessary for gastrulation. What are the downstream targets of Cta? The cell-shape 
changes induced by Cta are dependent on the small GTP-binding protein Rho, which is 
involved in organizing the actin cytoskeleton. A direct downstream target of Cta may be the 
Rho guanine nucleotide-exchange factor RhoGEF, which activates Rho by promoting the 
exchange of GDP for GTP (Barrett et al., 1997, Hacker and Perrimon, 1998). RhoGEFs are 
also targets of Ga.12 and Gct^ in mammalian cells. Interestingly, RhoGEFs contain an RGS 
domain that has a specific GTPase activating function towards the Ga12 family members (Hart 
et al., 1998; Kozasa et al., 1998). 

The Drosophila dgq locus encodes at least three different, alternatively spliced, Gaq 

isoforms (Alvarez et al., 1996). Of these, DGqB is most conserved and shows a general 
expression pattern. Another splice variant, DGqA (or DGql) is specifically expressed in the 
eye and, as discussed below, is involved in phototransduction (Scott et al., 1995; Lee et al., 
1994; Lee et al., 1990; Alvarez et al., 1996). This Gaq isoform is less well conserved and may 
represent an isoform that is specifically adapted for interaction with rhodopsin. Interestingly, a 
third isoform of Gocq (DGqC) that shares the visual system specific exons of DGqA, is 
expressed together with rhodopsin2 and arrestinl in the male gonads. This may represent a 
novel light detection pathway that functions in the testes-autonomous pacemaker of 
Drosophila (Alvarez et al., 1996). 
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One of the best genetic models of G protein-coupled signal transduction is provided by the 
Drosophila phototransduction system, which I will discuss in detail below. 

The Drosophila visual system 
Phototransduction is the mechanism used by photoreceptor cells to encode the absorption rate 
of photons into a neuronal signal. Phototransduction is provided by a light-detecting 7-TM 
receptor, rhodopsin, which is connected to a G protein-coupled signal transduction pathway. 
The phototransduction pathway shows a very high sensitivity to light, illustrated by the 
observation that photoreceptor cells can register the capture of single photons. The gain in the 
transducing system is such that over 500 ion-channels can be opened in response to a single 
photon, resulting in a light-induced conductance that leads to neurotransmitter release and 
transmission of the signal to the central nervous system. To allow a high temporal resolution, 
the transducing machinery has been optimized for speed and rapid termination of signaling. 
Furthermore, elaborate adaptation mechanisms ensure sensitivity to a wide range of light 
intensities. Because of these properties, phototransduction is an important model of a highly 
regulated signal transduction pathway. 

Both in vertebrates and invertebrates, phototransduction starts with the capture of a 
photon by rhodopsin. Rhodopsin consists of opsin, a member of the seven-helical (7-TM), G 
protein-coupled receptor family, covalently linked to a chromophore, 1 l-c«-retinal. Photo-
isomerization of retinal from the W-cis to the a\\-trans form results in a series of 
conformational changes that transform the inactive rhodopsin to the active metarhodopsin. In 
vertebrate phototransduction (reviewed in Stryer, 1991), metarhodopsin catalyzes the 
exchange of GTP for GDP on transducin (Ta), a photoreceptor specific Ga-subunit. Ta-GTP 
activates a cGMP-phosphodiesterase (PDE) which hydrolyzes cGMP into GMP, resulting in a 
transient decrease in cGMP concentration. Because the vertebrate light-regulated ion-channels 
are opened by cGMP, the reduction in cGMP levels causes these cation-selective channels to 
close. This results in a brief hyperpolarization of the photoreceptor cell, which triggers neuro-
tranmitter release. Termination of phototransduction is achieved by inactivating different 
components of the pathway. Phosphorylation of metarhodopsin by rhodopsin kinase and 
subsequent binding of arrestin inactivates the light-stimulated receptor. Furthermore, hydro
lysis of Ta-GTP into Ta-GDP inactivates PDE. Also intracellular calcium has an important 
function in quenching phototransduction The closure of light-activated cation-channels results 
in a drop in intracellular calcium levels. This lower calcium concentration is detected by 
recoverin, which in turn activates a guanylyl cyclase. Stimulation of guanylyl cyclase elevates 
cGMP levels, resulting in reopening of channels and a restoration of the dark state. In addition, 
calcium regulates the lifetime of metarhodopsin through modulation of rhodopsin kinase and 
calcium/calmodulin (CAM) may regulate the affinity of the cGMP-gated ion-channels for 
cGMP 

Invertebrate phototransduction shares the rhodopsin and G protein components of the 
vertebrate system, but most invertebrate phototransduction systems use a phospholipase C 
(PLC) pathway that generates a depolarizing photoreceptor potential. Drosophila has become 
the model of choice for invertebrate phototransduction (reviewed in Zuker, 1996 and Ranga-
nathan et al., 1995). Two strategies have resulted in a detailed molecular and genetic dissection 
of phototransduction in Drosophila. First, classical genetic screens for mutants defective in 
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phototransduction have yielded several members of this pathway. Since phototransduction has 
evolved as a dedicated system, many components function exclusively in the eye and because 
the eye is not required for viability, mutations in such genes can readily be obtained. Further
more, the accessibility of the compound eye for electrophysiology has resulted in the isolation 
of mutants with specific defects in phototransduction. A second approach is based on the 
assumption that components of the visual system are exclusively expressed in the eye and 
subtractive hybridization and enhancer trap experiments have resulted in the cloning of several 
phototransduction components. I will now discuss in detail the steps leading to photoreceptor 
excitation and than focus on how signaling is rapidly terminated to allow high temporal 
resolution and adaptation to varying light intensities (Figure 1). 

The different steps leading to photoreceptor excitation are as follows: 
(1) Rhodopsin activation. The major rhodopsin of Drosophila, Rhl, is encoded by the ninaE 
gene (Zuker et al., 1985). As in vertebrate rhodopsin, capture of a photon converts the inactive 
rhodopsin to the active metarhodopsin. An interesting spin-off from the genetic analysis of 
visual mutants was the cloning oîninaA (Colley et al., 1991). In ninaA mutants, Rhl fails to 
accumulate in the rhabdomere, the specialized structure of the photoreceptor cell. ninaA 
encodes a photoreceptor specific cyclophilin homolog that is required for post-translational 
processing and export of rhodopsin from the endoplasmic reticulum to the rhabdomeres. 
(2) G proteins. Generation of metarhodopsin results in the activation of an eye specific G 
protein. The Ga-subunit of this G protein (DGq) was cloned based on its specific expression in 
the eye (Lee et al., 1990) and was shown to be expressed exclusively in the photoreceptor 
rhabdomeres, the specialized structure that contains the phototransduction machinery (Lee et 
al., 1994). As mentioned above, DGq is similar to mammalian Gaq> the G protein that couples 
to PLC-ß. Functional evidence that DGq indeed mediates phototransduction was provided by a 
dgq loss-of-function allele (Scott et al, 1995). This mutation (that does not disrupt the 
ubiquitously expressed DGqB splice variant) results in a dramatic loss of light responsiveness. 
The Gß-subunit that interacts with DGq was also cloned based on its specific expression in the 
eye (Yarfitz et al, 1991). Like DGq, Gße is localized in the rhabdomeres (Yarfitz et al., 1994) 
and is essential for phototransduction. Two loss-of-function alleles of Gße were isolated, Gße 
and the hypomorphic allele Gße2, which still expresses about 5% of wild type Gß levels (Dolph 
et al., 1994). Both alleles show a severe reduction in light-sensitivity, but activation kinetics are 
normal in Gße2, showing that a low level of Gß is still sufficient for normal activation kinetics. 
Aso the rate of deactivation was decreased in these Gße mutants. This unexpected function of 
Gß in signal termination is more dependent on Gß levels, since deactivation kinetics were also 
affected in Gße2. The deactivation kinetics of these Gße alleles are similar to the deactivation 
kinetics observed in mutant alleles of eye-PKC, and suggests a link between Gß and PKC in 
the regulation of phototransduction (see below). Further evidence that Gße is the Gß subunit 
involved in phototransduction came from the observation that Gße mutants are defective in 
light-induced GTPyS binding (a non-hydrolizable GTP analogue) (Yarfitz et al., 1994) and 
light-induced phospholipase C activity (Running Deer et al., 1995). 

(3) Phospholipase C and eye-CDS. Mutations in the no receptor potential A (norpA) gene 
completely abolish the light-response. norpA encodes a phospholipase Cß that is expressed at 
high levels in the retina (Bloomquist et al., 1988). Activated phospholipase Cß (PLC-ß) 
generates the second messengers inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) 
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Figure 1. Diagram of Drosophila phototransduction (Zuker, 1996). The different steps of 
excitation and signal termination are discussed in the text. Absorption of a photon by 
rhodopsin (R) causes a conformational change that converts the inactive rhodopsin into the 
active metarhodopsin (M*). Metarhodopsin stimulates exchange of GDP for GTP on DGa„ 
which subsequently results in the activation of phospholipase Cß. PLCß catalyzes the 
breakdown of PIP2 into IP3 and DAG which in turn leads to the opening of the TRP and TRPL 
light-activated conductance channels. Extracellular sodium and calcium enter the cell, resulting 
in depolarization of the photoreceptor. The calcium that enters the cell is also essential for 
termination of the photoresponse; calcium activates calmodulin (CAM) and in combination 
with DAG, calcium activates PKC. CAM and PKC are required for signal termination. The 
active metarhodopsin is phosphorylated by rhodopsin kinase (RoK), which is followed by 
binding of arrestin (Arr) Subsequent dephosphorylation of photoconverted metarhodopsin by 
rdgC recycles metarhodopsin back to rhodopsin. PIP2 pools are restored by the recycling of 
DAG by the actions of rdgA and CDS. 

from the phospholipid phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) (Berridge, 1993). These 
second messengers have important signaling functions in the cell, DAG activates members of 
the protein kinase C (PKC) family, whereas IP3 has a role in mobilizing calcium from internal 
stores. Given the importance of PIP2 in signal transduction, it is expected that PiP2 levels are 
tightly regulated Indeed, it was found that mutation of eye-cds, a gene that encodes an 
essential enzyme required for PIP2 synthesis, results in a phototransduction defect (Wu et al., 
1995) This enzyme, CDP-diacylglycerol synthase (CDS), generates CDP-diacylglycerol from 
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phosphatidic acid and CTP. CDP-diacylglycerol is an essential precursor in phospatidylinositol 
biogenesis and failure to produce this precursor will severely compromise PIP2 stores. The 
phenotype of cds photoreceptors became apparent when assayed for their ability to maintain a 
continuously activated state. Whereas wild type photoreceptors can readily enter such a pro
longed activated state, cds mutants cannot. Continuous signaling by the phototransduction 
pathway requires a steady supply of PIP2, that cannot be replenished in cds mutants. Indeed, 
artificially replenishing PIP2 levels enables prolonged activation in these cds photoreceptors. 
An interesting conclusion from these studies is that CDS regulates the level of amplification of 
the phototransduction pathway by controlling a limiting pool of PIP2. Thus, loss of CDS 
severely disables phototransduction, whereas overexpression of CDS results in an increased 
receptor potential. 
(4) TRP and TRPL cation-selective ion-channels. The light-induced conductance is primarily 
the result of calcium influx through TRP cation-selective ion-channels. TRP channels are 
similar to vertebrate voltage-gated calcium channels (Montell and Rubin, 1989), but lack the 
sequence motifs that enable gating by changes in membrane potential, trp mutants are defective 
in generating a light-activated conductance and only show a transient receptor potential. This 
transient influx of calcium in trp mutants is generated by another light-activated ion-channel, 
TRPL. TRP and TRPL are related ion-channels and share 40% of amino acid positions 
(Phillips et al., 1992). Since TRP carries most of the light-induced conductance, trpl mutants 
do not show a defect in response kinetics. However, the transient receptor potential in trp 
mutants is completely eliminated in trp;trpl double mutants, demonstrating that TRP and TRPL 
together are responsible for generating the light-induced conductance (Niemeyer et al., 1996). 
The gating mechanism of the TRP and TRPL channels is still an unresolved issue. Because trp 
mutants still show a transient increase in intracellular calcium levels after light stimulation, it 
was proposed that TRP is gated by an intracellular calcium signal. In this view, production of 
IP3 by PLC-ß mobilizes calcium from internal stores, which is followed by TRP channel 
activation. Even though internal calcium stores are necessary for photoreceptor excitation 
(Arnon et al., 1997), it is now clear that the light-induced increase in intracellular calcium is 
entirely dependent on extracellular calcium influx (Ranganathan et al., 1994). Indeed, as 
mentioned above, the transient calcium influx in trp mutants is the result of TRPL channel 
activity. Furthermore, mutation of the single IP3 receptor oîDrosophila does not affect photo
transduction (Acharya et al., 1997). This makes it unlikely that IP3 and release of calcium from 
internal stores play a role in TRP/TRPL gating. Indeed, TRP may be directly gated by PLC-ß 
(Shieh et al., 1997), since PLC-ß and TRP directly interact through complex formation via the 
adapter molecule InaD (see below) (Shieh et al., 1997). 

An important mediator of phototransduction termination is the calcium that enters the 
photoreceptor cell through the light-activated conductance channels. In addition, the active 
metarhodopsin is inactivated by phosphorylation and binding of arrestin. Mechanisms of photo
transduction deactivation are as follows: 
(1) Receptor inactivation: Rhodopsin kinase, Arrestin and RdgC. Because of the inherent 
stability of metarhodopsin, a system is required to terminate signaling by the active receptor. 
Metarhodopsin inactivation is provided by two proteins; rhodopsin kinase and arrestin. Since a 
similar mechanism has been demonstrated for ß-adrenergic receptor desensitization, serpentine 
receptor-kinases and arrestins may have evolved as a general system used for serpentine 
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receptor inactivation (reviewed in Lefkowitz et al, 1992). Indeed, a family of 7-TM receptor-
kinases has been identified in Drosophila (Cassil et al., 1991). Although metarhodopsin 
inactivation in Drosophila has not been studied in as much detail as in vertebrate photo-
transduction, it is clear that a similar conserved mechanism is used. Thus, metarhodopsin is 
phosphorylated at multiple Ser and Thr residues at its C-terminus. Phosphorylation of meta
rhodopsin has only a limited effect on its activity, but allows binding of arrestin. This abundant 
cytosolic protein terminates the active state of the receptor by preventing its coupling to G 
proteins. The Drosophila genome contains two genes encoding arrestins, arrl and arr2 (Dolph 
et al., 1993). Of these, Arr2 is most abundantly expressed and is localized specifically in the 
rhabdomeres. Mutation of arr2 leads to a sustained photoresponse. This is the result of 
continuous signaling by metarhodopsin that is no longer inactivated in arr2 mutants. It was 
found that phosphorylated metarhodopsin and arrestin interact stoichiometrically, and that a 
sustained depolarization of the photoreceptor cell develops when metarhodopsin is in excess of 
arrestin (Ranganathan and Stevens, 1995). After photoconversion of the arrestin-bound meta
rhodopsin to rhodopsin, the phosphorylated rhodopsin is recycled to rhodopsin by the phos
phatase RdgC (Steele et al., 1992; Vinos et al., 1997). 
(2) Calcium, CAM and eye-PKC'. As in vertebrate phototransduction, the extracellular calcium 
entering through the TRP and TRPL ion-channels is a key regulator of signal termination 
(Ranganathan et al., 1991). Two proteins are essential for this calcium dependent inactivation; 
the eye-specific PKC encoded by inaC and calmodulin (CAM) (Smith et al., 1991; Scott et al., 
1997). inaC mutant photoreceptors show normal activation kinetics, but are unable to carry 
out the rapid deactivation phase (Ranganathan et al., 1991). inaC was found to encode an eye-
specific PKC isoform that specifically localizes to the rhabdomeres (Smith et al., 1991). The 
mechanism of eye-PKC-dependent deactivation has not been elucidated, but the presence of 
eye-PKC in a complex with PLC-ß and TRP suggests that these are direct targets of eye-PKC 
(see below) (Tsunoda et al, 1997). The other effector of calcium is calmodulin. CAM is 
localized to the photoreceptor rhabdomeres through its interaction with the unconventional 
myosin NinaC (Porter et al., 1993) and as is the case with inaC, mutation of cam results in a 
specific deactivation defect. CAM regulates at least two components of the phototransduction 
pathway (Scott et al., 1997). First, CAM inactivates the TRPL light induced conductance 
channel. It was found that the transient nature of TRPL channel activity in trp mutants is the 
result of CAM regulation and represents a calcium feedback mechanism. Thus, in camjrp 
double mutants, the transient receptor potential carried by TRPL is transformed into a 
prolonged conductance. Moreover, mutation of the CAM binding domain of TRPL in trp 
animals results in a similar prolonged light-activated conductance. A second target of CAM 
regulation is metarhodopsin lifetime, possibly through interaction of CAM with arrestin. 

Important insight into the structural organization of the phototransduction pathway was 
gained from the cloning of inaD (Shieh and Niemeyer, 1995; Shieh and Zhu, 1996). Mutation 
of inaD results in mislocalization of PLC-ß, TRP and eye-PKC, disrupting their specific 
expression in the rhabdomeres (Tsunoda et al., 1997). inaD encodes a novel adapter protein 
that contains five PDZ domains—sequence motifs that mediate protein-protein interactions. 
Mutational analysis of the different PDZ domains showed that PDZ domains 1 and 5 interact 
with PLC-ß, PDZ3 interacts with TRP and PDZ4 interacts with eye-PKC. InaD does not 
interact with rhodopsin, DGq or TRPL, and in inaD mutants, these proteins show normal 
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expression in the rhabdomeres (Tsunoda et al, 1997). As expected, mutation of the PLC-ß 
sequences that mediate interaction with InaD also results in mislocalization of the protein 
(Shieh et al., 1997; van Huizen et al, 1998). Thus, InaD acts as an organizing scaffold that 
assembles the different components of the phototransduction pathway into one complex, the 
transduciosome. This complex may enable the rapid signaling required for phototransduction. 
Because the components are in close contact, there is no need for the slow passive diffusion 
required for individual signaling components to find each other. Furthermore, assembly of the 
phototransduction machinery into one complex will prevent cross-talk with other signaling 
systems. 

Taken together, Drosophila phototransduction shows how a G protein-coupled signal 
transduction pathway is used as a highly sensitive light-detector. Rapid signal transfer between 
the different components is achieved by an efficient architectural organization, and high 
temporal resolution is obtained by elaborate inactivation and regulation mechanisms. 

G protein signaling in Caenorhabditis elegans. 
As in Drosophila, homologs of the mammalian classes of G protein subunits are present in C. 
elegans (reviewed in Bargmann and Kaplan, 1998). These include GSA-1, which is 66% 
identical at the amino acid level to mammalian Gcts (Park et al., 1997), GOA-1, which is 82% 
identical to mammalian Ga0 (Lochrie et al., 1991), egl-30, which encodes a Ga-subunit that is 
80% identical to mammalian Gaq (Brundage et al., 1996), and GPA-12, which may belong to 
the Geen family and shares 49-52% identity with mammalian Gan and Drosophila Concertina 
(L. Brundage and M. Simon, personal communication). In addition to these highly conserved 
Ga-subunits, the sequenced area of the C. elegans genome contains an additional 15 Goc-
subunits that share typically between 40-45% amino acid positions with the conserved Ga-
subunits and with each other (Lochrie et al., 1991; Fino Silva and Plasterk, 1990; Roayaie et 
al., 1998 and P. Werner and G. Jansen, personal communication). This family of atypical Ga-
subunits may be specifically required for chemosensation (see below). C. elegans expresses 
two different Gß-subunits, GPB-1 which is 86% identical to mammalian Gß-subunits (van der 
Voorn et al., 1990), and a more divergent Gß-subunit, GPB-2, which shares 49% identity with 
GPB-1 (P. Werner and R. Plasterk, personal communication). So far, only a single Gy-subunit 
has been identified within the sequenced regions of the genome (R. Zwaal and R. Plasterk, 
personal communication). The G protein-coupled signal transduction pathways that have thus 
far been studied in C. elegans function primarily in the nervous system and in muscle cells: G 
proteins are required for chemosensory signal transduction and for the regulation of muscle 
activity. 

Ch emosensation 
As a soil nematode, C. elegans uses mainly chemical cues to interact with its environment. 
Such chemical stimuli can have profound effects on its behavior and development. Metabolites 
from bacteria, the main food source of the nematode, modulate behaviors such as feeding, 
locomotion and egg-laying and pheromones regulate entry into the alternative dauer larva stage 
and are required for mating between males and hermaphrodites (reviewed in Bargmann and 
Mori, 1997, and Kaplan, 1996). C. elegans can sense water soluble chemicals such as salts and 
amino acids (Bargmann and Horvitz, 1991b), but can also sense volatile chemicals such as 
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alcohols, ketones and aldehydes (Bargmann et al, 1993). These chemicals can be attractive or 
repulsive, resulting in Chemotaxis towards an attractive substance or avoidance of a repellant. 
C. elegans has three sensory structures that are exposed to the environment and may be 
involved in chemosensation: these are the bilaterally symmetric amphids in the head and 
phasmids in the tail and the six inner labial sensory organs (Figure 2). Chemosensory functions 
were assigned to individual neurons in these sensory structures by ablating the two bilaterally 
symmetric sister neurons, followed by behavioral analysis. These studies demonstrated that 
only the amphid neurons have a clear chemosensory function. Based on dendritic morphology 
and function, the twelve pairs of amphid neurons can be subdivided into three groups (Table 
II). These are: (1) the exposed cells. As the other amphid neurons, the cell bodies of the 
exposed cells are located just posterior of the nerve ring and send dentrites to the tip of the 
nose. At this position, these dentrites form long and slender ciliated structures that are exposed 
to the environment through an opening in the cuticle. The exposed cells function primarily in 
the detection of water soluble compounds and dauer pheromone, with individual neurons 
detecting different spectra of chemicals and eliciting different behavioral responses (Bargmann 
and Horvitz, 1991b; Bargmann and Horvitz, 1991a). Thus, some neurons function in attraction 
to certain chemicals, whereas others such as for example the ASH neurons, function in 
aversion of repulsive chemicals and mechanical stimuli (Kaplan and Horvitz, 1993). (2) A 
second group consists of the wing cells. These have more flattened and branched cilia and are 
enclosed within a specialized support cell, the sheath cell. The wing cells function in the 
sensation of volatile odorants (Bargmann et al., 1993). (3) The third group of amphid neurons 
are the AFD or finger cells. These neurons show a brush like structure at the end of the 
dendrite which is embedded within the sheath cell. The AFD neurons do not function in 
chemosensation, but are critical for thermosensation (Mori and Ohshima, 1995). 

Amphid sensory neurons induce different behavioral responses. Thus, AWA is required for 
Chemotaxis towards volatile odorants, whereas AWB is necessary for avoidance of repulsive 
odorants. How is this behavioral specificity determined? The behavioral specificity of the 
chemosensory neurons is encoded by the synaptic contacts they make with their post-synaptic 
partners. Thus, the ASH and ADL sensory neurons which are required for avoidance, synapse 
onto the AVA and AVE) interneurons which in turn activate the motoneurons required for 
backward locomotion (White et al., 1986). Furthermore, it was elegantly shown by Emily 
Troemel (Troemel et al., 1997) that ectopic expression of the receptor for the attractant 
diacetyl on AWB rather than AWA results in avoidance of this odorant. Thus, the 
chemosensory cell rather than the chemosensory receptor determines the resulting behavioral 
response. 

Chemosensation is mediated through multiple 7-TM receptors. Important insight into the 
mechanism of chemosensation was gained from the cloning of odr-10 (Sengupta et al., 1996). 
odr-10 mutant animals are specifically defective in diacetyl sensation, an attractive odorant 
sensed by AWA. odr-10 encodes a 7-TM G protein-coupled receptor and is specifically 
expressed in the AWA sensory cilia. Expression of odr-10 in odr-7 mutant animals, which are 
defective in the sensation of most AWA specific odorants, restores sensitivity to diacetyl. 
Moreover, expression of ODR-10 in human cells confers sensitivity to this odorant (Zhang et 
al, 1997). Thus, odr-10 is required and sufficient for diacetyl sensation. Vertebrates employ a 
large family of 7-TM receptors for olfaction (Buck and Axel, 1991) The cloning of the 
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Figure 2. Localization of the 
amphid and phasmid chemo-
sensory neurons of C. elegans. 
The amphid neurons extend 
processes to the tip of the nose. 
Some of these endings are 
directly exposed to the environ
ment. 

Table II. Chemosensory neurons and expression of atypical Ga-subunits. 
Neuron pair Function Got expression 

Exposed cells ADF 

ADL 

ASE 
ASG 

ASH 

ASI 

ASJ 

ASK 

Wing cells AWA 
AWB 
AWC 

Finger cell AFD 

Other URX 

Chemotaxis to water soluble compounds and 
dauer induction 
Avoidance of water soluble compounds and 
volatile odorants 
Chemotaxis to water soluble compounds 
Chemotaxis to water soluble compounds and 
dauer induction 
Avoidance of osmotic strength, volatile odorants 
and touch 
Chemotaxis to water soluble compounds and 
dauer induction 
Dauer recovery 

Chemotaxis to water soluble compounds 

Chemotaxis to volatile odorants 
Avoidance of volatile odorants 
Chemotaxis to volatile odorants 

Thermosensation 

3, 10, 13 and 
odr-3 
1,3, Hand 15 

1.3, 11, 13, 14, 
15 and odr-3 
3.4, 10 and 14 

1,2,3,9, 10 
and 14 
2, 3 and 15 

5, 6 and odr-3 
odr-3 
2, 13 and odr-3 

'Numbers indicate gpa genes. Expression patterns are from Roayaie et al., 1998, and Zwaai et 
al., 1997 and G. Jansen, personal communication. The exposed cells function in detection of 
water-soluble chemicals and dauer pheromone, the wing cells detect volatile odorants and the 
ADF cells are required for thermosensation.  
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ODR-10 odorant receptor shows that also C. elegans uses 7-TM receptors as chemosensory 
receptors. Interestingly, the C. elegans genome project has revealed a large family of candidate 
7-TM chemosensory receptors in the nematode as well. At least 80 odr-10 like receptor genes 
were identified (Chou et al., 1996). In addition, five families of sr (serpentine receptor) genes, 
each consisting of 10-30 members were identified as well (Troemel et al, 1995). These sr 
genes encode candidate chemosensory receptors, since the majority of these genes is 
specifically expressed in the amphid neurons. The chemosensory receptor repertoire of C. 
elegans is estimated to be over 200 (Chou et al., 1996), a number that is comparable to 
vertebrate olfactory receptor diversity. Individual amphid neurons express multiple odorant 
receptors (Troemel et al., 1995). This is to be expected when a large repertoire of chemo
sensory receptors is to be used by only eleven sensory neurons. The expression of multiple 
receptors explains why individual chemosensory neurons can sense multiple chemical stimuli. 
The AWA sensory neurons, for example, specifically sense benzaldehyde, butanone and 
isoamyl alcohol (Bargmann et al., 1993). To distinguish between different chemical stimuli, the 
chemosensory neurons can downregulate one odorant response after prolonged exposure to 
that odorant, while maintaining responsiveness to other odorants (Colbert and Bargmann, 
1995). Therefore, elaborate adaptation mechanisms must exist to regulate the different 
receptors and downstream signaling pathways (see below). The expression of multiple chemo
sensory receptors on a single sensory neuron is in stark contrast to vertebrate olfaction— 
vertebrate olfactory neurons express only a single olfactory receptor (reviewed in Mombaerts 
et al., 1996 and Buck, 1996). An attractive hypothesis is that C. elegans, which has only eleven 
pairs of chemosensory cells available for chemosensation, uses elaborate regulatory mecha
nisms to integrate information from multiple receptors within the sensory cell to enable sen
sitivity to a wide spectrum of chemicals with only a limited set of sensory neurons. 

In addition to the multiple 7-TM receptors and G proteins expressed in the amphid 
neurons, also a large family of membrane spanning guanylyl cyclases has been identified (Yu et 
al., 1997). These transmembrane guanylyl cyclases may also function as chemosensory 
receptors and may complement the 7-TM family of chemosensory receptors. 

A large family of atypical Ga-subunits may transduce chemosensory signals. Stimulation 
of vertebrate olfactory neurons probably leads to the activation of a single G protein-coupled 
signal transduction pathway. Thus, odorant detection results in the activation of Ga0if, 
followed by the generation of cAMP and the opening of cAMP-gated ion channels (reviewed 
in Reed, 1992). Chemosensation in C. elegans may involve multiple G protein-coupled signal 
transduction pathways. The chemosensory amphid neurons of C. elegans express up to seven 
different Ga-subunits (Table II). These Ga-subunits are clearly members of the heterotrimeric 
G protein-family, but are distinct from mammalian Ga-subunits. Fifteen atypical Ga-subunits 
(designated gpa for G protein a-subunit) have so far been identified within the sequenced 
regions of the C. elegans genome. Interestingly, most of these Ga-subunits are specifically 
expressed in the amphid and phasmid sensory neurons (G Jansen, personal communication). 

One of the atypical Ga-subunits, ODR-3, was identified in forward genetic screens for 
animals that fail to be attracted to benzaldehyde (Bargmann et al., 1993; Roayaie et al., 1998). 
odr-3 mutant animals are defective in Chemotaxis to all volatile attractants sensed by AWA and 
AWC and are defective in the avoidance responses mediated by ASH. These results suggest 
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that ODR-3 plays an important role in sensory transduction in different sensory neurons. The 
odr-3 defect in sensation of volatile odorants is not absolute. High concentrations of these 
odorants are still detected, suggesting that other Ga-subunits expressed in the AWA and AWC 
sensory neurons can substitute for ODR-3 function. This functional redundancy was demon
strated for the AWC sensed attractant butanone. Butanone Chemotaxis is only partially 
defective in odr-3 mutant animals, but in odr-3 gpa-2 double mutants, butanone sensation is 
severely affected. As expected, ODR-3 localizes to the ciliated endings of the AWA, AWB and 
AWC wing cells and to the ciliated endings of the exposed ASH and ADF sensory cells. 

Atypical Ga-subunits may also function in dauer pheromone detection. Dauer pheromone 
is sensed by a subset of the exposed amphid sensory neurons (Table II) (Bargmann and 
Horvitz, 1991a) and induces repression of daf-7, a gene encoding a TGFß homolog that is 
secreted by the amphid sensory neurons to promote non-dauer development (Ren et al, 1996, 
Schackwitz et al., 1996) Analysis of gpa-2 and gpa-3 suggests that these Ga-subunits 
function in pheromone sensation (Zwaal et al., 1997). Both genes are expressed in subsets of 
chemosensory neurons (Table II) and loss of both gpa-2 and gpa-3 results in a diminished 
response to dauer pheromone. Furthermore, constitutive activation of GPA-2 and GPA-3 
induces dauer larvae formation in the absence of pheromone. It is not clear how constitutive 
activation of GPA-2 and GPA-3 can induce dauer development. A possibility is that down
stream targets of GPA-2 and GPA-3 regulate daf-7 expression. 

In addition to sensory signal transduction, Ga-subunits may have other functions in the 
amphid sensory neurons. An example is odr-3, which is required for AWC sensory cilium 
development (Roayaie et al., 1998). In wild type animals, the AWA cilia are filamentous and 
extensively branched, whereas the AWC cilia form a sheet-like structure that encircles the tip 
of the nose. In animals that lack odr-3, the cilium structure of AWC resembles that of AWA. 
Overexpression of odr-3 results in an opposite morphological change; the AWA neurons now 
form a sheet-like structure that resembles the AWC cilium architecture. Thus, odr-3 is required 
for formation and maintenance of the fan-like structure of the AWC olfactory cilia. The 
structure of the ASH cilia is not affected in odr-3 mutant animals. The ASH cilia are however 
abnormal in transgenic animals that overexpress a constitutively active GPA-3 mutant protein, 
as demonstrated by the inability of the ASH neurons to take up the fluorescent dye DiO (Zwaal 
et al., 1997). Thus, G protein-signaling is required for proper sensory cilium formation. 
However, it cannot be excluded that some aspects of these changes in sensory cilium structure 
are an indirect result of the defects in sensory signaling. 

What is the function of the other atypical Ga-subunits expressed in the amphid neurons? It 
is likely that next to chemosensory signal transduction, some of these Ga-subunits will be 
involved in the regulatory mechanisms necessary to distinguish signals from different chemo
sensory receptors. An example of such a regulatory role is provided by gpa-5 (G. Jansen and 
R. Plasterk, personal communication) gpa-5 is expressed in the AWA neurons and has a 
negative regulatory function in trimethylthiazole (TMT) perception. Thus, animals that lack 
gpa-5 are more attracted to TMT than wild type animals, whereas animals that express 
constitutively active GPA-5 are less attracted to this odorant. A comprehensive study of 
atypical Ga-subunits that is ongoing in the Plasterk laboratory should reveal more functions of 
these signal transduction molecules. 
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Two types of ion-channels function downstream in chemosensory signal transduction. 
Sensory cells use ion channels to encode sensory stimuli into changes of membrane potential 
that can be interpreted by the nervous system. Two distinct types of ion channels that function 
in chemosensory and thermosensory signal transduction have been identified in C. elegans. The 
ion channel encoded by tax-2 and tax-4 is required for Chemotaxis towards AWC sensed 
odorants, ASE and ASK sensed water-soluble attractants and for thermosensation (Coburn 
and Bargmann, 1996; Komatsu et al., 1996). tax-2 and tax-4 encode subunits of a cyclic 
nucleotide-gated ion channel that is similar to the vertebrate cyclic nucleotide-gated ion 
channels functioning in phototransduction and olfaction. The channel formed by TAX-2 and 
TAX-4 is most sensitive to cGMP, which suggests that cGMP functions as a second messenger 
in chemosensory transduction. Indeed, daf-11, which is required for AWC and ASE mediated 
Chemotaxis, encodes a transmembrane guanylyl cyclase (Vowels and Thomas, 1994) (D. 
Birnby and J. Thomas, personal communication). Furthermore, the recently identified family of 
amphid-specific transmembrane guanylyl cyclases may be a source of cGMP as well (Yu et al., 
1997). Mutation of either tax-2, tax-4 or daf-11 does not disturb AWA-mediated Chemotaxis, 
suggesting that these neurons use an alternative pathway. AWA-mediated chemosensory trans
duction is dependent on osm-9 (Colbert et al., 1997). osm-9 encodes a predicted trans
membrane protein that is similar to the TRP and TRPL phototransduction ion channels of 
Drosophila (see section on Drosophila phototransduction) and to the capsaicin receptor of 
vertebrates (Caterina et al., 1997). OSM-9 is expressed in the ciliated endings of AW A, but is 
also expressed in the ciliated endings of other amphid sensory neurons. In addition to its 
function in AW A, OSM-9 is also required for ASH-mediated avoidance of osmotic stimuli and 
nose touch and for odorant specific adaptation in the AWC neurons. In osm-9 mutants, Chemo
taxis towards AWC-detected odorants is normal, but the AWC neurons cannot be adapted to 
the odorants butanone and isoamyl alcohol (Colbert and Bargmann, 1995). This suggests that 
the AWC neurons require OSM-9 in addition to the cGMP-gated TAX-2/TAX-4 ion channel 
to mediate adaptation to specific odorants. 

Conserved G protein signaling pathways. 
The Gaq homolog EGL-30 is required for muscle activity. 
A Gaq homolog of C. elegans was cloned based on its similarity to mammalian Gaq and was 
subsequently shown to be mutated in alleles of the genetically identified locus egl-30 
(Brundage et al., 1996). egl-30 mutants show severely reduced muscle activity, resulting in 
arrested larval development in strong egl-30 alleles, and defects in pharyngeal pumping, body-
wall muscle tone (flaccid paralysis) and egg-laying muscle activity in weaker egl-30 alleles 
(Trent et al., 1983). Overexpression of EGL-30 in transgenic animals results in opposite 
phenotypes; animals that overexpress EGL-30 move more actively and show hyperactive egg-
laying. Moreover, animals that express a constitutively active EGL-30 mutant protein show a 
severe hypercontraction of body-wall muscle (C. Bastiani and M. Simon, personal 
communication). 

Several lines of evidence suggest that EGL-30 is required for muscle activity (Brundage et 
al., 1996). egl-30 alleles suppress the hypercontraction of pharyngeal muscle cells that is 
induced by the acetylcholine agonist arecoline (Avery, 1993). This arecoline-induced hyper
contraction is independent of the pharyngeal nervous system, indicating that arecoline acts 
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directly on the pharyngeal muscle cells. Since the arecoline-induced hypercontraction is 
prevented in egl-30 mutants, this suggests that EGL-30 functions directly in the pharyngeal 
muscle cells. These results also indicate that EGL-30 is required for acetylcholine signaling, a 
conclusion that is supported by the isolation of additional egl-30 alleles as suppressors of 
acetylcholine esterase inhibitors (Miller et al., 1996). In addition to a function of EGL-30 in the 
pharyngeal muscle cells, EGL-30 may also be required in other muscle cells. Pharmacological 
evidence suggests that EGL-30 is required in the vulva muscles Furthermore, the flaccid para
lysis of egl-30 mutants suggests a loss of body-wall muscle function (Reiner et al., 1995). 
Taken together, these results indicate that EGL-30 directly influences muscle activity. Thus, 
loss-of egl-30 decreases muscle activity, whereas overexpression or constitutive activation of 
EGL-30 increases muscle activity. 

One of the principle targets of Gaq in vertebrates and Drosophila is phospholipase Cß, 
activation of which results in the generation of the second messengers DAG and IP3 (see 
section on Drosophila phototransduction). Also the C. elegans Gocq homolog EGL-30 acti
vates PLC-ß. Transfection of EGL-30 in COS cells stimulates endogenous phospholipase Cß 
activity (Brundage et al., 1996). Furthermore, egl-8, which shows a similar range of pheno-
types as egl-30, encodes a C. elegans PLC-ß isoform (M. Lackner and J Kaplan, personal 
communication). Genetic screens for suppressors of the constitutively active EGL-30-induced 
body-wall muscle hypercontraction have resulted in several complementation groups that may 
identify additional downstream components of the Gaq-coupled signal transduction pathway in 
C. elegans (C. Bastiani and M. Simon, personal communication). 

The Ga0 homolog GOA-1 mediates several aspects of serotonin signaling. 
A homolog of mammalian Ga0 is encoded by goa-1 (Lochrie et al., 1991). As in mammals and 
insects, goa-1 is expressed in the nervous system (Mendel et al., 1995; Ségalat et al., 1995); all 
neurons in the hermaphrodite and male show expression of goa-1 reporter constructs. In 
addition, goa-1 is expressed in the pharyngeal muscle cells, the vulva and uterine muscle cells, 
the intestinal muscle cells and the male specific diagonal muscle cells. Mutant alleles of goa-1 
were isolated in a forward genetic screen for hyperactively moving animals (Ségalat et al., 
1995) and by a reverse genetic approach (Mendel et al., 1995, Chapter 3 of this thesis). 
Animals that lack goa-1 show hyperactive locomotion, premature egg-laying and defective 
male mating. Overexpression or constitutive activation of GOA-1, on the other hand, induces 
reciprocal phenotypes, paralysis and a defect in egg-laying. These phenotypes are opposite to 
the loss- and gain-of-function phenotypes of egl-30 and suggest that GOA-1 signaling inhibits 
muscle activity. 

GOA-1 may mediate several aspects of serotonin signaling in C. elegans (Ségalat et al., 
1995). The neurotransmitter serotonin is required for the modulation of several nematode 
behaviors. One of these serotonin-regulated behaviors is foraging. Addition of exogenous sero
tonin to nematodes mimics the response to a food signal, which results in the inhibition of 
locomotion and stimulation of feeding (B. Sawin and R. Horvitz, personal communication). 
Lack of serotonin in mutants such as cat-1, which encodes a monoamine vesicular transporter 
necessary for the transport of serotonin or dopamine into vesicles (S. Nurrish and J. Kaplan, 
personal communication), or cod-5, which encodes a tryptophan hydroxylase essential for 
serotonin synthesis (J. Sze and P. Sternberg, personal communication) results in an opposite 
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phenotype; hyperactive locomotion. The mutant phenotypes of goa-1 resemble these effects of 
serotonin on locomotion. Furthermore, goa-1 mutant animals are partially resistant to the 
inhibitory action of serotonin on locomotion, suggesting that GOA-1 is indeed required for 
serotonin signaling. Another muscle activity that is modulated by serotonin is the defecation 
cycle. The contraction of the enteric muscles, which results in the expulsion of intestinal 
contents, is inhibited by serotonin. This serotonin-induced inhibition of enteric muscle contrac
tion is reduced in goa-1 mutant animals, indicating that GOA-1 mediates at least part of 
serotonin signaling in the defecation cycle as well. In addition to serotonin signaling, GOA-1 
may also function in the response to other neurotransmitters. Thus, GOA-1 is required for 
octopamine signaling in the pharynx (C. Franks, personal communication) and GOA-1 may 
function as a negative regulator in acetylcholine signaling (K. Miller, personal communication). 

Mutation of goa-1 also affects the egg-laying system—loss-of goa-1 results in hyperactive 
egg-laying, whereas overexpression or constitutive activation of GOA-1 results in an egg-
laying defect. Egg-laying is regulated by the serotonergic HSN neurons, which synapse with 
the vulva muscle cells. Release of serotonin from the HSN neurons induces the vulva muscle 
cells to contract, resulting in the expulsion of an egg from the uterus (Trent et al., 1983). This 
is an oversimplification of HSN function, since other neurotransmitters such as acetylcholine 
may be required for egg-laying as well (Weinshenker et al., 1995). The function of GOA-1 in 
the egg-laying system is probably complex. Pharmacological evidence indicates that GOA-1 is 
required both presynaptically in the HSN neurons and postsynaptically in the vulva muscle cells 
(Mendel et al., 1995). Thus, the constitutively active GOA-1-induced egg-laying defect is 
partially rescued by exogenous serotonin, which suggests that GOA-1 mediates some aspects 
of serotonin signaling in the vulva muscle cells. The egg-laying defect is however completely 
unresponsive to imipramine, a reuptake inhibitor of endogenous serotonin (Mendel et al., 
1995), which indicates that GOA-1 is also required in the HSN neurons to supply the 
necessary serotonin. 

What are the down-stream targets of GOA-1? Screens for extragenic suppressors of the 
constitutively active GOA-1-induced paralysis and egg-laying defects have resulted in the 
isolation of several mutations that inhibit these activated GOA-1-induced phenotypes. One of 
these suppressors, dgk-1, encodes a diacylglycerol kinase (S. Nurrish and J. Kaplan, personal 
communication). Diacylglycerol kinases play an important role in phosphatidyl inositol lipid 
metabolism and may also function in G protein signaling. Another suppressor of activated 
GOA-1, sag-2, encodes an RGS protein (see below), suggesting that these regulatory proteins 
may also function as effectors in G protein signaling, sag-2 is allelic to eat-16, a mutation that 
results in defects in pharyngeal muscle activity (W. Chen and P. Sternberg, personal communi
cation). Interestingly, a calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II homolog encoded by 
itnc-43 may interact with the G0 pathway as well Suppressors of the locomotion and egg-
laying defects induced by a gain-of-function mutation in unc-43 were alleles of goa-1, dgk-1 
and sag-2, indicating that interaction of UNC-43 with the G0 pathway is required for regulation 
of locomotion and egg-laying (M. Robatzek and J. Thomas, personal communication). 

egl-10 encodes an RGS protein that interacts with GOA-1. 
Important insight into the regulation of G protein signaling was gained from the cloning of egl-
10 (Koelie and Horvitz, 1996). Mutation of egl-10 results in phenotypes that are opposite to 
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those of goa-1 and epistatic analysis suggests that EGL-10 acts as a negative regulator of 
GOA-1. egl-JO encodes a protein that is similar to yeast Sst2p, a negative regulator of 
pheromone signaling in yeast. Also an extensive family of mammalian proteins with high 
similarity to EGL-10 and Sst2p was identified and was named RGS for regulator of G protein 
signaling. RGS proteins function as Got-specific GTPase activating proteins that reduce the 
half-life of the active, GTP-bound Ga-subunit (reviewed in Koelie, 1997, and Neer, 1997). 

In addition to EGL-10, the C. elegans genome contains at least 10 other genes that 
encode putative RGS proteins (M. Koelie, personal communication). Most of these RGS 
proteins show a general neuronal expression pattern, and overexpression of at least two of 
these genes results in similar phenotypes as overexpression of EGL-10. However, over-
expression of the RGS protein contained on cosmid C16C2 results in opposite phenotypes, 
suggesting that this RGS protein may negatively regulates EGL-30 or GSA-1 (see below). In 
addition to the generally expressed RGS proteins, an RGS protein encoded by C29H12.3 is 
specifically expressed in the amphid and phasmid sensory neurons. This suggests that specific 
RGS proteins may also function in the regulation of chemosensory signal transduction. 

Constitutive activation of the Gas homolog GSA-1 induces neuronal degeneration. 
A homolog of mammalian Gccs is encoded by gsa-1 (Park et al., 1997). gsa-1 is ubiquitously 
expressed in neurons and muscle cells and is an essential gene; loss-of gsa-1 results in early 
larval lethality (Korswagen et al, 1997, Chapter 4 of this thesis). This larval lethality is mor
phologically similar to the lethal phenotype of animals in which the canal-associated neurons 
(CAN) have been killed by laser ablation and suggests that GSA-1 has an essential function in 
these cells. This conclusion is supported by the observation that a null allele of the adenylyl 
cyclase gene acy-2, which is specifically expressed in the CAN cells, results in a similar larval 
lethal phenotype. Thus, ACY-2 may be a downstream target of GSA-1 in the CAN cells 
(Korswagen et al., 1998, Chapter 5 of this thesis). 

Overexpression of GSA-1 results in hyperactive locomotion and egg-laying (Korswagen et 
al., 1997), phenotypes that are similar to EGL-30 overexpression. This suggests that also 
GSA-1 positively regulates muscle activity. Overexpression of a constitutively active GSA-1 
protein results in a more dramatic phenotype. Overexpression of activated GSA-1 induces 
hypercontraction of body-wall muscle cells and swelling and vacuolization of ventral nerve 
cord motoneurons and neurons located in the head and tail ganglia. This neuronal cell death is 
morphologically distinct from programmed cell death and is not affected by loss-of the 
apoptotic pathway (Korswagen et al., 1997; Berger et al., 1998). The activated GSA-1-
induced neuronal degeneration is similar to the necrotic cell death observed in degenerin 
mutants of C. elegans (Chalfie and Wolinsky, 1990; Driscoll and Chalfie, 1991; Hall et al., 
1997). The degenerins deg-1 and mec-4 encode proteins which are similar to subunits of 
mammalian amiloride-sensitive sodium channels and form mechanosensory channels in C. 
elegans (Hong and Driscoll, 1994; Huang and Chalfie, 1994). The degeneration-inducing 
mutations in deg-1 and mec-4 presumably hyperactivate these channels, resulting in an 
increased or altered ion-influx that is followed by cell death. The morphological similarity of 
activated GSA-1-induced neuronal degeneration to degenerin-induced cell death suggests that 
GSA-1 directly or indirectly hyperactivates ion-channels This could be a direct interaction of 
GSA-1 with ion channels, or could be indirect through, for example, the activation of an 
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adenylyl cyclase, resulting in the generation of cAMP. Increased levels of cAMP can sub
sequently open cAMP-gated ion-channels or open ion channels through activation of cAMP-
dependent protein kinase A (reviewed in Sunahara et al., 1996; Walsh and Van Patten, 1994 
and Wickman and Clapham, 1995). That the latter is indeed the case, was shown by the 
cloning of a suppressor of the activated GSA-1-induced neuronal degeneration. 

Mutation of sgs-1 (suppressor of activated Gs) completely suppresses the activated GSA-
1-induced neuronal cell death (Korswagen et al., 1997; Korswagen et al., 1998, Chapter 5 of 
this thesis), sgs-1 encodes an adenylyl cyclase that is most similar to mammalian adenylyl 
cyclase type IX (this gene was named acy-l in Berger et al., 1998). As expected, sgs-1 
reporter fusions are widely expressed in the nervous system, demonstrating that sgs-1 is indeed 
expressed in the neurons that are susceptible to the activated GSA-1-induced cell death. In 
addition, sgs-1 is also expressed in the vulva muscle cells and at low levels in body-wall muscle 
cells. Mutation of sgs-1 does not result in obvious developmental or behavioral defects, 
indicating that sgs-1 is not an essential gene and that SGS-1 may not be the only target of 
GSA-1 in neurons. Screens for suppressors of the activated GSA-1-induced neuronal 
degeneration have yielded at least one additional suppressor locus, sgs-2, which maps to 
linkage group V (H. Korswagen and R. Plasterk, unpublished observation). Cloning of 
additional suppressors will uncover more components of the GSA-1-coupled signal 
transduction pathway in C. elegans and may elucidate the mechanism with which overactivity 
of GSA-1 and SGS-1 induces neurotoxicity. 

The Gß-subunit GPB-1 is required early in embryogenesis to specify mitotic spindle 
orientation. The C. elegans genome contains at least two Gß-subunits; the highly conserved 
GPB-1 subunit and the more divergent GPB-2 subunit. Only GPB-1 has been studied in detail 
(Zwaal et al., 1996). GPB-1 is ubiquitously expressed throughout development in somatic 
tissues and in the germline. A null allele oîgpb-1 shows an early larval lethal phenotype that is 
morphologically similar to the lethal phenotype of gsa-1 null mutant animals. This suggests 
that the larval lethality of gpb-1 results from the absence of an essential Gs-coupled signal 
transduction pathway early in development (see above). Changes in Gß activity also affect 
locomotion and egg-laying, overexpression of GPB-1 induces paralysis and egg-laying defects, 
whereas gpb-1 null mutant animals that mosaically express GPB-1 exhibit reciprocal pheno-
types such as constitutive egg-laying and hyperactive locomotion. These effects of GPB-1 on 
behavior may represent a direct signaling function of the Gßy-subunit, but may also be an 
indirect influence of Gßy levels on Gcc-signaling. 

In addition to the zygotic larval lethal phenotype, gpb-1 null mutant animals also display a 
maternal phenotype. Progeny of mosaic animals that lack GPB-1 expression in the germline 
arrests early in embryogenesis. Development of these embryos is disrupted because the 
positions of early blastomeres in the embryo are changed. These blastomeres are now unable to 
make their appropriate contacts, which results in disorganized development. Interestingly, it 
was shown that GPB-1 localizes to the mitotic spindle and that the orientation of this spindle, 
which dictates the plane of division, is randomized in maternal gpb-1 null mutant animals. This 
is a novel function of Gß and at present it is not clear whether this represents a function of the 
Gß-subunit itself, or if it also involves a Ga-subunit. 
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Future prospects of G protein research in C. elegans. 
Comprehensive studies of the 7-TM receptors and Ga-subunits expressed in the amphid 
sensory neurons should unravel how nematodes sense their chemical environment. An 
interesting question in this field is how a single sensory neuron can distinguish signals from 
different chemosensory receptors. Undoubtedly, G proteins will play an important role in these 
regulatory mechanisms. 

Gain- and loss-of-function phenotypes of the highly conserved Ga-subunits and the Gß-
subunit GPB-1 all directly or indirectly affect muscle activity. Some increase muscle activity 
(EGL-30 and GSA-1), whereas others decrease muscle activity (GOA-1 and GPB-1). At 
present, it is not known how the signaling pathways that originate from these different G 
protein-subunits influence muscle activity. A possibility is that these pathways modulate a 
common downstream component (such as an ion channel) or have similar effects (such as on 
membrane excitability). It is, however, also likely that some of these pathways function in 
tissues different from muscle. Analysis of cellular focus and, importantly, analysis of downs
tream targets through suppressor screens, will reveal how these G protein pathways modulate 
muscle activity. 

Concluding remarks 
This review gives an overview of the G protein field in flies and worms. A common theme that 
emerges from the analysis of G proteins in these two organisms is that G protein-coupled 
signal transduction is highly conserved. Homologs of mammalian G proteins are present in flies 
and worms and many of their downstream targets are conserved as well. Thus, G protein-
coupled signal transduction pathways consist of conserved signaling modules that are used as 
building blocks in signal transduction. What is the advantage of studying these signaling 
pathways in model organsims? As I already pointed out in the introduction, genetic analysis in 
flies and worms allows unbiased screens for novel components of these pathways. Such 
components may either have been overlooked in classical biochemical studies, or may be 
refractory to biochemical analysis. Examples of important novel components of G protein-
coupled signal transduction pathways that were identified through genetic analysis are for 
example the InaD adaptor protein that assembles components of the Drosophila photo-
transduction pathway into one complex and the family of RGS proteins that were identified in 
yeast and C. elegans as negative regulators of G protein signaling. Future studies in flies and 
worms will undoubtedly uncover many more interesting components of G protein-coupled 
signal transduction pathways. 
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Outline of this thesis 
The main focus of this thesis is the genetic analysis of conserved G protein-coupled signal 
transduction pathways in C. elegans. In addition, the development of an efficient mapping 
strategy to clone novel mutations is discussed as well. 

Chapter 2 describes a gene mapping strategy for C. elegans that is based on polymorphic 
insertion sites of the transposon Tel. Using this mapping scheme, a mutation can be located 
with high resolution to the genetic map of the C. elegans genome. In principle, this resolution 
allows direct identification of the mutated gene by transformation rescue experiments with 
overlapping cosmid clones. 

Chapter 3 discusses the genetic analysis of the C. elegans Ga0 homolog, GO A-1. We show 
that goa-1 reporter constructs are ubiquitously expressed in the nervous system and in the 
pharyngeal- and vulva muscle cells. Furthermore, we demonstrate that GOA-1 modulates 
behaviors such as locomotion and egg-laying. 

Chapter 4 shows that the C. elegans Gas homolog GSA-1 is ubiquitously expressed in the 
nervous system and in muscle cells and that changes in GSA-1 levels , like GOA-1, influence 
behaviors such as locomotion and egg-laying Mutation of GSA-1 has, however, a reciprocal 
effect on these behaviors. We also show that constitutive activation of GSA-1 induces 
degeneration of neurons. This neuronal cell death is restricted to specific neuronal lineages and 
is independent of programmed cell death. 

Chapter 5 discusses a screen for extragenic modifiers that suppress the activated GSA-1 -
induced neuronal degeneration. One of these suppressors, sgs-J, was cloned and was shown to 
encode an adenylyl cyclase. This demonstrates that the adenylyl cyclase SGS-1 acts down
stream of activated GSA-1 in the induction of neurotoxicity. 
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ABSTRACT We present an approach to map large numbers 
of Tel transposon insertions in the genome of Caenorhabditis 
elegans. Strains have been described that contain up to 500 
polymorphic Tel insertions. From these we have cloned and 
shotgun sequenced over 2000 Tel flanks, resulting in an esti
mated set of 400 or more distinct Tel insertion alleles. Alignment 
of these sequences revealed a weak Tel insertion site consensus 
sequence that was symmetric around the invariant TA target site 
and reads CAYATATRTG. The Tel flanking sequences were 
compared with 40 Mbp of a C. elegans genome sequence. We 
found 151 insertions within the sequenced area, a density of -=1 
Tel insertion in every 265 kb. As the rest of the C. elegans genome 
sequence is obtained, remaining Tel alleles will fall into place. 
These mapped Tel insertions can serve two functions: (i) inser
tions in or near genes can be used to isolate deletion derivatives 
that have that gene mutated; and (tl) they represent a dense 
collection of polymorphic sequence-tagged sites. We demonstrate 
a strategy to use these Tel sequence-tagged sites in fine-mapping 
mutations. 

Within the next few years the complete genomic sequence of 
several organisms, including the nematode Caenorhabditis el
egans, will be available (1-3). This will drastically alter molecular 
biology; all genes will be cloned and sequenced. The next 
challenge for biology will be to relate these genes to phenotypes 
and function (4). This requires efficient methods for targeted 
gene disruption and efficient strategies for mapping mutations of 
known phenotype to the sequence map. 

The C. elegans transposon Tel is an effective tool in both these 
genetic approaches: Tel insertions can be used to inactivate 
genes, and they can also serve as convenient genetic markers for 
mapping mutations. Tel is a member of the Tel/mariner family 
of transposons and is present in all C. elegans strains analyzed 
(5-8). The copy number of Tel varies among different strains 
(9-11). The commonly used wild-type strain Bristol N2 has about 
30 copies of Tel ; this number is stable, since germ-line transpo
sition of Tel is absent in this strain (12.13). Mutator strains show 
active germ-line transposition of Tel (12.14-17) and are used for 
transposon tagging ( 15) and targeted gene disruption in C. elegans 
(18). Insertion of Tel can directly inactivate a gene. If this is not 
the case, the Tel insertion can be used to generate deletion 
derivatives (18). As well as using mutator strains for direct 
mutation, they can also be used as a source of genetic markers for 
mapping purposes. Mutator strains can contain large numbers of 
polymorphic Tel insertions, as high as 500 Tel insertions in strain 
Bergerac BO (11). One approach has been to genetically identify 
a Tel insertion that maps close to a mutation of interest and to 
use this insertion to locate the mutation on the physical map (19). 
A more powerful application of polymorphic Tel insertions is as 
sequence-tagged sites (STSs) (20). Individual Tel insertions can 
be visualized by PCR using primers directed to the transposon 
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and the flanking genomic sequence. Williams etal. (21,22) cloned 
and sequenced a set of 40 strategically located Bergerac BO Tel 
insertions. Combinations of these insertions can be detected by 
multiplex PCR, and linkage of a mutation to any of the Tel STSs 
can be assessed by PCR on single progeny of crosses to Bergerac 
BO. Tel STSs have a number of advantages over conventional 
genetic markers (21, 22). (i) STS analysis enables genome-wide 
mapping of mutations. Depending on the set of PCR primers 
used, a mutation can be mapped to any of the six linkage groups 
or mapped further to a specific region. This eliminates laborious 
two- and three-factor crosses using conventional visible genetic 
markers, (ii) Multiple Tel STS markers can be analyzed in a single 
cross. Apart from allowing efficient mapping strategies, this 
enables mapping of multiple genes involved in complex pheno
types such as aging (23). (Hi) Tel STSs have no associated 
phenotypes, which is useful when mapping mutations with subtle 
phenotypes. (iv) Tel STS markers can be used to efficiently map 
lethal mutations because dead embryos and larvae can serve as 
substrates for PCR. (f) Tel STSs provide a direct link from 
genetic data to the physical map. A current limitation of Tel 
STSs, however, is the restricted number of Tel insertion site 
sequences that are available. 

In this paper, we describe a method to shotgun sequence 
large numbers of polymorphic Tel insertions present in high 
Tel copy number strains and to map these insertions to the 
genomic sequence of C. elegans. Our approach makes optimal 
use of the available genome sequence; instead of using labo
rious genetic or physical methods, we mapped polymorphic 
Tel insertions by comparing short flanking sequences to the 
genomic sequence. We have obtained a Tel STS map with a 
density of about one Tel insertion in every 265 kb. and we show 
an approach to using these STSs in fine-mapping mutations. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Nematode Culture. Nematodes were cultured as described by 

Sulston and Hodgkin (24). High Tel copy number strains used in 
this studv were RW7000. which is a derivative of Bergerac BO 
(12). CB4000 [sma-l(e30)V] (J. Hodgkin, unpublished result in 
ref. 25). and KR1787 [unc-13(e51)l] (17). Strains used in valida
tion of the vectorette amplification approach were NL233 
[p/*-2::Tcl(/jA-26)III] and NL300 \gpa-2::T<:l(pk2)V\. Strains used 
in mapping experiments were CB1489 [him-8(el4S9)lV], CB164 
[d0-17'el64)lll], and PB49 [egl-5(n486)unc-36(e251)Ilï, him-
5{el490)V). 

DNA analysis. Genomic DNA was isolated as described (18). 
The DNA was further purified by phenol/chloroform extraction 
and ethanol precipitation. Genomic DNA (100 ng) was digested 
with SattîA as recommended by the supplier (New England 
Biolabs). After heat inactivation of SaalA (15 min at 65°C), 15 
pmol of annealed vectorette oligonucleotides (26) (top strand. 
p G A T C C A A G G A G A G G A C G C T G T C T G T C G A A -
GGTAAGGAACGGACGAGAGAAGGAGA; bottom strand. 

Abbreviation: STS. sequence-tagged site. 
*To whom reprint requests should be addressed. 
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TCTCCCTTCTCGAATCGTAACCGTTCGTACGAG-
AATCGCTGTCCTCTCCTTG) was ligated to the digested 
DNA in a 100-ul reaction containing ligation buffer (Bochnnger 
Mannheim). 1 mM ATP, and 10 units of T4 DNA ligase. Ligation 
was overnight at 16°C. Three microliters of ligation reaction was 
used for PCR with the Tel primers Right 2 or Left 2(18) and the 
vectorette primer N505 (CGAATCGTAACCGTTCGTAC-
GAGAATCGCT). PCR was carried out for 38 cycles as de
scribed (18). Twenty microliters of PCR on vectorettc-ligated 
DNA of strains NL233 and NL300 was separated on a 1 % agarose 
gel, blotted onto a nitrocellulose filter, and hybridized with a 
genomicprk-2 fragment spanning the site of the Tel insertion 
(27). For cloning and sequencing amplified fragments, the PCR 
on vectorette-ligated DNA of RW7000. CB4000. or KR1787 was 
diluted 10 times after 30 cycles of PCR, and 1 /J was used for 
nested PCR using the Tcl-inverted repeat primer N412 
(GCAGTGGAATTCTTTTTGGCCAGCACTG) and the vec
torette primer C337 (AAAGGGGCATGCCGTAC-
GAGAATCGCTGTCCTC). These primers contain restriction 
sites for £coR I and Spill, respectively. The resulting product after 
35 cycles of PCR was digested with these enzymes and purified 
over a Wizard DNA purification column (Promega). One-tenth 
of the purified PCR product was ligated into M13 mpl9 (New 
England Biolabs) digested with firoRI and Sph\. Blue/white 
selection enabled identification of recombinant plaques. M13 was 
cultured for 6 h at 37°C with vigorous shaking in 600 /xl of YT 
medium (27) containing Escherichia coli JM101 inoculated with 
a single plaque. Single-stranded M13 DNA was isolated from the 
culture supernatant by precipitation with 120 u.1 of 20% PEG-
6000: 2 M NaCl for 15 min at 4 °C. The DNA was extracted with 
0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)-saturated phenol, precipitated, and 
dissolved in 15 u.1 of water. One microliter of DNA was used for 
PCR sequencing with dye-labeled M13 forward primer as rec
ommended by the supplier (Applied Biosystems). 

Computer Analysis and Statistics. Raw sequence data were 
transferred to a UNIX workstation (Sun Microsystems. Moun
tain View, CA). They were then edited using the program TRACE 
EDITOR (28) to remove Tel termini and vector sequences and to 
correct obvious base calling errors. Sequence data were com
pared with each other using the Smith-Waterman algorithm (29) 
and clustered at the 12.5% identity level. Multiple alignments of 
each cluster were made with CLUSTAL v (30), and consensus 
sequences were made using the HMMER package [S. Eddy, The 
(IMMER package (http://genome.wustl.edu/eddy/hmm.html)]. 
Alignments were checked by hand and some sequences were 
reprocessed after further vector removal and editing. Consensus 
sequences were compared to genomic sequence using BLASTN 
(31). and significant matches were examined by eye. Standard 
contingency table x1 tests were used for analyzing the insertion 
site sequence distribution (32). 

Genetic Mapping. Hetcrozveous egl-5 (n4S6)unc-36(e251)/ 
+ +: him-S(el489)/ + and dpy-17(el64)/+\ him-8(el4S9)/ + 
males were mated with RW7000 hermaphrodites. F, progenvwas 
selfed, and 20 Une or Dpy F; animals were pooled in 40 u.1 of 
single worm lysis buffer (21, 22). Lysis was 60 min at 65°C, and 
denaturation was 15 min at 95°C. Two microliters was used for 
PCR with Tel-specific primers Right 1 or Right 2 (IS) and 
primers directed to the flanking genomic sequence (pkP417. 
TTCGCATATCTTTCTGAGAG: "pkP409, TAGAGTGTGG-
AGAAATAGAC; pk,P406, ATCGTCTGCAGAATTGCGCG; 
pkP410, TCTTTCAGGAACACAAGCCC; pkP402, AGAAT-
CCGAAATAGAACGGC; pkP415, TCTGCGTCGCGACGG-
GAGGC; pkP403, TGAATTGATTCCAACGCCTC; pkP400, 
TTGCAAATGCTCCTGTAACC; pkP645, CTTCTGTGT-
TGGACCTCAGGC: pkP503, GTTGAAATGTACGCCA-
CACTGC; pkP411, AATTAGTTGGTCCAAAATGG). Tel 
insertions were visualized in a single round of PCR or using a 
second round of PCR with nested primers (pkP417.2,TCACT-
TGCTAACAGAGTGAG; pkP409.2, CTGAGCAATT-
ACGATGTGACG; pkP406.2, CAGTACTTCCCACGTCGT-

CATC; pkP410.2. TATTTGGCCACGTGTCCGTC: 
pkP402.2, CGTCCCACAAGATCAACAAG; pkP415.2, GA-
TTCTCGAGGGATAGATCAG: pP403.2, GTTCCCTACT-
GTAAACATGC; pkP400.2, GAAAGGTCCATCGCCCTA-
ACG) (as in refs. 18, 21, and 22). 

RESULTS 
Shotgun Sequencing of Tel Insertions. To sequence random 

Tel insertion sites, we generated strain- and orientation-specific 
libraries of Tel flanks. These libraries were constructed by 
cloning amplified left or right Tel flanking sequences directly into 
sequencing vectors. Flanking genomic sequences of Tel inser
tions present in the high Tel copy number strains RW7000. 
CB4000 and KR1787 was amplified using an anchored PCR-
based method (Fig. L4). RW7000 is a derivative of the natural 
isolate Bergerac BO (12) whereas CB4000 and KR1787 inde
pendently acquired mutator activity and high Tel copy numbers 
in a Bristol N2 background (17, 25). Genomic DNA was digested 
with the frequently cutting restriction enzyme Sau3A. This en
zyme cuts the genomic DNA in fragments ~0.2 kb in length. In 
addition. 5rm3A cuts at known positions in Tel, leaving part of the 
transposon sequence attached to the flanking DNA. A double-
stranded oligonucleotide containing the appropriate 5' overhang 
(termed a vectorette) was ligated to the digested DNA (26). The 
vectorette serves as an anchor to amplify Tel flanks, using one 
primer in the transposon terminus and one in the vectorette. The 
restriction sites of SatûA in Tel are outside the terminal inverted 
repeats of Tel, so flanks of the right and the left side of the 
transposon could be amplified separately. The specificity of this 
amplification method was assessed by Southern analysis of the 
total vectorette PCR product of a strain with a Tel insertion in 
the gene prk-2 and an equivalent strain without this insertion. 
Hybridization with a genomic prk-2 probe shows an amplified 
prk-2 fragment in the prk-2::Tc\ strain but not in the strain 
without this insertion (Fig. IB), demonstrating that this method 
can be used to specifically amplify the flanks of a complex mixture 
of Tel insertions. 

To clone the amplified Tel flanks, a second round of PCR 
with nested primers containing unique restriction sites was 
performed. The PCR product was cloned directly into M13-
sequencing vectors, and clones were sequenced using an 
automatic sequenator. Over 90% of these sequence tracks 
contained the Tel terminus and flanking genomic sequence. 
Sequence data were edited to remove Tel and vector se
quences and obvious sequencing errors. A total of 2478 Tel 
flanking sequences were obtained from six different libraries: 
left and right flanks of strains RW7000, CB4000. and KR1787. 
Sequencing of random clones resulted in individual Tel flanks 
being represented by multiple sequence tracks. Therefore, we 
clustered homologous Tel flanking sequences into distinct 
alleles. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the set of sequence 
tracks over the different Tel flanks they represent. Approxi
mately one-half of the sequenced Tel flanks are represented 
by multiple sequence tracks. The other half are represented by 
single sequence tracks only. The distribution is clearly not 
random, reflecting an inherent bias of the amplification ap
proach: some Tel flanks are amplified more efficiently than 
others. The distribution also shows that we have not reached 
saturation in sequencing all Tel flanks represented in the 
different libraries. We obtained 378 alleles of left flanks (2S3 
of RW7000, 65 of CB4000, and 19 of KR1787; 11 insertions are 
present in more than one strain) and 340 alleles of right flanks 
( 195 of RW7000, 84 of CB4000,51 of KR1787, and 10 common 
insertions). The 21 Tel flanking alleles that are present in 
more than one strain are presumably Tel insertions that are 
shared by different C. elegans strains. 

Tel Insertion Consensus Sequence. The genomic sequence 
surrounding the canonical TA target site of Tel was analyzed. To 
eliminate the noise from sequencing errors, only consensus 
sequences of Tel flanks with multiple sequence reads were 
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aligned. We separately aligned the sequences of left and right Tel 
flanks and focused on the first seven positions from the TA target 
site of Tel. The base distributions of the left and right Tel 
flanking sequences were not statistically different (^zi = 30.3; 

Tel Sau 3k 

xz Sau 3 A 

digestion with Sau3t\ 

ligation of vectorette 

PCR with Tc1 and vectorette primer 

2.0 — 
1.6 — 

1.0 — 

0.5 — ff 

FIG. 1. Amplification ofTcl flanking genomic sequence using an 
anchored PCR based method. (A) Schematic representation of the 
anchored PCR based approach. Genomic DNA was digested with 
S(iu3A, resulting in small fragments consisting of Tel sequence and 
flanking genomic sequence. To amplify these fragments, a vectorette 
oligonucleotide anchor was ligated to the digested DNA. The Tel 
flanking fragments were amplified using primers thai anneal to Tel 
and the vectorette anchor. Note that vectorette anchors can ligate at 
both ends of the fragments. The vectorette is. however, constructed in 
such a way that the vectorette PCR primers can only anneal after a 
complementary strand has been generated in the first round of PCR 
by synthesis from the Tel-specific primer. Therefore, fragments con
taining only vectorette anchors, but no Tel sequence are not amplified. 
*, Internal Tel and vectorette primers containing restriction sites for 
EcoRl and Sphl, respectively. (B) Southern blot analysis of the total 
vectorette PCR product using genomic DNA of a strain with a Tel 
insertion in the gene prk-2, compared with a similar strain without this 
insertion. Hybridization with a ,:P-labcledprk-2 genomic probe shows 
specific amplification of a prk-2 fragment in the prk~2::Tcl strain but 
not in the strain without this insertion. 

• > 

I - , 
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CB4000 

KR1787 
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Sequence tracks/Tc1 insertion 

FIG. 2. Distribution of independent Tel flanking sequence reads 
over the different Tel insertions they represent. Sequence reads were 
clustered according to sequence similarity into distinct Tel insertion 
alleles. Approximately one-half of the sequenced Tel insertion sites is 
represented by multiple sequence reads. 

P ~ 0.1), suggesting a symmetric insertion site preference. For 
further analysis, we combined the data of left and right flanking 
sequences and asked if there were significant differences in base 
composition at each position (Table 1). There was a weak but 
significant preference for a T at position 1, an A or a G at position 
2, and a G at position 4 and a highly significant preference for a 
T at position 3. Positions 5-7 do not show a significant bias in base 
composition. These results suggest that the consensus sequence 
for Tel insertion is symmetric; in simplified form, it can be written 
as CAYATATRTG. This symmetry is confirmed by the analysis 
of 83 Tel insertion sites mapped to the genomic sequence. Of 
these, 57 have a T at position +3, with 47/57 having a corre
sponding A at position - 3 , showing, at least for this position, a 
symmetric target site preference. 

Mapping Tel Insertion Alleles to the Sequenced Area of the 
Genome. The alleles of left and right Tel flanks were aligned with 
the 40 Mbp of C. elegans genome sequence available in June 1996. 
Mismatches between alignments were reexamined by recalling 
the original sequence data, and alignments were ignored when 
multiple positions remained ambiguous. Thus far, we have found 
151 Tel insertions within the sequenced area of the genome. 
These matches are on the sequenced regions of the five auto
somes and the X chromosome. As shown in Fig. 3, the mapped 
Tel insertions are distributed uniformly over the sequenced areas 
of the chromosomes, and, as expected from the independent 
origin of RW7000, CB4000. and KR17S7, the pattern of Tel 
insertion sites does not overlap between the three strains. Twenty-
seven Tel alleles showed matches to multiple regions in the 
genome. These insertions are located within repeats (like the 
rDNA cluster) or duplicated regions and consequently can not be 
mapped. As more genomic sequence becomes available, the 
remaining sequenced Tel insertions will fall in place. Detailed 
information on the location of these Tel insertions is available 
through the C. elegans data base ACeDB (S. Jones, personal 
communication) (2, 3) and at http://www.sanger.ac.uk/~rd/ 
tcl.polyinfo.html. 

To confirm that the Tel insertions mapped in this study were 
present in the germ line of the strains examined and were not 
the result of cloning and sequencing somatic insertions, we 
tested 12 of the mapped Tel insertions by PCR or Southern 
blot analysis. Five of these insertions were identified by both 
left- and right-sequenced Tel flanks, whereas the other seven 
insertions were identified by one sequenced Tel flank only. 
Eleven insertions were tested by PCR using a primer in Tel and 
a primer in the flanking genomic sequence. Each resulted in 
the expected PCR fragment (Fig. 4) only in the strain in which 
the insertion was identified. One insertion was confirmed by 
Southern blot analysis (data not shown). In addition, six Bristol 
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Table 1. Consensus sequence for Tel insertion 

Position T A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

G 0 0 66 102 24 102 73 68 53 
A 0 344 27 142 55 93 113 131 117 
T 344 0 172 56 248 72 99 95 104 
C 0 (1 79 44 17 77 6Ü 50 70 

«* 102.3* 65.6* 261.2* 42.2* 3.11 9.3 3.2 

Flunking genomic sequence of left- and right-sequenccd Tel flanks were aligned around the TA target site for Tel i 
*xi values greater than 11.3 are significant at the 1% level; values greater than 16.3 arc significant at the QA% level. 

N2 insertions (in cosmids C2SF5, ZK1251, T22F3, ZKS56. 
C50H2. and R173) were identified that had also been se
quenced by the C. elegons genome consortium. Taken together, 
these data show that the Tel alleles mapped by sequence 
comparison with the genome sequence are indeed present in 
the germ line of the strains examined. 

Strategy for Mapping Mutations Using Tel STSs. Tel inser
tions can serve as STSs: polymorphic sequences that can be 
visualized by PCR and can be used as genetic markers (20-22). 
We developed a strategy to use Tel STSs in mapping mutations. 
To locate a mutation to a specific region of the genome, the 
mutation has to be genetically linked to markers of known 
position. This involves scoring crossover frequencies between 
such markers and the mutation of interest. The closer a marker 
is located to the mutation, the lower the crossover frequency 
between the two. This poses a problem when fine mapping 
mutations; large numbers of animals have to be analyzed to 
observe such rare informative crossovers. Using Tel STSs it is, 
however, possible to do these analyses on multiple animals 
simultaneously. A strain containing the (recessive visible) muta
tion is crossed with one of the high copy number strains, and 
homozygous mutant FT progeny are analyzed for crossovers of 
different Tel STSs. To score crossovers of closely linked Tel 
markers, mutant F2 progeny are pooled, and lysates are used for 

3 = _ 

" 

FIG. 3. Distribution of sequenced Tel insertion sites mapped to the 
genomic sequence. The physical maps of chromosomes I, II, III. IV. 
V, and X arc represented by lightlv shaded bars: the 40 Mbp of 
genomic sequence used in this study is indicated by darkly shaded bars. 
The scale is in approximate megabasc pairs. Horizontal lines indicate 
the location of sequenced Tel insertion sites mapped in strains Bristol 
N2 (N), RW700U (R). CB4000 (C) and KR1787 (K). 

PCR analysis. Linkage of a Tel STS to the mutation should result 
in an underrepresentation of that Tel allele in homozygous 
mutant animals. An example is given in Fig. 5; shown are seven 
RW7000 Tel insertions to position two mutations whose posi
tions are already known, unc-36 (e251) and dpy-17 (el64), to the 
physical map. Marker 7 is located close to unc-36. and markers 3 
and 4 are close to dpy-17. Analysis of five pools of 20 animals for 
each of the two genes showed crossover of all markers except 6 
and 7 in the case of unc-36 and 2 and 3 for dpy-17, as was 
anticipated from the location of these mutations on the physical 
map. As expected, when a Tel marker close to one of the 
mutations did crossover onto the mutant chromosome, so do 
more distal markers. Using this mapping strategy, a mutation can 
be mapped to the resolution of the Tel STS map using only a 
single cross and analyzing only a limited number of pools for 
informative crossovers. 

DISCUSSION 
We describe a method to identify large numbers of transposon 
insertions present in high Tel copy number strains by shotgun 
sequencing. Flanking genomic sequence of Tel insertions was 
amplified using an anchored, PCR-based method, cloned in 
sequencing vectors, and sequenced. The total number of Tel 
insertions obtained depends on the efficiency with which 
different Tel flanks are amplified and the representation of 
these amplified Tel flanks in the collection of sequence tracks. 
The anchored PCR to amplify Tel flanks is biased. Depending 
on the location of the Sau3A site with respect to the Tci 
insertion, Tel flanking fragments will have different sizes. 
Consequently, large fragments will be amplified with lower 
efficiency, and very small fragments will be lost during cloning 
procedures. To reduce the effect of this bias, we separately 
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FIG. 4. PCR amplification of polymorphic Tel insertions mapped 
in high copy number strains. Tel flanking fragments were amplified 
using a primer in Tel and a primer in the flanking genomic sequence. 
In each case, the first lane shows the PCR product using template DNA 
of the high copy number strain in which the insertion was identified, 
and the second lane shows the PCR product using Bristol N2 DNA. 
Markers pkP417 to pkP400 are in RW7U00. markers pkP645 and 
pkP503 are in CB4000. and marker pkP411 is in KR17S7. A 1-kb DNA 
ladder (GIBCO/BRL) was used as a DNA fragment size marker. 
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Genetic map 
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unc-36 

dpy-17 

FIG. 5. Genetic mapping of dpy-17and unc-36 using Tel STSs. The positions of dpy-17, unc-36, and RW7000Tc1 STS markers 1-7 on thegeneiic 
and physical maps are indicated. The positions of markers 1-7 on the genetic map are extrapolated from the positions of these markers on the physical 
map, Note thai unc-36 has heen mapped both to the genetic and physical maps whereas dpy-17 has only been placed on the genetic map. Five pools 
of 20 Dpyor Une F; animals from crosses to RW700D were analyzed for crossovers of markers 1-7by PCR using a primer in Tel and unique primers 
in the flanking genomic sequence of each Tel marker. Markers are as follows: 1. pkP417; 2, pkP406; 3. pkP41(); 4, pkP402; 5, pkP415; 6, pkP403; 
and 7. pkP400. 

amplified the left and right flanks of Tel insertions. In 
addition, some of the flanking sequences of strain RW7000 
were derived from genomic DNA digested with Nlalll, instead 
of Sau3A. Clustering of identical sequence tracks resulted in 
378 left and 340 right Tel flanks. Approximately one-half of 
these were sequenced more than once. The other half was 
defined by single sequence tracks only, indicating that we 
probably did not sequence all Tel flanks represented in the 
different libraries. 

Computer searches against 4U Mbp of genome sequence 
resulted in matches for 176 of the flanking sequences, defining 
151 Tel insertions (in 25 cases, both left and right flanks were 
sequenced). Extrapolation from these numbers suggests that 
approximately 616 (718 x 151/176) different insertions are 
represented in this study. Assuming a genome size of 100 Mbp ( 1 ), 
this would predict an average density of one insertion every 160 
kb whereas the observed frequency in the 40 Mbp compared 
directly was about one every 265 kb. A factor that may have 
contributed to this difference was the stringency used in exam
ining the alignments between Tel flanking sequences and the 
genome sequence. Alignments that contained multiple mis
matches were discarded. Therefore, Tel insertions may have been 
missed. To minimize the risk of mislocating STSs, we also 
excluded matches to repetitive sequences. This will result in an 
underestimation of both the total number of Tel insertions and 
the duplication between the sets of sequenced left and right Tel 
flanks. It is also possible that the density of Tel insertions is lower 
in the part of the genome sequenced so far. which concentrates 
on the central parts of the autosomes and on the X chromosome. 
However, the distribution of identified sites within the sequenced 
regions appeared to be uniform (Fig. 3). 

The relatively low frequency of matching left and right flanks 
of any particular insertion site (25/151) again confirms that we 

did not identify all insertion sites in the strains studied. There 
appears to be a discrepancy between the degree of coverage 
estimated from this approach and that obtained by comparing the 
estimated number of sites sequenced (616) with the number of 
sites estimated experimentally: 700 total, made from —500 for 
RVV7000 ( 11 ), -150 for CB4000 (J. Hodgkin, unpublished result 
in ref. 25) {data not shown), and -60 for KR17S7 (17). This may 
reflect either an underestimate in the previous experimental 
results or incompleteness in finding all matching sequences as 
described above. 

Six of the eight Bristol N2 insertions present in the 40 Mbp of 
genome sequence were identified as well. Screening of the sets of 
Tel flanks against the genomic sequence of C. elegans resulted in 
only 27 insertions that mapped to multiple regions within the 
genome. This is a reflection of the relatively low abundance of 
repeated sequences within the C. elegans genome (1). 

Apart from germ-line transposition, Tel is also active in 
somatic tissues (33, 34). This results in a background noise of 
somatic Tel insertions. The PCR approach used to amplify Tel 
flanks is biased toward germ-line insertions; in the mixture of 
digested genomic DNA, germ-line Tel flanks are present in a 
much higher template concentration than somatic insertions. 
Therefore, we did not expect to clone and sequence somatic 
insertions. Indeed, all 12 Tel alleles tested proved to be 
germ-line insertions. Nevertheless, before a Tel insertion 
mapped in this study is used for further experiments, it is 
advisable to check first that it is indeed an insertion that is 
present in the germ line of the strain in which it was identified. 

We analyzed the genomic sequence surrounding the canon
ical TA target site of Tel insertion. Previous studies based on 
small numbers of insertion sites suggested a variety of related 
consensus sequences that were approximately palindromic (25, 
35). Alignment of the 344 consensus flanks confirmed by 
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multiple reads revealed no statistically significant difference 
between the left and right flanks. When all flanking sequences 
were combined, a significant bias was seen in the four bases 
directly flanking the TA target site (Table 1). The resulting 
consensus sequence is consistent with previously reported 
results but is now based on the largest set of random germ-line 
insertions analyzed so far. The symmetry of the Tel insertion 
consensus sequence is a reflection of the orientation indepen
dence of Tel insertion (36). This is not surprising because Tel 
ends have perfect inverted repeats that are sufficient for 
insertion when transposase is provided in trans (37). 

As a result of the high gene density of the C. elegans genome 
(1), most of the sequenced Tel insertions will be located in or 
close to genes. These Tel insertions can be used to obtain 
mutations in these genes (IS). Deletions of flanking genomic 
sequence occur as a side product of Tel transposition; excision 
of Tel results in a double strand break in the chromosome, and 
repair of this break can result in loss of flanking genomic 
sequence. Consequently, the ability to induce deletions de
pends on an intact Tel element combined with a genetic 
background that allows germ-line Tel transposition. Tel ele
ments are structurally invariant (9), so most Tel elements 
should be competent for excision. Also, the strains used in this 
study show germ-line Tel transposition (12,17, 25). Therefore, 
it is, in principle, possible to use the set of mapped Tel 
insertions for deletion mutagenesis. Scaling up the sequencing 
of polymorphic Tel insertions could provide Tel insertion 
alleles of all genes in the C. elegans genome. Such Tel alleles 
could be used directly to delete any gene of interest. The 
current limitation lies in the isolation of more strains with a 
high Tel copy number. 

The other application of polymorphic Tel insertions is gene 
mapping. The set of Tel insertions forms a dense collection of 
polymorphic sequence tagged sites. Each Tel insertion can be 
visualized by PCR using a primer in Tel and a unique primer 
in the flanking genomic sequence. Extending the work of 
Williams et al. (21, 22), we have demonstrated an efficient 
method to use Tel STSs in fine mapping mutations. The 
mutation in a Bristol N2 background is crossed with one of the 
high Tel copy number strains and mutant F: progeny are 
analyzed for linkage to any of the Tel STSs. To fine-map 
mutations, we pooled independently segregated homozygous 
mutant progeny instead of analyzing single animals. Pooling of 
single animals allows rare, informative crossovers of Tel STSs 
to be readily detectable. Instead of analyzing many single 
animals, using PCR on a limited number of pools is sufficient. 
Depending on the mapping resolution required, the complex
ity of these pools can be varied. To fine map mutations to the 
resolution of the STS map, in principle, pools of as many as 100 
or more animals can be analyzed. Given the density of the Tel 
STS distribution over the genome, a mutation can now be 
located with a resolution of «265 kb to the physical map. a 
region corresponding to about 10 cosmids, which is small 
enough to directly attempt to identify the cosmid containing 
the mutant gene by transgenesis experiments. 
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Genetic analysis ofC. elegans Ga0 

Participation of the Protein G0 in Multiple 
Aspects of Behavior in C. elegans 

Jane E. Mendel, Hendrik C. Korswagen, Katharine S. Liu, 
Yvonne M. Hajdu-Cronin, Melvin I. Simon, Ronald H. A. Plasterk, 

Paul W. Sternberg* 

The goa-1 gene encoding the alpha subunit of the heterotrimeric guanosine triphosphate-
binding protein (G protein) G0 from Caenorhabditis elegans is expressed in most neurons, 
and in the muscles involved in egg laying and male mating. Reduction-of-function mu
tations in goa-1 caused a variety of behavioral defects including hyperactive movement, 
premature egg laying, and male impotence. Expression of the activated G0 alpha subunit 
(Ga0) in transgenic nematodes resulted in lethargic movement, delayed egg laying, and 
reduced mating efficiency. Induced expression of activated Ga0 in adults was sufficient 
to cause these phenotypes, indicating that Ga0 mediates behavior through its role in 
neuronal function and the functioning of specialized muscles. 

I he heterotrimeric G protein G„ is abun
dantly expressed in mammalian and insect 
neurons and growth cones, suggesting that 
it is important for both neuronal develop
ment and function {J ). Although G„ has 
been shown to associate with a variety of 
receptors and to modulate several cellular 
effectors (2), the full spectrum oi' roles that 
G,, plays in vivo has not been elucidated. 

We previously described complementary 
DNA (cDNA) and genomic clones encod
ing the Gt, alpha subunit (Ga,,) from the 
nematode Caenorhabditis eligans (3). To de
termine the expression pattern of Gctt„ we 
used 5 kb of DNA containing the upstream 
presumptive control region o( goa-1 (the 
gene encoding Got,,) to direct the expres
sion of both ß-galactosidase (iacZ) and 
green fluorescent protein (GFP) (4). Trans
genic C. elegans bearing goa-l-iacZ fusions 
showed ß-galactosidase activity throughout 
the nervous system at all larval stages and in 
adults (Fig. 1, A and C) (5-7). Virtually 
every neuron showed goa-1 expression, in
cluding the hermaphrodite-specific and 
male-specific neurons (Fig. 1, R and C). 
Some non-neuronal cell types also ex
pressed Ga„, including the vulva and uter
ine muscles in the hermaphrodite (Fig. IB) 
and the diagonal muscles in the male (Fig. 
ID). Most cells of the pharynx, the distal-
tip cells in the adult hermaphrodite, and 
the intestinal muscle also stained positive 
for ß-galactosidase activity. The GFP con
struct confirmed this pattern of expression 
(8). In C. elegans, as in insects and mam-
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mals, Got,, is expressed predominantly in 
neurons and a few other tissue types. 

We used two reverse genetic approaches 
to determine the roles of Get,,. The allele 
goa-1 (pk62) was isolated from a Tel trans
posen insertion mutant bank (9) and con
tains an insertion in codon 102 that likely 
reduces Got,, function. We isolated an addi
tional reduction-of-tunction allele of goa-\, 
syl92, in a screen for mutants defective in 
male copulatory behavior. The syl92 allele 
maps to the genetic interval containing 

goa-1 and does not complement goa-
Kpk62). Both goa-1 (pk62) and goa-
l(syl92) caused similar phenotypes: Ho
mozygotes were hyperactive for movement, 
hermaphrodites laid eggs that were at an 
abnormally early stage of development, and 
males were partially impotent (Table 1 and 
Fig. 2, C and D) (JO). Both pk62 and syl92 
also reduced fertility (Table 1). 

We constructed a constitutively active 
mutation in goa-1 analogous to the Q227L 
and Q205L mutants of mammalian Got, and 
Get,, respectively [where Q (Gin) is re
placed with L (Leu) at the indicated posi
tion]. These substitutions occur in the con
served sequence Asp-Val-Gly-Gly-Gln-
Arg, part oi' the guanine nucleotide-bind
ing pocket; actuation results from de
creased guanosine triphosphatase activity 
which locks the protein in the GTP-bound 
conformation ( / J ) . We substituted a 
leucine codon for that of glutamine at po
sition 205 in a C. elegans Got,, genomic 
clone (pJMGo) (12) and established a C. 
elegans strain bearing multiple copies of this 
mutant clone, pJMGoQL, as an integrated 
transgene, s\/s9 (5). The syl$9 homozygotes 
were lethargic in movement, hermaphro
dites retained eggs, and males had reduced 
mating efficiency (Table 1). These pheno
types were all progressive: young adults, 
within 24 hours of the last larval (L4) molt, 
moved more slowly than did control ani-

Table 1. Mutations in goa-1 cause multiple phenotypes. Adult hermaphrodites were scored for move
ment (10), developmental stage of freshly laid eggs (10). the rate of egg laying, and total brood size. Males 
were scored for their ability to sire progeny ( 10) and to perform the several steps required for successful 
mating {18). Mean values ± standard deviations are reported, ND, not determined. 

Phenotype 
Genotype 

Phenotype 
Wild type goa-1 (pk62j goa-1 (sy192) sy's9 

Movement 
Uncoordinated' 0% 100% 100% 100% 
(n = no. of animals) (n = 25) (n = 50) (n = 50) (n - 50) 
Wavelength (mm)' 0.51 ± 0.03 0.43 ± 0.04 0.43 » 0 04 0 55 r 0.05 
Amplitude (mm)! 0.13 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.03 0.14 » 0 03 0 08 * 0.02 
(n = no. of waves) (n - 100) (n = 100) (n = 100) Ip = 100) 

Egg laying 
Stage (cells/egg) 15 ± 7 6 ± 5 4 ± 3 Increases to 
(n = no. of eggs) (n = 29) (n = 41) in = 81) 550 with age 
Rate (eggs/hour)± 8 ± 2 3 ± 1 3 ± 1 Decreases to 
{n = no. of animals) (n = 20) In = 23) m = 22) 0 with age 
Brood size 282 ± 31 82 ± 34 206 ± 36 20 ± 14 
(n = no. of animals) (n = 25) In = 36) in = 34) (n = 32) 

Male mating 
Potent males 100% 14% 67% 14% 
(n = no. of males) (n = 30) in = 30) (n = 30) In = 30) 
Normal turns* 100% 0% 0% ND 
(n = no. of attempts) (n = 100) in = 130) In = 100) 
Spicule insertion^ 8 1 % 0% 3% ND 
(n = no. of attempts) (n = 100) in = 80) (n = 76) 

• The goa- l(pk62> and goa- J (syl92) animals are hyperactive, and the sylsQ animals are lethargic. tTen individuals of 
each genotype were placed on bacterial lawns, and the dimensions of their tracks wee measured with an ocular 
micrometer. Measurements were made from the central groove of each track m sections with relatively straight vectors 
The measurements underestimate the differences m wave parameters: syls9 wavelengths increased with age. Dut the 
tracks became too irregular to measure (animals within 30 hours of the l_4 molt were used! ÎEggô 
hermaphrodites over 3 hours were counted 5Ten N2. i3pM52, and l0syJ32 males were observed Ten N2. 
I0pk62. and 14 sy 192 mates were observed. 
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mals (Fig. 2, A and B); older animals moved 
little except when prodded. Within 48 
hours of the L4 molt, animals became bloat
ed with late-stage eggs, and by 72 hours the 
retained embryos hatched internally, indic
ative of a severe egg-laying defect (Table 1 ) 
(13-15). The syls9 hermaphrodites were 
also semistenle (Table 1). 

The movement phenotype seen in the 
rediicrion-of-function alleles appears to be 
opposite to that caused by the gain-of-
function transgene. Caenorhabdhis elegam 
moves by propagating waves of alternating 
dorsal and ventral flexions along its body 
length, which produces tegular sinusoidal 
tracks on a bacterial lawn. Both pk62 and 
syl92 homozygotes flexed more rapidly 
and made deeper flexions than did the 
wild type, whereas young syls9 adults 
flexed slower and made shallower flexions 
than the wild type (Fig. 2, A to D). The 
altetation in flexion resulted in abnormal 
sinusoidal motion: The wavelength of 
tracks left by pk62 and syl92 mutants was 
reduced, whereas syh9 left tracks with re
duced amplitude relative to those left by 
the wild type (Table 1 ). Therefore, G a , i-, 
involved in the volume and pitch as well 
as the tempo of C. dcgans movement. G a , 
might control wave propagation by acting 
either in the oscillating circuit among the 
motor neurons or in the interneurons that 
control movement ( /6). 

The effects of reduced and enhanced 
C a , activity on egg laying are not neces
sarily opposite. Although pk62 and syl92 
hermaphrodites laid early eggs and syls9 
hermaphrodites laid late eggs, hermaphro
dites of all three genotypes laid eggs more 
slowly than did the wild type (Table 1). 
The reduced rate of egg laying in pk62 and 
syl92 might result from slow egg produc
tion: Wild-type hermaphrodites had 11.6 ± 
2.2 eggs in the uterus (n = 20 hermaphro
dites), whereas pk62 had 4.1 ± 1.6 (n = 36) 
and $yl92 had 3.2 ± 1.0 (n = 63) (scored at 
24, 36, and 48 hours after the L4 molt). The 
role of Ga,, in egg laying is likely complex 
because goa-1 is expressed in both the egg-
laying muscles and the serotonergic HSN 
neurons that innervate them (Fig. IB) (J7). 
Analysis of $yls9 demonstrates that goa-l 
affects egg laying both pre- and postsynap-
tically. Egg laying by wild-type C. elegaw is 
stimulated by serotonin (5-HT) or Imipra
mine (Table 2). Animals with nonfunction
al HSNs lay eggs in response to exogenous 
5-HT but are resistant to Imipramine, a 
potentiatot of endogenous 5-HT. Animals 
with defects in the egg-laying muscles are 
unable to respond to either agent ( /3). 
Young syls9 adults responded partially to 
5-HT, but they were completely resistant to 
Imipramine (Table 2). Of the sy h9 her
maphrodites, 64% were resistant to both 
agents, demonstrating that Ga is involved 

postsynaptically in egg laying. Because 36% 
of syh9 homozygotes had at least partially 
functional egg-laying muscles (they re
sponded to 5-HT), the complete resistance 
to imipramine indicates an additional, tullv 
penetrant defect in the function of the 
HSNs. 

Both classes of goa-l mutations caused 
male impotence (Table 1). A C. eicgans 
male responds to contact with a hermaph
rodite by placing the ventral surface of his 
tail against her, then moving backward 
along her body. When he approaches either 
her head or her tail, he executes a turn 
keeping his tail in contact with his mate. 
When he locates the vulva, he inserts his 
spicules and transfers sperm. The pk62, 
syl92, and sy h9 males responded to contact 
with hermaphrodites and moved backward. 
Instead of turning at 10 or 90% of the 
hermaphrodite's body length as do wild-
type males (18), pk62 and s\l92 males ei
ther failed to turn or turned at the end (0 or 
100% body length) of the hermaphrodite 
(Table 1 ). The syls9 males moved so slowly 
that we have not yet analyzed specific de
fects in mating behavior. The goa-I gene is 
expressed in the diagonal muscles and the 
motor neurons that innervate them (Fig. 1, 
B and D), ablation of which results in turns 
similar to those made by pk62 and s;yJ92 
males (19). The pk62 and syl92 males were 
also detective in spicule insertion (Table 1 ), 

[1 -é,* 

Fig. 1. Expression of G(l in C. el
egans. Transgenic animals were 
sfamed for ß-galactosidase activi
ty to visualize expression of goa-
1-lacZ reporter constructs (4-7). 
(A) Oblique left lateral view of an 
adult hermaphrodite showing 
staining in pharynx, circumpha-
nyngeal nerve ring, ventral nerve 
cord, and posterior nervous sys
tem. Arrowheads indicate the po
sition of egg-laying muscies. An 
L2 larva with similar expression is 
at the upper left. The transgene 
was derived from reporter con
struct pJMOSS 11 (4). Anterior of 
both animals is to the left, ventral 
is down. X-Gal was used for 
staining. (B) Ventral view of an L4 
hermaphrodite showing expres
sion m the HSN neurons (arrow
heads) and vulva and uterine 
muscles, two nuclei each per 
quadrant. The vulval cavity can 
be seen in the center of all stain
ing nuclei, and anterior is to 
the left. The transgene was de
rived from reporter construct 
pJMONN.28 (4), and Salmon-Gal 

was used for staining. (C) Left oblique lateral view of an adult male. Nuclei 
of some of the diagonal muscles are indicated by arrowheads. Note addi
tional staining nuclei in the tail compared with the hermaphrodite. The 
transgene was derived from reporter construct pJMOSS.11 (4), and X-Gal 
was used for staining. (D) Right lateral view of an adult male. Diagonal 

m 

,-". 

muscle nuclei are indicated by arrowheads. The transgene was derived 
from reporter construct pJMONN.28 (4), and X-Gal was used for staining. 
Panels (A) and (C), magnification ~-x40. Panels (B) and (D), magnification 
- X 1 9 0 . All panels were photographed on Ektar 25 film (Kodak) with No-
marski optics. 
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which requires spicule muscles and sensory 

and motor neurons ( 18). Thus, G a , is nec

essary tor several steps in matin» behavior, 

consistent with its expression in many male 

specific cells. 

To determine whether alteration of G a u 

activity affects the adult, we placed the G a , 

gene with the Q205L substitution under the 

control of the C. elegans heat-shock pro

moter hspl6-2, producing the plasmid 

PJMGoQLH (20). The hspl6-2 promoter 

directs expression in many tissues including 

neurons. Animals bearing pJMGoQLH as 

an integrated transgenic array, syhlj, are 

wild type for fertility, movement, and egg 

laying in the absence of heat treatment 

(Fig. 2E). When heat-treated as adults, 

sylsl7 animals rapidly became sterile, le

thargic, and egg-laying defective (20). One 

hour after a 30-min heat pulse, 100% of 

sylsl/ hermaphrodites (n = 28) were slug

gish and had reduced flexions (wavelength 

= 0.48 ± 0.04 mm, amplitude = 0.07 ± 

0.02 mm, n = 50 waves from nine her

maphrodites; see Table 1). Egg laying 

stopped within 1 hour of heat treatment, 

and developing embryos hatched internally. 

The brood size of heat-treated syhl7 her-

H 

m 

x t/ f" 

i L ' 

•v 
E E 

'K 
I 

•s 

Fig. 2. Abnormal move
ment resulting from mu
tations in goa-1. Five 
adult hermaphrodites were 
placed on a bacterial lawn, 
and after 5 mm the point of 
origin was photographed. 
Nematode tracks in the 
slurry of Escherichia coli 
can be seen. (A) Wild-type 
M2 hermaphrodites (22); 
bar = 1 mm, for all panels. 
(B) Hermaphrodites ho
mozygous for $yls9, an in
tegrated transgene de
rived from activated Gap 

Plasmid, pJMGoQL (72). 
All five animals are close to 
the point of origin, and 
their tracks have de
creased amplitude. (C) 
Hermaphrodites homozy-
QCjs tor goa*1(pk62) The 
number of tracks in the 
field is increased, and the 
tracks have decreased ' <, 

wavelength and increased ' "' * * 
amplitude. (D) Hermaph
rodites homozygous for goa-1 (sy192) Tracks are increased in number and have decreased wavelength. 
(E) Hermaphrodites homozygous for syls 7 7, an integrated transgene derived from pJMGoQLH {20) before 
heat treatment. Sinusoidal tracks are identical to those of the wild type shown in (A). (F) Behavior of the 
same five pJMGoQLH hermaphrodites shown in (E) 3 hours after heat treatment (20). All five animals are 
close to the point of origin as in (B). All panels were photographed on llford XP2 ASA 400 film with a Wild 
M5A stereomicroscope. 

Table 2. Activated Gu 0 results in pre- and postsynaptic defects in egg laying. Young adult hermaphro
dites were tested for egg laying in response to 5-HT and Imipramine. M9 buffer was used for the control. 
The number of eggs laid by the worms are indicated by the following symbols; + . >7 eggs; (+), 4 to 7 
eggs; (-), 1 to 3 eggs; and - , 0 eggs, n = 25. N2 is the Bristol strain of wild-type C. elegans (10). The 
sylsW strain, used as a control for genetic background, is a C. elegans strain bearing an integrated 
transgene derived from pJMONN.28 (4, 5); syls9 is a C. elegans strain bearing pJMGoQL (12) as an 
integrated transgene (5) Assays were performed and interpreted as described (13), except eggs were 
counted after 90 mm in all cases. Imipramine and 5-HT were purchased from Sigma and dissolved m M9 
buffer (22). 

Number of worms laying the indicated number of eggs after treatment with 

Strain M9 buffer 5-HT Imipramine 

v/ 

+ 1+) (-) - + (+) H - + (+) (-) -
N2 0 0 5 21 21 3 1 0 25 0 0 0 
sytsW 0 0 2 23 14 6 5 0 23 1 0 1 
sy/s9 0 0 1 24 1 4 4 16 0 0 0 25 

maphrodites was small (6.6 i 4.5, n = 28). 

The uncoordinated phenotype induced in 

syls 17 animals was progressive as it was in 

aging syls9 homozygotes, and within 3 

hours of heat treatment, syls 17 hermaphro

dites resembled syls9 hermaphrodites (Fig. 

2, B and F). Thus, induction of activated 

G a , even in adults is sufficient to generate 

the observed phenotypes. 

Alteration of Ga t i activity resulted in a 

number of aberrant behaviors in C. elegans, 

presumably through its action in neurons 

and, for egg laying and perhaps male mat

ing, in specific muscles. The phenotypes 

caused by activated G a , could all be in

duced after adulthood, indicating that G 0 is 

involved in the continued functioning of 

neurons and the other cells in which G a o is 

expressed. Both reduction-of-function and 

gain-of-function mutations affected the 

same behaviors, and in the case of move

ment the mutations had opposite effects, 

suggesting that wild-type Gki participates in 

these behaviors. The multiple phenotypes 

caused by mutations of goa-î can now be 

used in extragenic suppressor screens to 

identify additional components of Gt)-me-

diated signal transduction. 
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An activating mutation in a 
Caenorhabditis elegans Gs protein 
induces neural degeneration 
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Heterotrimeric guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G proteins) act as signal-transducing molecules that 
connect serpentine-transmembrane receptors to a variety of intracellular effectors. We characterized a 
Caenorhabditis elegans G5 gene, gsa-1, which encodes a Gs a-subunit (GctJ that is expressed throughout the 
nervous system and in muscle cells, gsa-1 is an essential gene; a loss-of-function mutation in gsa-1 results in 
lethality at the first stage of larval development. Partial (mosaic) loss of Ga, expression or overexpression of 
the protein results in reciprocal defects in movement and egg-laying, suggesting a role for Ga, in the 
regulation of these behaviors. Expression of a constitutively active form of Ga, from an inducible promotor 
results in hypercontraction of body-wall muscle cells and vacuolization and degeneration of neurons within 
hours of induction. Neurons that are susceptible to the degeneration induced by activated Ga, are 
predominantly motoneurons located within the ventral nerve cord. Phenotypic analysis shows that the 
induced neural degeneration is not the result of programmed cell death but is probably caused by the 
activation of ion channels. A genetic suppressor of activated Ga, was isolated that identifies a putative 
downstream target of Gs signaling. 

[Key Words: G protein; Gas; loss-of-function mutation; gain-of-function mutation; neural degeneration; 
suppressor mutation] 
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Signaling pathways using serpentine-transmembrane re
ceptors and their associated heterotrimeric guanine 
nucleotide-binding proteins (G proteins) have a key role 
in triggering physiological responses to a wide variety of 
hormones, neurotransmitters, and sensory stimuli (Si
mon et al. 1991; Hepler and Gilman 1992). Heterotrim
eric G proteins consist of a guanine nucleotide-binding 
Ga subunit and a Gß7 subunit (Kaziro et al. 1991; Wall et 
al. 1995; Lambright et al. 1996). Both subunits have sig
naling capabilities and are released on activation of the G 
protein by a ligand-bound receptor (Clapham and Neer 
1993). Multiple serpentine receptors, G protein subunits, 
and downstream effectors have been identified in verte
brates, demonstrating the complexity of G protein-
coupled signal transduction. Despite the extensive data 
on the biochemical properties of these components, it is 
still poorly understood how information from different 
G protein-coupled signal transduction pathways is inte
grated and influences complex behavioral phenotypes. 
insight into the complexity of G protein-coupled signal 
transduction can be gained from genetic studies in a rela-

Corresponding author. 
E-MAIL rpIas@ron.nki.nl; FAX 00 31 2066 91383. 

tively simple organism like the nematode Caenorhabdi
tis elegans. 

Several G protein subunit genes have been identified 
in C. elegans. These include homologs of mammalian 
Get subunits; C. elegans Ga 0 and Ga^ are >80% identical 
to their mammalian counterparts (Lochrie et al. 1991; 
Brundage et al. 1996). Ga0 is expressed abundantly in the 
nervous system and is involved in modulating behaviors 
such as locomotion and egg-laying, implicating this 
pathway in serotonin signaling (Mendel et al. 1995; Ség-
alat et al. 1995). egl-10, a regulator of Ga0 , encodes a 
member of a novel family of GTPase-activating proteins 
(Koelie and Horvitz 1996). Locomotion and egg-laying 
are also modulated by Gaq , a gene identified previously 
genetically as egl-30 (Brundage et al. 1996). In addition to 
these highly conserved Ga subunits, two novel subunits 
were cloned as well (Lochrie et al. 1991; Fino Silva and 
Plasterk 19901; GPA-2 and GPA-3 are involved in che-
mosensation of a dauer pheromone (Zwaal et al. 1997). 
C. elegans expresses a highly conserved Gß subunit (van 
der Voorn et al. 1990). Loss of gpb-1 results in embryonic 
lethality (Zwaal et al. 1996). 

We studied a homolog of Ga5 in C. elegans. gsa-1 en
codes a protein that is 66% identical at the amino acid 
level to Drosophila and mammalian Ga s (Park et al. 
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1997). In vertebrates, Ga s was one of the first G proteins 
to be identified (Northup et al. 1980), functioning in sig
naling of hormones such as ß-adrenergic agonists and 
glucagon. Ga s shows different alternatively spliced iso-
forms and is expressed ubiquitously in mammalian tis
sues (Kaziro et al. 1991). Ga s stimulates adenylyl cy
clase, resulting in the generation of cAMP (Sunahara et 
al. 1996). This second messenger can subsequently me
diate a wide range of responses through activating 
cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (Walsh and Van Pat
ten 1994) and by modulating cyclic nucleotide-gated ion 
channels. In addition, Ga s may also directly regulate ion 
channels. L-type voltage-gated Ca2* channels in skeletal 
muscle cells are activated by Gas, whereas Ga s inhibits 
cardiac Na+ channels (Wickman and Clapham 1995). 
Mutations in Ga s have been described in both verte
brates and invertebrates. In Drosophila, lesions in a Gas-
coupled pathway affect learning and memory (Connolly 
et al. 1996). In humans, mutations in Ga s are implicated 
in a number of diseases. Reduction of Ga s function was 
found in Albright hereditary osteodystrophy (Schwind 
inger et al. 1994), whereas constitutively activating mu 
tations in Ga s were found in pituitary and thyroid ma 
lignancies [Landis et al. 1989; Lyons et al. 1990) and en 
docrine disorders (Shenker et al. 1993; Iiri et al. 1994) 
Despite the description of Ga s mutations in human dis 
ease, Ga s has not been studied systematically in a ge 
netic system. 

In this paper we describe the functional analysis of a C. 
elegans Ga s homolog. We show that gsa-l::gfp fusions 
are expressed in most neurons and muscle cells, that Ga s 

is essential for viability, that Ga s modulates behaviors 
such as locomotion and egg-laying, and that a constitu
tively active form of Ga s induces neuronal degeneration. 
The activated Ga s phenotype was used in further genetic 
analysis and an extragenic suppressor mutation identify
ing a putative downstream component of Ga s signaling 
was obtained. 

Results 

gsa-1 is expressed ubiquitously in neurons and muscle 
cells 

Two fusions of gsa-1 upstream control sequence with 
the gene encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
(Chalfie et al. 1994) were used to analyze Ga s expres
sion—a transcriptional fusion with gfp inserted at the 
5'-untranslated region [UTRI of gsa-1 and a translational 
fusion with gfp inserted at the fifth exon of gsa-1 (Fig. 
2A, below). Both reporter constructs showed similar ex
pression patterns in the nervous system and in muscle 
cells. The transcriptional gsa-l::gfp fusion was expressed 
in the bilateral processes of the excretory cell (Fig. IF) 
and at low levels in the intestine as well. Because differ
ent promotor and translational fusions resulted in simi
lar expression patterns, it is likely that these patterns 
reflect the expression of the endogenous gsa-1 gene. Ani
mals transgenic for the gsa-1 ::gfp fusions showed re
porter gene expression throughout development, gsa-1 

was expressed extensively in embryos (data not shown!. 
In the different larval stages and in adults, expression 
was restricted uniformly to neural and muscle cells. Vir
tually all neurons showed expression of gsa-1. These in
cluded neurons located in the head ganglia (Fig. 1A), the 
ventral nerve cord (Fig. IB), and the tail ganglia (Fig. 1C). 
Also the hermaphrodite-specific neurons (HSNs), which 
control egg-laying and the canal cell-associated neurons 
(CANs) (Fig. IE), showed expression of gsa-1. Most 
muscle cells expressed gsa-1 as well. These included 
body-wall muscle cells used in locomotion (Fig. ID). 
Body-wall muscle cells showed a punctate pattern of the 
translational gsa-l::gfp fusion, which may represent lo
calization in dense bodies. Dense bodies function as at
tachment sites between the muscle cells and the cuticle 
and are flanked by membranes of the sarcoplasmic re
ticulum (Waterston 1988). In addition, gsa-1 was ex
pressed in the muscle cells of the pharynx (Fig. 1A) and 
in the uterine and vulva muscle cells that are used in 
egg-laying (Fig. IB). In mammals, Ga s is expressed in all 
tissues (Kaziro et al. 1991). In Drosophila, however, the 
expression of Ga s is restricted to the nervous system and 
the eye (Quan et al. 1989; Wolfgang et al. 1991). 

gsa-1 is essential for viability 

We used a reverse-genetic approach to obtain a loss-of-
function mutation of gsa-1. Using a transposon-based 
method (Zwaal et al. 1993), we isolated a deletion allele,, 
gsa-l(pk75j, in which part of the gsa-1-cod'mg sequence 
was removed. As is shown in Figure 2A, a deletion of 
genomic sequence between two 16-bp direct repeats 
(AAAAATGTGACGTCAG) in introns 6 and 7 removes 
1828 bp of gsa-1 sequence. Transposon-induced dele
tions occur frequently between such short direct repeats 
in the genomic sequence (Zwaal et al. 1993; Kurkulos et 
al. 1994). In addition to removing exon 7, splicing of exon 
6 to exon 8 will result in a frameshift. Consequently 
pk75 removes about one-third of the gsa-1-codïng se
quence and is a probable null allele. 

Animals homozygous for pk75 arrest in larval devel
opment. At hatching, pk75 homozygotes are morpho
logically normal but show little pharyngeal and body-
wall muscle activity. In time, the internal tissues be
come shrunken (Fig. 2B, bottom) and the animals arrest 
at the first stage of larval development (LI), as indicated 
by the persistent presence of Ll-specific alae. The lethal 
phenotype of pk75 is identical to the zygotic null phe
notype of the Gß subunit gene gpb-1 (Zwaal et al. 1996) 
and resembles the rod-like larval lethal phenotype of Ras 
pathway mutants and clr-1 (G. Garriga, pers. comm.) 
Animals heterozygous for pk75 are wild type in develop
ment and behavior. The larval lethal phenotype of pk7S 
was complemented with a transgene containing a wild-
type gsa-1 construct. Transgenes in the form of extra-
chromosomal arrays are unstable at meiosis and mitosis 
(Stinchcomb et al. 1985; Mello and Fire 1995), resulting 
in mosaic expression of the transgene as it is lost in 
individual cells and lineages. Loss of the rescuing trans-
gene in the germ line will result in broods that consist oi 
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Figure 1, Expression of Gas in C. elegans. 
The expression pattern of gsa-1 was ana
lyzed using GFP gene fusions. [A] Head re
gion. Expression of gsa-1 in the pharyngeal 
and body-wall muscle cells and in the 
nerve ring neuropil is shown. Note that 
this picture does not show the full extent 
of gsa-1 expression in the head ganglia to 
better visualize the pharyngeal muscle 
cells. [B] Region surrounding the vulva. 
gsa-1 is expressed in the ventral nerve cord 
and the vulva and uterine muscle cells. [C] 
Tail region. Expression of gsa-1 in the ven
tral nerve cord and in the tail ganglia is 
shown. (D) Expression of a translational 
gsa-1 ;:GFP fusion in body-wall muscle 
cells results in a punctate expression pat
tern that may represent localization in 
dense bodies. The fusion protein contains 
half of the Gas amino-terminal sequence 
and may direct localization to these struc
tures. (£) Expression of gsa-1 in the CANs, 
the HSNs, and the posterior lateral gan
glion |p). [F] Expression of gsa-1 in one pro
cess of the H-shaped excretory cell jec) is 
shown. 

animals that lack functional gsa-1 expression both in the 
form of the transgene and in the form of maternal inher
itance of gsa-1 mRNA or protein (Zwaal et al. 1996). Of 
rescued pk75 transgenic animals, l % - 5 % segregated 
broods that consisted only of arrested larvae. These are 
identical to the Ll-arrested larvae segregated by pk75 
heterozygous animals. Consequently, the larval lethal 
phenotype is probably the result of an essential function 
of zygotic gsa-1 during larval development and not the 
result of a limited supply of maternal gsa-1 mRNA or 
protein that allows embryogenesis to be completed. 

Go,, modulates behaviors such as locomotion and 
egg-laying 

In rescued pk75 transgenic lines, transgene mosaicism 
resulted in the segregation of arrested larvae, and in vi
able animals that showed a variety of behavioral defects 

resulting from the absence of Ga s in specific cells. No
tably, mosaic animals defective in locomotion (Fig. 3A), 
egg-laying (Fig. 3B), and defecation were observed. Ani
mals mosaic for Ga s expression moved sluggishly or 
were paralyzed and locomotion was reduced to 5.0 ±1.2 
(mean ± S.E.M.) body bends per minute, compared with 
19.0 ± 1.4 body bends per minute in wild-type animals. 
Mosaic animals were also defective in egg-laying; the 
number of unlaid eggs per animal was increased from 
10 ± 0.4 in wild-type animals to 23 ± 1.4. Furthermore, 
the stage of newly laid eggs was significantly increased 
as well [Table 1). Overexpression of wild-type Ga s re
sulted in opposite behavioral defects. Transgenic ani
mals overexpressing Go s (GasXS) showed an increase in 
locomotion to 31 ± 2.0 body bends per minute [Fig. 3A). 
Moreover, GasXS animals showed a decrease in egg con
tent (4 ± 0.4) and a reduction in the stage of newly laid 
eggs, with only 4.2 ± 0.2 cells per egg in the 1-8 cells per 
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Figure 2. Gene structure and loss-of-function phenotype of gsa-1. (A) Structure of the gsa-1 gene. Black boxes show coding sequence 
The region deleted in gsa-l(pk75) is indicated. (SI Sail, |F| Fspl, (HI Hindlll. (B) Larval lethal phenotype of gsa-l(pk75). [Top] A wild-type 
LI larva; [bottom) an LI larva homozygous for pk75. The phenotype of pk75 is characterized by the shrunken appearance of internal 
tissues. 

egg category (Table 1|. These defects are indicative of 
overactivity in the egg-laying system (Mendel et al. 1995; 
Ségalat et al. 1995). Egg-laying is regulated by the sero
tonergic HSNs. The HSNs synapse with the vulva 
muscle cells and stimulate these muscles to contract, 
resulting in the expulsion of an egg from the uterus 
(Trent et al. 1983). To determine whether the hyperac
tive egg-laying induced by Ga s overexpression is depen
dent on the HSN neurons, the phenotype of GasXS was 
examined in an egl-1 background (Table 1). Mutations in 
egl-1 induce programmed cell death of the HSN neurons, 
resulting in an egg-laying defective phenotype (Trent et 
al. 1983). In the absence of HSN neurons, overexpression 
of Ga s still resulted in hyperactive egg-laying, suggesting 
that Gcts acts in the vulva muscle cells. This is supported 
by the observation that gsa-lfpk75) mosaic animals that 
presumably lack Ga s expression in the egg-laying system 
are resistant to exogenous serotonin (1.2 ± 0.3 eggs/1.5 
hr for gsa-l(pk75j mosaic animals, compared with 
10 ± 0.9 eggs/1.5 hr for wild type), suggesting a defect in 
the vulva muscle cells in the absence of Ga s expression. 
Taken together, these data indicate that Ga s is involved 
in modulating behaviors such as locomotion and egg-
laying in C. elegans and that it, at least for egg-laying, 
does so by virtue of its action in muscle cells. 

An activating mutation in gsa-1 induces neural 
degeneration 

A constitutively active gsa-1 mutant (GasQL) was con
structed by changing a glutamine (Q) at position 208 to a 
leucine (L), a mutation analogous to the Q227L mutation 
found in mammalian-activated Ga s (Graziano and Gil-
man 1989; Masters et al. 1989). This residue is part of the 
guanine nucleotide-binding pocket and mutation de
creases the GTPase activity and locks the protein in the 
active GTP-bound conformation. Expression of GasQL 

from the endogenous gsa-1 promotor resulted in early L1 
larval lethality, with animals showing large vacuoles at 
positions of neurons or neuronal precursors in the head 
ganglia, in the ventral nerve cord, and in the tail (Fig. 
4A). This pattern of swollen and lysed neurons could be 
phenocopied by expression of Ga5QL from a heat shock 
promotor, enabling the generation of stable transgenic 
lines. Expression of GctsQL from a heat shock promotor 
allowed precise timing of the vacuolization of neurons. 
Vacuolization sufficient to be detected by a high-pow
ered dissection microscope was observed within 4 hr of 
Ga5QL induction. Expression of GasQL at different 
stages in larval development and in adults resulted in 
hypercontraction of body-wall muscle cells and vacuol
ization and degeneration of ventral nerve cord motorneu 
rons. On average, 29 ± 4 ventral nerve cord motorneu-
rons located between the posterior end of the pharynx 
and anterior of the tail ganglia were found to degenerate 
in animals (n - 17) older than the L2 stage (Fig. 4B,C), 
about half of the motoneurons present in the ventral 
nerve cord (White et al. 1986). Using an unc-4::lacZ 
marker (Miller and Niemeyer 1995), it was established 
that motoneurons that are susceptible to the Ga5QL-in-
duced degeneration are derived from the postembryonic 
lineage of P neuroblasts, which generates the VAn, VBn, 
VCn, ASn, and VDn classes of ventral nerve cord moto
neurons (Sulston and Horvitz 1977; data not shown). In 
addition to lysis of ventral nerve cord neurons, also a 
subset of neurons in the head and tail ganglia degener
ated on GasQL expression (Fig. 4C|. In some animals, 
neurons or epithelial cells in the terminal bulb of the 
pharynx were found to degenerate as well (Fig. 4B). 
Therefore, despite the ubiquitous expression of GasQL 
in the nervous system, degeneration was limited to a 
specific subset of neurons, suggesting that the targets of 
GasQL are restricted spatially in their expression or in 
their degenerating capacity. As a result of ventral nerve 
cord motoneuron degeneration, animals showed severe 
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Figure 3. Gain- and loss-of-function mutations in Gas affect 
locomotion and egg-laying. (.AI Locomotion rate of transgenic 
animals overexpressing Gas (GsXSI [n = 20], wild-type animals 
(n = 20), and animals mosaically expressing Gas (n = 10). Over-
expression of Gas increases movement. (B) Egg-laying was as
sayed as the number of eggs contained within the uterus of 
animals overexpressing Gas, wild-type animals and animals 
mosaically expressing Gas (in each case, n = 25). Overexpres-
sion of Gas results in fewer eggs that are retained in the uterus. 
Note that mosaic animals were selected for a paralyzed or egg-
laying-defective phenotype. 

movement defects, ranging from twitching movement to 
completely uncoordinated movement. 

Genetic analysis of the activated Ga s phenotype 

The GasQL-induced neural degeneration is morphologi
cally different from programmed cell death; cells that are 
subject to apoptosis show a refractile and condensed ap
pearance when viewed with Nomarski optics (Sulston 
and Horvitz 1977). To investigate whether the GasQL-
induced degeneration is also genetically distinct from 
programmed cell death, we investigated if an intact 

apoptotic pathway is required for the GasQL-induced de
generation. The neurodegenerative phenotype of GasQL 
was analyzed in ced-3 and ced-4 mutant backgrounds 
(Table 2). CED-3 and CED-4 are essential, cell-autono
mous components of the cell-death machinery and mu
tation of these components prevents death by apoptosis 
(Yuan and Horvitz 1990, 1992; Yuan et al. 1993). We 
found that the GasQL-induced neural degeneration was 
not affected by loss of the cell-death pathway, demon
strating that GasQL induces neural degeneration 
through a different mechanism. The GasQL-induced 
swelling and lysis of neurons is, however, similar to the 
vacuolar cell deaths observed in degenerin ion channel 
mutants. Dominant mutations in homologs of mamma
lian amiloride-sensitive epithelial Na+ channels induce 
vacuolization and degeneration of a specific subset of 
neurons, probably as a result of an osmotic imbalance or 
abnormal influx of Ca2+ caused by aberrant functioning 
of these mutated channels (Hong and Driscoll 1994). 
Given the similarity in phenotype of GasQL and degen
erin mutants, it is likely that GasQL acts by deregulating 
ion channels as well. We tested whether mutations in C. 
elegans ion-channel genes could suppress the GasQL-
induced neural degeneration (Table 2). The GctsQL phe
notype was analyzed in a mec-6 mutant background. 
MEC-6 is postulated to be an essential component of 
degenerin ion channels and loss-of-function mutations 
in mec-6 suppress the degenerative phenotype of degen
erin channel mutants (Chalfie and Wolinsky 1990; 
Huang and Chalfie 1994), including the motor neuron-
specific degenerin unc-8 (Shreffler et al. 1995). mec-6 did 
not suppress the GasQL-induced neural degeneration, in
dicating that GasQL does not act specifically through 
degenerin ion channels. Similar results were obtained 
when GasQL activity was analyzed in combination with 
loss-of-function mutations in three different Ca2+ chan
nel genes, unc-2 (Schäfer and Kenyon 1995), egl-19, and 
unc-36 (L. Lobel, pers. comm.), suggesting that Ga sQL 

Table 1. Gain- and loss-of-function mutations in Gas affect 
egg-laying 

Developmental stage of 
newly laid eggsa 

Genotype 

Wild type 
Ga.XS 
gsa-l(pk75) mosaicb 

egl-V 
egl-1; GasXSc 

1 to 8 9-cell post-
cell comma comma N 

3 97 0 303 
53 47 0 149 

0 1 99 156 
0 3 97 75 

20 65 15 69 

JAnimals were placed on separate E. coli OP50-seeded NGM 
agar plates, and based on the developmental stage, newly laid 
eggs were divided into three categories. Numbers indicate the 
percentage of laid eggs (N). 
bNote that mosaically rescued gsa-l{pk75) animals were se
lected for an egg-laying defective phenotype. 
cBoth egl-1 and egl-1; GasXS strains were in a rol-ó(sulOOó) 
transgenic background. 
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Figure 4. Expression of activated Ga s in
duces neural degeneration. [A] Early LI 
larva. Activated Ga s induces swelling and 
lysis (visible as large vacuoles) of neurons 
or neuronal precursors in the areas of the 
head ganglia, the ventral nerve cord and 
the tail. (B) Degenerated ventral nerve cord 
motorneurons in an L3 larva. The arrow 
indicates a pharyngeal neuron or epithelial 
cell that has degenerated. (C) Overview of 
neural degeneration induced by activated 
Ga s . Vacuolized and degenerated neurons 
are mainly present in the ventral nerve 
cord. Also some neurons in the head and 
tail ganglia degenerate. Pictures were 
taken 24 hr after induction of activated 
Gcv 

m a y ac t t h r o u g h an ion c h a n n e l d i s t i nc t from the c h a n 
n e l s t e s t ed in t h i s s t u d y or, a l t e rna t ive ly , t h r o u g h a c o m 
b i n a t i o n of ion c h a n n e l s . 

A n o t h e r a p p r o a c h to ident i fy d o w n s t r e a m c o m p o 
n e n t s ac t i ng in G a s s igna l ing is to i so la te a n d c lone ex-
t ragenic m u t a t i o n s t ha t supp re s s t h e G a s Q L p h e n o t y p e . 
U s i n g e t h y l m e t h a n e su l fona te (EMS) m u t a g e n e s i s , w e 
o b t a i n e d severa l m u t a t i o n s t ha t supp re s s t he G a s Q L - i n -
duced n e u r a l d e g e n e r a t i o n a n d ident i fy p u t a t i v e d o w n 
s t r e a m genes f u n c t i o n i n g in G a s - c o u p l e d s ignal t r ans 
d u c t i o n . T h e s e m u t a t i o n s w e r e i so la ted at a f requency of 
~1 in 5000 m u t a g e n i z e d g e n o m e s , were found to be re
cess ive , a n d fell i n t o o n e c o m p l e m e n t a t i o n group , sgs-1 
(suppressor of a c t i v a t e d Gs) . In add i t i on , o n e o t h e r sup 
pressor m u t a n t w a s i so la ted t h a t p roved to be a c o m p l e x 
locus , sgs-1 suppres sed c o m p l e t e l y t he Gc t s QL-induced 
n e u r a l d e g e n e r a t i o n (expressed u b i q u i t o u s l y f rom a hea t -
s h o c k p r o m o t o r or specif ical ly f rom the gsa-1 p romoto r ) , 

b u t did no t supp re s s t h e ac t i va t ed G a s - i n d u c e d body-

wal l m u s c l e h y p e r c o n t r a c t i o n (Table 2) or t he hyperac 

t ive egg-laying i nduced by w i ld - type Gcts ove rexp re s s ion 

(data no t s h o w n ) . In t h e absence of G a s Q L express ion , 

sgs-1 did n o t s h o w an obv ious d e v e l o p m e n t a l or behav

ioral p h e n o t y p e . sgs-1 w a s m a p p e d to c h r o m o s o m e III, in 

an in t e rva l b e t w e e n unc-32 and vab-7, - 1 m a p u n i t to 

t he r ight of unc-32 (see M a t e r i a l s and Me thods ) . 

D i s c u s s i o n 

T h e s t rong e v o l u t i o n a r y c o n s e r v a t i o n of key c o m p o 
n e n t s in s ignal t r a n s d u c t i o n h a s a l l owed de ta i l ed gene t i c 
ana lys i s of s ignal t r a n s d u c t i o n p a t h w a y s in m o d e l organ
i s m s l ike Drosophila and C. elegans (Sternberg 1993; 
W a s s a r m a n et al. 1995). T h e powerfu l gene t i c t e c h n i q u e s 
ava i lab le for t h e s e o r g a n i s m s h a v e led to i m p o r t a n t in
s igh t s in s ignal t r a n s d u c t i o n n e t w o r k s a n d h a v e in m a n y 

Table 2. Genetic interactions between activated Got., and loss-of-function mutations in cell death and ion channel genes 

Refe 

Yuan et al. (1993) 
Yuan and Horvitz (1992) 

Chalfie and Wohnsky (1990] 
Schäfer and Kcnyon (1995) 
L. Lobel (pers. comm.) 
L. Lobel (pers. comm.) 

Neural Body- wall muscle 
Gene degeneration11 hypercontraction'1 

Cell death ; çenes 
ced-3 + N.D. 
ced-4 + N.D. 

Ion channe 1 genes 
mec-6 + + 

unc-2 + + 

egl-19 + + 

unc-36 + ± 

Suppressor 
sgs-1 - + this paper 

Combinations of gsa-1 (pkls296) with ced-3{n7l7), ced-4(nll62), mec-6(el342), unc-2(e55), egl-l9(nS82), unc-36(e251), sgs-l(pk30l), 
or sgs-2(pk325) were assayed for degeneration of neurons and body-wall muscle hypercontraction 12 hr after induction of activated 
Ga s . 
3(+) pfc/s29ó-induced neural degeneration and muscle hypercontraction,- (±) incomplete suppression of pkls296 phenotype; (-) suppres
sion of pkls296 phenotype. 
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cases complemented biochemical studies in mammals. 
We describe a genetic analysis of Ga s function in C. el
egans. We show that Ga s is expressed ubiquitously in 
the nervous system and in muscle cells, that Ga s is es
sential for viability, and that Ga s modulates behaviors 
such as locomotion and egg-laying. Moreover, we show 
that an activating mutation in Ga s results in the degen
eration of neurons. 

Inactivation of gsa-1 results in larval lethality. The 
predicted protein generated by gsa-l(pk75) is truncated 
at position arginine 246 in the amino-acid sequence 
(Park et al. 1997] and lacks a third of the Ga s carboxy-
terminal sequence. The deleted region includes con
served sequences involved in interactions with adenylyl 
cyclase and receptors. Deletion of the carboxy-terminal 
part of Gcts probably affects other functions of the pro
tein as well and it is likely that pk75 is a null allele. 
Animals heterozygous for p i 75 are wild type. This sug
gests that there are no dominant neomorphic effects as
sociated with expression of a truncated Ga s protein. Ani
mals homozygous for pk75 hatch normally, but arrest 
during the first stage of larval development. The internal 
tissues of mutant animals become progressively 
shrunken and they acquire a starved appearance. This 
phenotype is similar to the zygotic null phenotype of 
animals mutant for the Gß subunit gene gpb-1 (Zwaal et 
al. 19961 and suggests that the larval lethal phenotype of 
gsa-1 and gpb-1 mutant animals results from the absence 
of an essential function of Gs-coupled signal transduc
tion during larval development. The larval lethal pheno
type of gsa-1 is also similar to the rod-like larval lethal 
phenotype of clr-1 and mutations in components of the 
Ras pathway. This lethal phenotype is associated with 
defects in the CANs, which have a role in osmoregula
tion (G. Garriga, pers. comm.]. Cell-specific ablation of 
the CANs results in a rod-like larval lethal phenotype (J. 
Sulston, pers. comm.). Furthermore, it was shown for the 
epidermal growth factor (EGF| receptor homolog let-23 
that lethality in mosaic animals correlated with absence 
of functional let-23 in the excretory system (Koga and 
Ohshima 1995). Consequently, because gsa-1 is ex
pressed in the CANs, Ga s may perform an essential func
tion in these specialized cells as well. 

Overexpression and mosaic rescue experiments re
vealed functions of Ga s later in development. Transgenic 
animals that overexpress Ga s showed an increase in lo-
comotory activity and egg-laying, whereas animals that 
mosaically express Ga s showed a reduction in these be
haviors. These phenotypes correlate with the expression 
pattern of Ga5. gsa-l::gfp fusions are expressed in the 
ventral nerve cord motoneurons and body-wall muscle 
cells that control locomotion, and the HSNs and vulva 
and uterine muscle cells that control egg-laying. The lo-
comotory and egg-laying phenotypes are associated with 
enhanced or reduced activities of the muscle cells that 
are required for these behaviors. In the egg-laying sys
tem, overexpression of Ga8 stimulated egg-laying in the 
absence of the HSNs. This suggests that Ga5 acts directly 
in the vulva muscles. This conclusion is supported by 
the observation that the egg-laying defect of gsa-l(pk75j 

mosaic animals is not rescued by adding exogenous se
rotonin, the neurotransmitter that is released by the 
HSNs. 

Two other strongly conserved C. elegans Ga proteins 
also modulate locomotion and egg-laying—the Gaq ho
molog EGL-30 (Brundage et al. 1996) and Ga0 (Mendel et 
al. 1995; Ségalat et al. 1995). Mutations in Gaq result in 
similar behavioral phenotypes as described for Gas, but 
mutations in Ga0, a member of the inhibitory class of 
Ga subunits, result in opposite phenotypes. Loss of Ga0 

results in hyperactivity in locomotion and egg-laying, 
whereas expression of a constitutively active Ga 0 allele 
induces paralysis and egg-laying defects. The signifi
cance of this convergence on a limited set of behavioral 
phenotypes of the three different Ga subunits is not 
known. It is not clear whether the three G protein path
ways modulate these behaviors specifically through the 
nervous system, through the muscle cells that control 
locomotion and egg-laying, or through both. Further
more, mutations in the three different Ga subunits could 
also modulate locomotion and egg-laying by changing 
the levels of Gß7 subunits. Overexpression of Gß results 
in phenotypes that are similar to Ga0 , but opposite to 
Go, and Gaq (Zwaal et al. 1996). 

Mutations that disrupt the GTPase activity of Go, and 
lock the protein in the active GTP-bound conformation 
are found in human malignancies and endocrine disor
ders (Landis et al. 1989; Lyons et al. 1990; Shenker et al. 
1993; Iiri et al. 1994). We constructed a similar mutation 
in C. elegans Ga, and found that expression of this ac
tivated form of the protein results in hypercontraction of 
body-wall muscle cells and the degeneration of a specific 
subset of neurons. Epistatic analysis showed that this 
degenerating capacity of GasQL is not dependent on an 
intact apoptotic pathway. A similar neurodegenerative 
phenotype as induced by GasQL has, however, been de
scribed for degenerin ion channel genes. Dominant mu
tations in deg-1, mec-4, and mec-10 (Chalfie and Wolin-
sky 1990; Driscoll and Chalfie 1991; Huang and Chalfie 
1994), which are homologs of mammalian epithelial Na+ 

channels, result in the degeneration of a specific subset 
of touch receptor neurons, whereas mutations of unc-8 
result in degeneration of ventral nerve cord motoneurons 
(Shreffler et al. 1995). Also, rare dominant mutations in 
deg-3, a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit gene, 
induce neural degeneration (Treinin and Chalfie 1995). 
These mutations presumably disturb the regulation of 
these channels, resulting in an ionic imbalance, vacuol
ization and degenerative cell death (Hong and Driscoll 
1994). Dominant mutation of degenerin channels can 
also induce muscle hypercontraction; constitutive acti
vation of the degenerin channel unc-105 results in body-
wall muscle hypercontraction (Liu et al. 1996). Given the 
similarity in phenotype, it is likely that GasQL acts by 
deregulating ion channels as well. This can be a direct 
activation of ion channels by Ga s , or can be indirect by 
deregulation of cAMP-gated ion channels or by deregu
lation of ion channels through cAMP-dependent protein 
kinase A (Walsh and Van Patten 1994; Wickman and 
Clapham 1995). Epistatic analysis with C. elegans ion-
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c h a n n e l genes d e m o n s t r a t e d t h a t G a s Q L does n o t ac t 
specif ical ly t h r o u g h degene r in c h a n n e l s or C a 2 " c h a n 
n e l s l ike U N C - 2 , U N C - 3 6 , or EGL-19. It is, h o w e v e r , no t 
exc luded t ha t a c t i v a t e d G a s a c t s t h r o u g h a c o m b i n a t i o n 
of t he se c h a n n e l s . Sc reens for r e v e n a n t s of t h e a c t i v a t e d 
G a s p h e n o t y p e r e su l t ed in a locus , sgs-1, t h a t supp re s se s 
t h e n e u r a l d e g e n e r a t i o n p h e n o t y p e of G a s Q L . M u t a t i o n 
of sgs-1 does no t , h o w e v e r , supp re s s t h e body-wa l l 
m u s c l e h y p e r c o n t r a c t i o n i n d u c e d by a c t i v a t e d G a s . In 
add i t ion , sgs-1 does n o t supp re s s t h e h y p e r a c t i v e egg-
lay ing in a n i m a l s ove rexp re s s ing G a s , w h i c h is m e d i a t e d 
t h r o u g h the vu lva m u s c l e s . There fore , it is l ike ly t ha t 
G a s a c t s in at leas t t w o ro les , in n e u r o n s and in m u s c l e 
cel ls , a n d t ha t t h e a c t i o n of sgs-1 is r e s t r i c t ed t o t h e 
n e u r o n a l p a t h w a y . 

Materials and Methods 

Nematode strains and culturing 

General methods for culture, manipulation, and genetics of 
C. elegans were as described (Lewis and Fleming 1995). Un
less indicated, strains were cultured at 20°C. Strains used in 
this study were Bristol N2 and LGI: CB1472 \mec-6(el342)], 
DR102 [dpy-5(e61)unc-29(el93)}, KR236 \dpy-5(eól)unc-13(e51);S 
Dp2(I,f]j, KR1787 [unc-13(e51)], MT3126 [mut-2(r459)\, NL511 
\gsa-l(pk27::Tcl)mut-2{xAS9)\, NL550 [gsa-l(pk75):sDp2[\,t}\} 

LGH: CB3241 \cb-l(el74S)\, LGIH: GE24 \pha-l(e2123)\; GE182 5 
[tDilfunc-32(el89)dpy-18{e499)\, MT2551 \ced-4(nll62)dpy-
17(el64)\, MT4306 \lin-39(nll90)unc-36(e251)}} LGIV: CB1362 
\dpy-20(el362)\, MT1212 \egl-19(n582)}, MT2405 [ced-3(n717) 
unc-26(e205)\i LGV: MT1082 [eghl(n487)\; LGX: CB55 \unc-
2(e55)\. 

GFP reporter constructs 

A 3.8-kb Fspl promotor fragment of gsa-1 was introduced into 
the GFP modular vector pPD95.77 (A. Fire, pers. comm.), result
ing in pRP1511. A translational fusion with GFP [pRP1518) was 
constructed by inserting a 2.0-kb Sall-Spel fragment of 
pPD95.77 containing the GFP-coding sequence and the 3 ' UTR 
of unc-54 downstream of a Sail site located within exon 5 of 
gsa-1 in construct pRP1505 (see below). Each fusion DNA was 
introduced into pha-l(e2123) hermaphrodites together with 
pha-l[+) containing plasmid pCl (Mello et al. 1991; Granato et 
al. 1994; Mello and Fire 1995) or in dpy-20(el362) together with 
dpy-20[+) containing plasmid pMH86 (Han and Sternberg 1991). 
Each construct was injected at 100 ng/ul . Transformed animals 
were identified by survival at 25°C or a Dpy(+) phenotype. Mul
tiple transgenic lines were obtained that showed identical ex
pression patterns. Cells were identified in reference to Sulston 
and Horvitz (1977) and White (White et al. 1986). 

Generation of a gsa-1 loss of function mutation 

A deletion mutat ion of gsa-1 was isolated as described (Zwaal et 
al. 1993). A Tel insertion mutant gsa-1 ::Tcl(pk27j:mut-2(r459)l 
was isolated using a library of Tc i insertion mutants . This in
sertion, located at a TA dinucleotide in the seventh intron of 
gsa-1, did not produce a mutant phenotype. The primers 3831 
(5'-GCAATGGACGAGATCGTGCC) and 1917 |5 '-ACCCTT-
CGGATGTTCTCTGTGTCGAC) and nested primers 3832 (5'-
GGAAGATAACTACCCTTCAC) and 1916 (5'-CGTAGTGTC-
GTAGATGAATGC) located in the third and eighth exons of 

gsa-1, respectively, and spanning a genomic region of 3.9 kb, 
were used in a screen for deletion derivatives of pk27::Tcl. A 
1.8-kb deletion allele, gsa-l(pk75), was isolated (Fig. 2A|. The 
PCR product detecting the deletion was directly sequenced us
ing linear amplification sequencing (Craxton 1993). The pk75 
allele was backcrossed four times to an N2 background, includ
ing a double crossover using a dpy-5(eól)unc-29(e 193)-marked 
chromosome I to ensure removal of the mut-2(r459jl locus. The 
pk75 allele was balanced with the free duplication sDp2 (How
ell et al. 1987) and the deletion was confirmed by Southern 
analysis (data not shown). The larval lethality of pkIS homozy
gotes was confirmed by single worm PCR using primers span
ning the deletion to detect pk75 and primers inside the deleted 
region to detect the wild-type allele as described (Zwaal et al. 
1993). Arrested larvae showed only the pk75 deletion allele; 
viable progeny of pk7S heterozygotes were either heterozygous 
for pk75 or homozygous for the gsa-1 wild-type allele (data not 
shown). The larval-lethal phenotype of pk75 was comple
mented with a wild-type gsa-1 genomic construct, pRP1505, 
which contained a 13-kb Hindlll fragment including the gsa-1-
coding sequence (Park et al., 1997) and the 3 ' UTR and polyade-
nylation signal of unc-54. The rescuing construct was injected 
at a concentration of 5 ng/ul together with 150 ng/pl of the 
marker plasmid pRF4 |Kramer et al. 1990). Rescue was scored as 
the generation of obligatory Rol lines that segregated viable Rol 
animals and arrested larvae, resulting in strain NL542 [gsa-
I(pk75);pk£x270[gsa-l{+)ro\-6{sul006)]. Homozygosity for the 
pk75 allele was confirmed by single worm PCR. 

Behavioral analysis of mosaic and Ga^ overexpression 
phenotypes 

Adult animals of the rescuedgsa-l(pk75) transgenic line NL542 
showing defects in movement or egg-laying [<1% of the popu
lation) were selected for locomotion and egg-laying assays as 
described (Zwaal et al. 1996). Locomotion was assayed by plac
ing animals on Escherichia coli OP50-seeded NGM agar plates 
30 min before measuring locomotion by counting body bends in 
3-min intervals. A body bend was defined as movement of one-
quarter of a body length in a forward or backward direction 
[Brundage et al. 1996; Koelie and Horvitz 1996), a definition that 
could also be applied in a Rol background. Egg-laying was as
sayed by placing adult animals on OP50-seeded NGM agar 
plates and counting eggs laid in a 2.5-hr interval. The number of 
eggs present in the uterus and the stage of newly laid eggs were 
analyzed by counting eggs or cells using a high power dissection 
microscope (Wild M3C). Data were analyzed for statistical sig
nificance using an unpaired t-test (SPSS v. 7.0, SPSS, Inc., Chi
cago, IL) and were stated as mean ± S.E.M.. Assays for egg-laying 
in serotonin (5 mg/ml) were as described (Trent et al. 1983). 
NL556 (dpy-20(el362);pk£x331[gsa-l[+)dpy-20[+)\), a transgenic 
line overexpressing Ga s , was used in behavioral assays as de
scribed above. NL556 was generated by injecting a mixture of 
pRP 1505, dpy-20[+) containing plasmid pMH86 (Han and Stern
berg 1991) and pGEM5 carrier DNA (all at a concentration of 50 
ng/pl) in dpy-20(el362j animals (Mello et al. 1991,- Mello and 
Fire 1995). NL592 [egl-l(n487); pkEx343[gsa-l[+)rol-6{sul006)\), 
a transgenic line overexpressing Ga s in an egl-1 mutant back
ground, was made by injecting pRP1505 at 50 pg/ml and pRF4 
(Kramer et al. 1990) at lOOug/mlin egl-1 animals. About half of 
the NL592 animals showed reversion of the egl-1 egg-laying 
defect and were used in egg-laying assays as described above. 
NL594 {egi-l(n487); pkEx343\rol-6(sul006)]) served as a control. 

Construction of a constitutively active gsa-1 mutant 

A substitution of glutamine (Ql 208 to a leucine (L) that results 
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in constitutive activation of Ga s (Graziano and Gilman 1989; 
Masters et al. 19891 was constructed by PCR using primer GsQL 
|5'-ATGTTTGACGTCGGAGGTCTACGTGAC| containing the 
mutation. The region of the PCR fragment used for further clon
ing was sequenced completely and found to be free of errors. 
This fragment was subcloned in a 2.8-kb Sail gsa-1 genomic 
fragment, which was cloned into pRP1505, giving rise to 
pRP1510. A construct with gsa-1 expression under the control 
of a heat-shock promotor (hsp) was generated by cloning a 0.25-
kb Hindll l /SamHI hspl6.41-containing fragment of pPC16.41-
51 iStringham et al. 19921 in front of a Fspl-tfindlll fragment of 
gsa-1. Addition of an unc-54 3 ' UTR and polyadenylation signal 
resulted in pRP1506. Exchange of a Q208L-containing Smal -
Hindlll fragment between pRPlSlO and pRP1506 resulted 
in pRP1509. Injection of pRP1510 at 10 ng/ul did not result in 
transgenic lines, presumably attributable to lethality of the 
transformants. pRP1509 was injected at 5 ng/ul, together with 
20 ng/ul of pMH86 (Han and Sternberg 19911 and 100 ng/p 
1 of pGEM5 carrier DNA into dpy-20(el362), resulting in 
NL512 [dpy-20(el362):pkEx332\gsa-l(Q208l)dpy-20\+)\. The 
transgenic array was integrated by irradiating NL512 animals 
with 40 Gy of y radiation from a l 3 7Cs source [Way et al. 19911, 
resulting in NL520 [dpy-20(el362};pkIs296[gsa-HQ208L)dpy-
2GVIJX. pkls296 was outcrossed twice, resulting in strain 
NL545. Optimal heat-shock conditions were 2 hr at 33°C 
iStringham et al. 19921. The phenotype of pkls296 was com
pletely penetrant in LI and L2 larvae, but less so at later stages 
and in adults. This is presumably the result of incomplete hsp-
lnduced expression in late stage larvae and in adults (Stnngham 
et al. 1992). 

Genetic analysis of the activated Gas phenotype 

Double mutant strains of pkls296 with ced-3 or ced-4 were 
made using ced-3ln717lunc-26!e205/- and ced-4(nll62)dpy-
i7feró4/-marked strains, respectively. A double mutant strain 
of mec-6(el342) andpkls296 was constructed using unc-13(eSl) 
and dpy-5(e61)unc-29fel93) as markers in trans. Double mutant 
strains of pkls296 with unc-2le55), unc-36(e251), and egl-
19ln582) were made using the visible phenotype of these mu
tations in crosses. Homozygosity for pkls296 was determined 
by heat shock or single-worm PCR using primers 994 (5'-
GCATTCATCTACGACACTACGI and UNC54B (5'-CTC-
TCTAAGCTTCGGCCGACTAGTAGGAAAAGI as described 
iZwaal et al. 19931. 

Revertants of the pkls296 phenotype were isolated after EMS 
treatment as described (Anderson 1995). Briefly, L4 NL545 ani
mals were incubated in M9 buffer containing 50 mM EMS for 4 
hr, washed and seeded at 20-40 animals per plate on 9-cm NGM 
agar plates. The F2 generation was synchronized using NaOCl 
bleaching and LI larvae were heat-shocked at 33°C to induce 
expression of pkls296. Animals that did not arrest in LI and did 
not show vacuolized neurons were collected. Four alleles were 
isolated that suppressed the neural degeneration phenotype of 
pkls296. These fell into one complementation group: sgs-
Upk301. pk310. pk311, pk327). sgs-1 also suppressed the neural 
degeneration induced by pRP1510. sgs-1 was found to be reces
sive and was mapped to linkage group III. sgs-1 was further 
localized using a three-factor cross with an unc-32(el89jdpy-
18(e346)- and an unc-32(el89)vab-7(elS62l-maiked chromo
some and was mapped to a position -1 map unit to the right of 
unc-32 (5/34 were SgsUnc, 25/25 were SgsDpy, and 1/8 was 
SgsUnc, 10/10 were SgsVab). 
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Expression of a constitutively activated version of the 
heterotrimeric G protein a-subunit Got, results in the 
swelling and vacuolization of a specific subset of ventral 
nerve cord motoneurons of Caenorhabditis elegans. A 
second site modifier (sgs-1) that completely suppresses 
this neuronal degeneration has been isolated. sgs-I was 
cloned and was shown to encode an adenylyl cyclase 
which is most similar to mammalian adenylyl cyclase 
type IX. Mutations in sgs-1 change residues that are 
conserved among different adenylyl cyclases. These 
mutations are located in the two catalytic domains and 
in the first multiple transmembrane spanning region 
of the predicted protein. An sgs-1 reporter construct 
shows a general neuronal expression pattern, demon
strating that sgs-1 is expressed in the neurons that are 
susceptible to activated GOs-induced cell death. A 
second C.elegans adenylyl cyclase gene (acy-2) was 
analyzed as well. In contrast to sgs-1, acy-2 shows a 
restricted expression pattern and loss of acy-2 function 
results in early larval lethality. These results suggest 
that SGS-1 is a target of Get, signaling in motoneurons, 
whereas an interaction of Get, with ACY-2, probably 
in the canal-associated neurons, is required for viability. 
Keywords: adenylyl cyc\ase/Caenorhabditis elegans/GtxJ 
neuronal degeneration/suppressor 

Introduction 

Heterotrimeric G proteins connect serpentine trans
membrane receptors to a variety of intracellular effectors. 
G proteins consist of a guanine nucleotide binding a-
subunit and a ßy-subunit. both of which have signaling 
capabilities (Kaziro et ai, 1991; Simon et al., 1991). The 
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans expresses homologs of 
a number of mammalian G protein subunits, including 
Gas (Park et al., 1997), Ga0 (Mendel et al., 1995; Ségalat 
el al., 1995), Gaq (Brundage et ai, 1996) and Gß (Zwaai 
et al., 1996), which allows detailed genetic analysis of 
conserved G protein-coupled signal transduction pathways 
in a relatively simple organism. 

We previously reported that gsa-I encodes a conserved 
nematode Gccs subunit which is essential and is ubiquit
ously expressed in the nervous system and muscle cells 
of C.elegans (Korswagen et al., 1997). A constitutively 

activating mutation in Gas that inhibits the GTPase activity 
of the protein and locks it in the GTP-bound active 
conformation, induces body-wall muscle hypercontraction 
and swelling, and vacuolization of a specific subset of 
neurons. Neurons which are susceptible to activated Gas-
induced degeneration are mainly ventral nerve cord 
motoneurons and some neurons located in the head and 
tail ganglia. This neuronal cell death is distinct from 
programmed cell death and is similar in morphology to 
the neuronal degeneration observed in degenerin mutants 
of C.elegans (Chaîne and Wolinsky, 1990; Driscoll and 
Chaîne, 1991; Hall et ai, 1997). The degenerins deg-1 
and mec-4 encode proteins which are similar to subunits 
of mammalian amiloride-sensitive Na" channels and form 
mechanosensory channels in C.elegans (Hong and 
Driscoll, 1994; Huang and Chalfie, 1994). whereas deg-3 
encodes an acetylcholine receptor channel-subunit (Treinin 
and Chalfie, 1995). The degeneration-inducing mutations 
in deg-1, deg-3 and mec-4 presumably hyperactivate these 
channels, resulting in an increased or altered ion-influx 
that is followed by cell death. The morphological similarity 
of activated Gcts-induced neuronal degeneration to 
degenerin-induced cell death suggests that Gcts directly or 
indirectly hyperactivates ion-channels. This might be a 
direct interaction of Gas with ion-channels (reviewed in 
Wickman and Clapham, 1995), or could be indirect 
through, for example, the activation of an adenylyl cyclase, 
resulting in generation of the second messenger cyclic-
3',5'-adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) (reviewed in 
Sunahara et al., 1996). Increased levels of cAMP can 
directly modulate cAMP-gated ion-channels or modulate 
ion channels through activation of cAMP-dependent 
protein kinase A (PKA) (reviewed in Walsh and Van 
Patten, 1994; Wickman and Clapham, 1995). 

To study the mechanism of activated Gas-induced 
neuronal degeneration, we characterized extragenic sup
pressors which inhibit neuronal cell death (Korswagen 
et al.. 1997). Here we show that one of these suppressors, 
sgs-1, encodes an adenylyl cyclase that is essential for 
activated Gas-induced neurotoxicity. Furthermore, we 
studied a second adenylyl cyclase gene (acy-2) of 
C.elegans. We show that acy-2 is expressed in the canal-
associated neurons (CAN) and that loss of acy-2 results 
in a larval lethal phenotype which is similar to the lethal 
phenotype of gsa-I null mutant animals. 

Results 
sgs-1 is a suppressor of activated Gas-induced 
neuronal degeneration 
In a screen for extragenic suppressors of activated Gas-
induced neuronal degeneration, a locus was identified that 
suppresses neuronal cell death. This locus was named 
sgs-I (suppressor of activated Gs; Korswagen et al., 1997). 
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Table I. Alleles of sgs-l suppress activated Ga-induced neuronal 
degeneration 

Genotype Neuronal 
degeneration^' 

Body-wall muscle 
hypercontractionb 

Wild-type 0 
Activated Gas 11 
sgs-] allelesc: 
pUOl Cla 0 
pk3IO 0 
pk3U Cla 0 
pk363 transmembrane 0 
pk3S4 C2 0 
pk474 Cla 0 
pk393 transmembrane 0 
/>MJO::Tcl Tel insertion 0 

u Activated Gcc,-induced pattern of neuronal cell deaths as described in 
Korswagen el al. (1997). Phenotypes were scored in synchronized 
LI-2 larvae. 24 h after a 2 h heat-shock at 33°C. 
bAnimals showing a Dpy appearance and strong folding of the 
intestine were scored as positive for body-wall muscle 
hypercontraetion (-. 0-10%; + , 5-25%; + + , 25-50%; + + +, 
50-759c; + + + +, >75% of animals that show body-wall muscle 
hypercontraetion). 
'sgi-l alleles were analyzed in an activated Gas (pkls296) background 

As is shown in Table I, each of eight alleles of sgs-l 
completely suppress neuronal degeneration. In contrast to 
the complete suppression of neuronal cell death, suppres
sion of the activated Go^-induced body-wall muscle hyper
contraetion is variable. 

Animals mutant in sgs-l do not show obvious defects 
in development or behavior. A deletion that spans the sgs-l 
locus was used to determine whether mutant phenotypes 
associated with sgs-l could be uncovered by lowering the 
level of sgs-l by half. When sgs-l(pk310) and 
sgs-l(pk450::Tcl) were placed in trans to the genetic 
deficiency sDfI21, which deletes the sgs-1 locus (D.Baillie. 
personal communication), the heterozygous animals did 
not show any changes in development or behavior. These 
results suggest that sgs-l is not an essential gene. 

sgs-7 encodes an adenylyl cyclase 
sgs-l was placed on linkage group III, to the left of the 
deficiency nDfl7, between markers unc-93 and unc-32, 
and was found to be closely linked to dpy-17 (Figure 1 A). 
The area of the physical map of chromosome III that 
corresponds to this region is completely sequenced (Wilson 
el al., 1994) and cosmids containing candidate genes were 
tested for rescue of the Sgs phenotype. Cosmid F17C8 
rescued sgs-I, resulting in the reappearance of swollen 
and vacuolized neurons after expression of activated Get.,. 
Unrelated cosmids did not rescue sgs-l. Rescue of sgs-l 
was also obtained with a subclone of F17C8 (Figure IB). 
This 14 kb subclone contains a single predicted gene that 
encodes a 1254 amino acid protein (Figure 2A) with 
significant sequence similarity to mammalian adenylyl 
cyclases. As is shown in Figure 3, SGS-1 is most similar 
(39% overall identity, 489r similarity of amino acid 
positions) to mouse adenylyl cyclase type IX. Sequence 
similarity is highest in the conserved Cla and C2a regions 
of the two catalytic domains of adenylyl cyclase, with 67 
and 609<- identity of amino acid positions, respectively, 
between SGS-1 and mouse adenylyl cyclase type IX. The 

predicted protein shows the characteristic topology of a 
membrane localized adenylyl cyclase, which consists of 
a short intracellular N-terminal sequence, two multiple 
transmembrane spanning regions and two large intracellu
lar catalytic domains (Figure 2B). 

Mutations in sgs-1 change conserved residues in 
the adenylyl cyclase coding sequence 
The coding sequence of sgs-l was scanned for mutations 
in different alleles that suppress neuronal cell death. All 
mutations found were G-A or C-T substitutions, which 
correspond to the canonical mutation spectrum of ethyl 
methanesulfonate (EMS) (Anderson, 1995), the mutagen 
used in the genetic screens to isolate alleles of sgs-l 
(Korswagen el al., 1997). With the exception of mutations 
in pk310 and pk393. only mutations were found that 
change amino acid positions which are conserved between 
different adenylyl cyclases (Figure 2A); in pk310 no 
mutational change could be detected in the sgs-l coding 
sequence, in pk393. a non-conserved Gly at position 68 
is changed into an Arg. In pk363, a conserved Gly at 
position 199 in the first region of transmembrane domains 
is changed into a Glu. Two mutations are in the catalytic 
domains. In pk301 a Ser at position 486 in the first 
catalytic domain is changed into a Tyr, in pk384 a Gly at 
position 1068 in the second catalytic domain is changed 
into an Arg. Two independent alleles of sgs-l (pk311 and 
pk474) contain an identical splice donor site mutation 
located in the first catalytic domain that changes the 
canonical GT splice donor sequence to AT. Sequencing 
of pk311 sgs-l cDNA revealed that cryptic splice donor 
sites surrounding the mutated splice donor are used, some 
of which may retain the correct reading frame (data 
not shown). 

The isolation of an identical mutational change in the 
independent alleles pk311 and pk474 implies that only a 
limited spectrum of mutations are tolerated in sgs-l. To 
address whether only specific mutational changes in sgs-l 
can result in suppression of neuronal cell death, or whether 
any loss-of-function mutation in sgs-l can produce this 
phenotype, a Tel transposon insertion located in the sgs-l 
coding sequence (Figure 2A) was isolated from a library 
of random Tel insertion mutants (Zwaal et al.. 1993). 
Insertion of Tel can disrupt a gene by truncation of the 
coding sequence or can affect the protein product by 
cryptic splicing of the transcript (Rushforth et al.. 1993). 
As is shown in Table I, the sgs-l transposon allele 
pk450::Tcl completely suppresses activated Ga„-induced 
neuronal degeneration, demonstrating that a randomly 
isolated presumed loss-of-function allele of sgs-l sup
presses neuronal cell death as well. Furthermore, these 
results suggest that loss of sgs-l function does not result 
in severe developmental or behavioral phenotypes. 

sgs- 7 is expressed in the nervous system 
Presumptive upstream control sequence of sgs-l was used 
to direct expression of a Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) 
(Chalfie el al.. 1994) encoding reporter gene. The gj'p 
reporter gene was inserted close to the 3 ' end of sgs-l 
and the fusion construct includes all intron sequences of 
sgs-l (Figure 2A). Since this fusion contains almost the 
complete sgs-l gene, it is likely that this fusion closely 
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f^ Genetic map 

# 7 

4S 
nDfll 

CosmidF17C8 

Subclone pRP1522 

acy-2 adenylyl cyclase gene 

adenylyl cyclase SGS-1 

i gfp fusion 

deleted in pk465 

Fig. 1. Positional cloning of sgs-1. (A) Genetic map of linkage group III. showing the position of sgs-1 and markers used in this study. IB) Cosmid 
clone FI7C8 and the subclone pRPl522. pRP1522 contains a single predicted gene encoding an adenylyl cyclase. Both F17C8 and pRP1522 rescue 
sgs-1. (C) Genomic representation of the acy-2 gene, showing the deleted region in pk465 and the site of gfp fusion in pRP1525. 

resembles the endogenous sgs-1 expression pattern, sgs-
l::gfp shows a general neuronal expression pattern, with 
expression in neurons of the head ganglia (Figure 4A), 
the ventral nerve cord (Figure 4B and C) and the tail 
ganglia (Figure 4C). Not all neurons express the sgs-1 
reporter; expression is faint or absent in the CAN cells 
and is less extensive in the anterior head ganglion. 
sgs-1 is also expressed in the muscle cells of the vulva 
I Figure 4B) and in adult animals at low levels in body-
wall muscle cells. Based on this reporter construct, sgs-1 
is not expressed in the muscle cells of the pharynx, nor 
is sgs-1 expressed in hypodermal or intestinal cells. 

acy-2 encodes a second C.elegans adenylyl cyclase 
The identification of sgs-1 as an adenylyl cyclase, 
prompted us to search the C.elegans genome database for 
additional adenylyl cyclase genes. A gene encoding a 
second predicted adenylyl cyclase was identified by the 
C.elegans genome project (C.elegans genome consortium, 
unpublished observation). C10F3.3 encodes a predicted 
protein (ACY-2) of 1080 amino acids which shows signi
ficant sequence similarity to mammalian adenylyl cyclases 
(35% overall identity, 45% similarity to adenylyl cyclase 
type II; Figure 3). Like SGS-1, ACY-2 contains the highly 
conserved Cla and C2a sequences (64% and 80% identity 
to adenylyl cyclase type II, respectively), and shows the 
expected structural organization of two multiple transmem
brane regions and two large intracellular catalytic domains 
(Figure 2B). acy-2 shows a more limited expression pattern 
than sgs-1. A translational fusion of acy-2 to gfp is 
expressed at high levels in the CAN cells (Figure 4E) and 
some neurons in the head ganglia (Figure 4D), and at low 
levels in a small number of ventral nerve cord neurons. 
We isolated a deletion of acy-2 genomic sequence from a 
library of chemically-induced deletion mutants (Jansen 
el ai, 1997). In acy-2 (pk465), a 2.7 kb region of the 
acy-2 sequence is deleted, removing the first catalytic 

domain and the two multiple transmembrane regions 
(Figure 1C). Loss of acy-2 results in early larval lethality; 
animals homozygous for pk465 arrest at the first stage of 
larval development (Figure 4F), a phenotype that is similar 
to the larval lethal null phenotype of gsa-1 (Korswagen 
et ai, 1997). This lethal phenotype was rescued by 
introduction of the acy-2( + ) containing cosmid C10F3 in 
pk465 animals. Interestingly, rescued pk465 lines segreg
ated animals that appeared fluid filled, a phenotype that 
is reminiscent of clr-1 mutants and suggests a defect 
in the CAN cells. The CAN cells have a function in 
osmoregulation (Forrester and Garriga, 1997). Taken 
together, these results suggest that Gas and ACY-2 perform 
an essential function in the CAN cells. 

Discussion 

Adenylyl cyclases are a family of signaling molecules 
that generate the second messenger cAMP. Mammals 
express at least nine different adenylyl cyclase isoforms 
which are all stimulated by Gas and the diterpene forskolin. 
but differ otherwise in stimulation or inhibition by other 
Gcc subunits, Gßy, Ca2+-calmodulin and protein kinase C 
(PKC) (reviewed in Sunahara et al., 1996). Since adenylyl 
cyclases are modulated by components of different signal 
transduction pathways, they constitute an important level 
of integration of diverse signals. Some isoforms of 
adenylyl cyclase require, for instance, stimulatory input 
from both Gas and Ca2+-calmodulin and function as 
coincidence detectors. An example of an adenylyl cyclase 
acting as such a coincidence detector is provided by the 
Drosophila Rutabaga gene (Levin et ai, 1992). which 
plays a role in associative learning and memory storage 
(reviewed in Kandel and Abel. 1995). Adenylyl cyclases 
are transmembrane proteins that consist of a short, non-
conserved intracellular N-terminal sequence, a region of 
six transmembrane regions followed by a large intracellular 
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Fig. 2. Amino acid sequence and hydrophobicity plot of SGS-1. 
(A) Amino acid sequence of SGS-1 showing the Cla and C2a regions 
between brackets and conserved residues in these regions in bold. 
Mutations in sgs-1 and the site of gfp fusion (gfp) are indicated. A 
region in C2a which is important for Gas-binding is depicted by a 
hatched bar. (B) Hydrophobicity plot (Kyle and Doolittle, 1982) 
showing the multiple transmembrane regions in SGS-1 and ACY-2. 

catalytic domain (CI) and a second region of six transmem
brane domains followed by a second intracellular catalytic 
domain (C2). The two catalytic domains each contain a 
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Fig. 3. Alignment dendogram generated using the PILEUP algorithm 
using default program parameters. SGS-1 is most closely related to 
mouse adenylyl cyclase type IX. 

highly conserved region (Cla and C2a, respectively) which 
is similar between the two catalytic domains. In stimulated 
adenylyl cyclase, the two catalytic domains come together 
to form a catalytically active heterodimer (Zhang et al., 
1997). 

As in mammals, multiple isoforms of adenylyl cyclases 
are present in C.elegans; in addition to sgs-1 and acy-2, 
the C.elegans genome contains at least a third gene that 
encodes a predicted adenylyl cyclase (C.elegans genome 
consortium, unpublished observation). Study of such con
served signaling molecules in C.elegans offers the advant
age of a well defined system and allows detailed genetic 
analysis of adenylyl cyclase function in the nematode. 
Here we describe two C.elegans adenylyl cyclases, SGS-1 
and ACY-2. SGS-1 was identified as a suppressor of 
activated Gas-induced neuronal cell death, ACY-2 was 
identified by the C.elegans genome project. Both SGS-1 
and ACY-2 show significant sequence similarity to mam
malian adenylyl cyclases, with highest sequence homology 
within the Cla and C2a domains. In addition, both 
predicted proteins show the expected multiple transmem
brane regions and large cytoplasmatic domains character
istic of adenylyl cyclases. With the exception of SGS-1, 
which has a Ser at the position of a conserved Lys in 
Cla, both proteins contain the Lys and Asp residues in 
the C1 a and C2a regions that confer specificity to adenosine 
triphosphate as opposed to guanosine triphosphate in the 
related family of guanylyl cyclases (Liu et al.. 1997). Of 
mammalian adenylyl cyclases, SGS-1 is most similar to 
mouse adenylyl cyclase type IX, a divergent class of 
adenylyl cyclases (Premont et al.. 1996). Type IX adenylyl 
cyclase is abundantly expressed, with highest levels in 
skeletal muscle and brain. Interestingly, type IX adenylyl 
cyclase is relatively insensitive to forskolin and does not 
seem to be modulated by Gßy or Ca2+ . It is not known 
however, whether this is also the case for SGS-1. 

Different loss-of-function alleles of sgs-1 show a range 
of mutations inthesgs-/ coding sequence. All single amino 
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Fig. 4. Localization of sgs-1 ::gfp and acy-2::gfp. (A) Expression of sgs-l::gfp in the head ganglia. The neurons of the head ganglia shown are 
located between the two bulbs of the pharynx (ph). sgs-1 is not expressed in the pharyngeal muscle (ph) cells. Yellow dots result from gut 
autofluorescence. (B) Expression of sgs-l::gfp in the vulva muscle cells (vm) and ventral nerve cord neurons (arrows). (C) Expression of sgs-1 r.gfp 
in ventral nerve cord neurons (arrows indicate single neurons or groups of neurons) and the tail ganglia (tg). (D) Expression of acy-2::gfp in a 
limited subset of neurons located in the head ganglia (arrows). (E) Expression of acy-2::gfp in the canal-associated neurons (CANL is shown). 
(F) Terminal phenotype of acy-2 (pk-465). Note the fluid filled cavity (arrow) between the hypodermis and intestine. 

acid substitutions change small non-charged residues such 
as Gly and Ser into large, highly charged residues such 
as Arg and Glu or large aromatic residues such as Tyr— 
mutations which may affect the catalytic action of the 
protein or may result in a conformational change. Two 
mutations are located within the Cla domain. In pk301, 
a highly conserved Ser is changed into a Tyr, whereas in 
pk311 and pk474 a splice donor site is disrupted, a change 
that will affect the Cla sequence as well. Given the 
importance of the C la region for the catalytic activity of 

adenylyl cyclases, it is likely that these mutations directly 
influence SGS-1 activity. One mutation (j>k384) is at the 
border of the C2a domain, three positions upstream of a 
sequence which is part of a negatively charged hydro
phobic groove that is an important binding region for Ga s 

(Tesmer et ai, 1997; Yan et al., 1997). Introduction of a 
positively charged Arg close to this domain may interfere 
with Ga s binding and uncouple SGS-1 from activation by 
Ga s . Two further mutations are within the first multiple 
transmembrane region of SGS-1. These mutations may 
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not affect SGS-1 activity directly, but may interfere with 

sorting and localization of SGS-1, as has been shown for 

mutations in the first multiple transmembrane region of 

the Dictyostelium adenylyl cyclase ACA (Parent and 

Devreotes, 1995). 

No mutations were found that result in early termination 

or frame-shift of the SGS-1 protein. Therefore, it is not 

clear whether any of the mutations described represents a 

complete loss-of-function allele of sgs-1. A putative null 

allele of sgs-l was however isolated from a library of Tel 

insertion mutants. Insertion of Tel may lead to truncation 

of the SGS-1 protein sequence or will affect the sgs-1 

protein product through cryptic splicing (Rushforth et ai. 

1993). Truncation at this insertion site will remove the 

complete C2 region, which is essential for adenylyl 

cyclase activity. 

Mutation of sgs-1 does not result in severe develop

mental or behavioral phenotypes. This is in contrast to 

acy-2, mutation which results in larval lethality. This lethal 

phenotype is similar to the larval lethal phenotype of 

gsa-1 null mutant animals (Korswagen et al.. 1997). 

The c/r-'-Iike appearance of incompletely rescued acy-2 

(pk465) animals suggests a defect in the CAN cells 

(Forrester and Garriga, 1997), a phenotype that is in 

agreement with the expression of acy-2 in these cells. 

Therefore, it is likely that Get, and ACY-2 perform an 

essential function in the CAN cells, whereas SGS-1 

has a more subtle, but non-redundant function. Reporter 

fusions of sgs-1 show a general expression in the nervous 

system, including neurons in the head ganglia, the ventral 

nerve cord and the tail ganglia. Consequently, sgs-1 is 

expressed in the neurons that are susceptible to activated 

Gas-induced cell death. Mutation of sgs-1 also influences 

activated Gcvinduced body-wall muscle hypercontraction. 

It is not known whether this is a direct result of sgs-1 

function in muscle cells, or is the result of a function of 

sgs-1 in motoneurons. 

At least one other locus (sgs-2; H.Korswagen, unpub

lished observation) was identified that can be mutated to 

suppress activated Gas-induced neuronal degeneration. 

Cloning of additional loci will uncover more components 

of Gas-coupled signal transduction in C.elegans and may 

elucidate the mechanism with which overactivity of Got, 

and SGS-1 induces neurotoxicity. 

Materials and methods 

Nematode strains and culturing 
General methods for culture, manipulation and genetics of C.elegans 
were as described (Lewis and Fleming. 1995). Strains used in this 
study were Bristol N2, NL545 (dpy-20(el362)lV; pkIs296\gsa-lQLdpy-
20( + )]X), MT690 Umc-93(el500) dp\-17t,el64)Ul), SP471 'dpy-17-
(el64) imc-32'e/89)111). MT1169 (nDfl7ldpy-17(el64)tra-l'el099)UI) 
and BC4697 (.iDpJ(III;f); sDfl2Ks2098) imc-32(elS9)\U). All sgs-1 
mutations were generated in an NL545 background as described 
(Korswagen el a!.. 1997). sgs-1 alleles pk363. pk384. pk393 and pk474 
were isolated in this study. A Tel insertion in sgs-1 tpk450::Tc\) was 
isolated from a library of Tel insertion mutants using primers seql3 
GATAGTGGTCACTGGTTG and seqlS GTTGTTCCAATGACACCA-
GC, as described (Zwaal et al.. 1993). A deletion mutant of acy-2 
(pk465) was isolated from a chemical deletion library using primers 
del5. AATGTCTCATTCCCGCTC: del8. CAGCAACACTCGAAGGT-
AAG and nested primers del6. GCAAAACTTACCGATGTGCTCC and 
del7. TAGTTTCCACGTCACGTTCCTC as described (Jansen et al.. 
1997) 

Positional cloning of sgs-1 
sgs-1 was placed on linkage group III (Figure IA) (Korswagen el at., 
1997). Using further three-factor crosses wilh a dpy-17unc-32 marked 
chromosome, sgs-1 was placed to the left or close to dpy-17 (16/16 were 
SgsUnc. 0/11 were SgsDpy). Crosses with an imc-93dpy-17 marked 
strain established that sgs-1 maps to the right of unc-93 and close to 
dpy-17 (10/10 were SgsUnc, 0/3 were SgsDpy). Furthermore, the 
deficiency nDfl7 does not uncover sgs-1 (in 15/15 crosses, sgs-llpUW)/ 
tiD/17: pkls296l+ animals showed neuronal degeneration after expres
sion of activated Gas). A cosmid containing a putative adenylyl cyclase 
gene from this region was tested for rescuing activity. Cosmid F17C8 
was injected at a concentration of 10 ug/ml with the rol-6(sul006) 
marker plasmid pRF4 (Kramer el al.. 1990) in NL586 Isgs-l(pk310y, dpy-
20lel362); pkls296[gsa-IQLdpy-20l + )\(Md\o and Fire. 1995). Animals 
were analyzed for neuronal degeneralion after expression of activated 
Go, as described (Korswagen el al.. 1997). Cosmids T20G5 and F54G8 
did not rescue sgs-1. pRP1522. a 14 kb SpeVXhol fragment containing 
the adenylyl cyclase gene, was subcloned from F17C8 (Figure IB). The 
GENEFINDER prediction of the sgs-1 (and acy-2) coding sequence, as 
annotated in the C.elegans database ACeDB (Eeckman and Durbin. 
1995). was confirmed by sequencing of random and oligo-dT primed 
cDNA amplified by reverse transcriptase PCR. These sequence data 
have been submitted by the C.elegans genome consortium to the DDBJ/ 
EMBL/GenBank databases under accession No. Z35719 for SGS-1 and 
AF022968 for ACY-2. The open reading frame of sgs-1 was scanned for 
mutations in different sgs-1 alleles by sequence analysis of genomic DNA. 

Sequence analysis of SGS-1 and ACY-2 
Multiple alignments of SGS-1 and mammalian and Drosophila adenylyl 
cyclase sequences (Swiss-Prot accession Nos P51830, P26769. P2677Ó. 
P51829, Q04400, Q0I341. P19754. P97490 and P21932) were made 
using the Genetics Computer Group (version 9.1) PILEUP program 
(Genetics Computer Group Inc.. Wisconsin). A Kyte-Doolittle hydro-
phobicity plot (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982) was made using the Genetics 
Computer Group PEPPLOT program. 

GFP reporter constructs 
A fusion of gfp (Chalfie el ai. 1994) close to the predicted 3' end of 
sgs-1 (pRP1523) was constructed by cloning an XbaVApal fragment of 
pPD95.77 (A.Fire, personal communication) in unique N/iel and Apal 
sites of pRP1522. pRP1523 was injected at 50 ug/ml (plus 50 ug/ml 
pMH86 and 100 ug/ml pBluescript) in CB1362 [dpy-20(el362)VJ\ (Han 
and Sternberg. 1991). The transgenic array was integrated by irradiating 
animals with 40 Gy of gamma radiation from a L1'Cs source (Way et a!.. 
1991). A fusion of gfp to acy-2 was constructed by cloning an 8.7 kb 
?st\ISpe\ fragment of C10F3 in the Pitl and Xba\ sites of pPD95.77 
(Figure 1C). pRP1525 was injected at a concentration of 100 ug/ml with 
100 ug/ml pRF4 in Bristol N2 animals. Cells were identified in reference 
to Sulston and Horvitz (1977) and White el al. (1986). 
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Note added in proof 
Similar results on the suppression of Gcvinduced neuronal degeneration 
by mutation of an adenylyl cyclase have recently been reported 
[Berger.A.J.. Hart.A.C. and KaplanJ.M. (1998) Go-induced neuro
degeneration in Caenorhabditis elegans. J. Neurosci.. 18. 2671-2880]. 
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Summary 

Summary 

Heterotrimeric G proteins form a family of highly conserved signaling molecules that connect 
seven-helical transmembrane receptors to intracellular effectors G proteins function in a 
number of important biological processes. Thus, G proteins are required for the response to 
many hormones and neurotransmitters, and are also required for olfaction, taste and vision. G 
proteins consist of a guanine nucleotide binding Ga-subunit and a Gßy-subunit, both of which 
can interact with specific targets in the cell. These can be enzymes, ion channels or other 
intracellular proteins. G protein activation results in the generation or breakdown of second 
messengers, leading to amplification of the signal and an appropriate physiological response. 
How are G protein-coupled signal transduction pathways regulated in vivo and how is 
information from different G protein-coupled pathways integrated? To answer such questions, 
we set out to study G protein-coupled signal transduction in the nematode C. elegans. This 
relatively simple model organism contains homologs of mammalian G proteins. Importantly, 
experiments in C. elegans allow genetic dissection of these signal transduction pathways. Thus, 
G protein mutants can be used in genetic screens to identify other components of G protein-
coupled signal transduction pathways. In this way, downstream targets, regulators and 
common components of these pathways can be identified. 

This thesis describes the molecular genetic analysis of two G protein a-subunits, GOA-1 
and GSA-1. We show that a C. elegans homolog of Gct„, GOA-1, is expressed in the nervous 
system and in specialized muscle cells (Chapter 3). Surprisingly, loss of this highly conserved G 
protein gene does not result in lethality. Instead, goa-1 mutant animals demonstrate defects in 
important nervous system controlled behaviors. Thus, animals that lack GOA-1 show 
hyperactive locomotion and egg-laying and males are unable to mate. Animals that overexpress 
wild type or constitutively active GOA-1 show opposite behavioral phenotypes; animals are 
paralyzed and are unable to lay eggs. These phenotypes suggest that GOA-1 negatively 
regulates the muscle activities that underlie these behaviors. The goa-1 gain-of-function 
phenotypes are the basis for further genetic analysis of GOA-1-coupled signal transduction. 

The Gas homolog GSA-1 is ubiquitously expressed in the C. elegans nervous system and 
is also expressed in most muscle cells (Chapter 4). In contrast to goa-1, gsa-1 is an essential 
gene; loss of gsa-1 results in early larval lethality. We postulate that GSA-1 and its 
downstream target, the adenylyl cyclase ACY-2, have a critical function in the canal-associated 
neurons, a neuron pair that is required for viability. Expression of a constitutively active GS A-
1 mutant protein induces swelling and vacuolization of specific neurons. This neuronal 
degeneration is distinct from programmed cell death and may result from ion channel over
stimulation by GSA-1. To learn more about the mechanism of activated GSA-1-induced 
neuronal degeneration, we screened for second site mutations that suppress the GSA-1 -
înduced neurotoxicity. Two suppressor loci (sgs; suppressor of activated Gs) were obtained. 

In the last chapter of this thesis (Chapter 5), one of these suppressors (sgs-1) is charac
terized in more detail, sgs-1 was cloned using a positional cloning approach and was shown to 
encode an adenylyl cyclase. Adenylyl cyclases are enzymes that produce the second messenger 
cAMP. SGS-1 is expressed in the nervous system, including the neurons that are susceptible to 
the GSA-1-induced neuronal degeneration. Activation of GSA-1 probably leads to over
stimulation of SGS-1, resulting in elevated cAMP levels. Toxic levels of this intracellular 
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second messenger may in turn lead to opening of cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channels or to 
activation of protein kinase A. Cloning of additional suppressor loci will uncover more 
components of this pathway and may reveal how activated GSA-1 and SGS-1 induce neuro
toxicity. 

The cloning of novel mutations such as the suppressors discussed above requires a 
positional cloning approach. Thus, the mutated gene is first placed on the genetic map of the 
C. elegans genome using available genetic markers. Once a genetic map position has been 
established, the mutated gene can subsequently be identified in the corresponding region of the 
genomic sequence using transformation rescue experiments. This second step is of course 
dependent on the accuracy of the genetic map position. We developed an efficient genetic 
mapping strategy which is based on the C. elegans transposon Tel. We developed a high 
density map of polymorphic Tel insertion sites, each of which can be visualized by PCR. These 
Tel insertion sites can be used as genetic markers to place a novel mutation with high 
resolution on the genetic map of the C. elegans genome. Details of this mapping strategy are 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Heterotrimere G eiwitten vormen een in de evolutie sterk geconserveerde familie van signaal 
transductie moleculen. G eiwitten verbinden zogenaamde zeven-helische transmembraan recep
toren met intracellulaire effectoren en spelen een belangrijke rol in een groot aantal biologische 
processen. G eiwitten zijn bijvoorbeeld belangrijk voor het adequaat reageren op hormonen en 
neurotransmitters, en zijn ook belangrijk voor reuk, smaak en gezichtsvermogen. G eiwitten 
bestaan uit een Gßy deel en een Ga deel dat guanine-nucleotiden kan binden. Beide 
componenten zijn belangrijk voor de signaal transductie functie van het G eiwit en kunnen 
interacties aangaan met diverse intracellulaire eiwitten. Dit kunnen enzymen zijn, maar ook ion 
kanalen of andere eiwitten. Activatie van een G eiwit resulteert in de produktie of juist de 
afbraak van zogenaamde second messengers, wat leidt tot een versterking van het signaal en 
een fysiologische reactie. Hoe worden G eiwit gekoppelde signaal transductie paden 
gereguleerd in vivo, en hoe wordt informatie van verschillende G eiwit gekoppelde paden 
geïntegreerd? Om dit soort vragen te kunnen beantwoorden zijn we begonnen om G eiwit 
gekoppelde signaal transductie in de nematode C. elegans te bestuderen. C. elegans is een 
relatief simpel model organisme dat homologen bevat van de belangrijke zoogdier G eiwitten. 
Verder is van belang dat C. elegans gebruikt kan worden voor het genetisch ontrafelen van 
signaal transductie paden. Dat wil zeggen dat G eiwit mutanten gebruikt kunnen worden voor 
het opsporen van andere genen die een rol spelen in G eiwit gekoppelde signaal transductie. 
Dit kunnen directe componenten van het signaal transductie pad zijn, maar ook regulatie 
eiwitten. Verder kunnen genen geïdentificeerd worden die van belang zijn in meerdere G eiwit 
gekoppelde signaal transductie paden. 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de genetische analyse van twee Ga genen, GOA-1 en GSA-1. 
GOA-1, dat zeer vergelijkbaar is met zoogdier Ga0, komt in het zenuwstelsel en in 
gespecialiseerde spiercellen tot expressie (Hoofdstuk 3). Verlies van goa-1 heeft geen effect op 
de levensvatbaarheid van de worm. goa-1 mutanten vertonen echter afwijkend gedrag; de 
voortbeweging, eieren leggen en de voortplanting worden beïnvloed door de afwezigheid van 
GOA-1. Overexpressie van GOA-1 of activatie van GOA-1 door een mutatie leiden tot 
tegenovergestelde afwijkingen in het gedrag. Deze fenotypes suggereren dat GOA-1 van 
belang is voor het negatief reguleren van spieractiviteit. De fenotypes van goa-1 vormen de 
basis voor verdere genetische experimenten om andere componenten van het GOA-1 signaal 
transductie pad te identificeren. 

De Gas homoloog GSA-1 komt algemeen tot expressie in het zenuwstelsel en in vrijwel 
alle spiercellen (Hoofdstuk 4). gsa-1 is in tegenstelling tot goa-1 een essentieel gen. Verlies 
van gsa-1 resulteert in een vroeg larvaal letaal fenotype. Dit is waarschijnlijk het gevolg van 
het verlies van een essentiële functie van GSA-1 in de kanaalcel geassocieerde neuronen. Deze 
neuronen spelen een rol in osmoregulatie en zijn cruciaal voor de overleving. Expressie van een 
dominant actieve versie van GSA-1 leidt tot het opzwellen en vakuoliseren van specifieke 
neuronen. Deze vorm van neurale degeneratie is onafhankelijk van cel dood door apoptose en 
is waarschijnlijk het gevolg van overstimulatie van ion kanalen door geactiveerd GSA-1. Om 
meer over het mechanisme van deze GSA-1 geïnduceerde neurotoxiciteit te weten te komen, 
hebben we gezocht naar nieuwe mutaties die dit effect van geactiveerd GSA-1 teniet doen 
Drie zogenaamde suppressor loci {sgs voor suppresor van geactiveerd Gs) werden gevonden. 
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In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift (Hoofdstuk 5) wordt één van deze 
suppressors, sgs-1, in detail gekarakteriseerd, sgs-1 werd gekloneerd middels een positionele 
klonerings strategie en bleek een adenylyl cyclase te zijn. Adenylyl cyclases zijn enzymen die de 
second messenger cAMP produceren. SGS-1 komt in het zenuwstelsel tot expressie, dus ook 
in de neuronen die gevoelig zijn voor de geactiveerde GSA-1-geinduceerde cel dood. Activatie 
van GSA-1 leidt waarschijnlijk tot overstimulatie van SGS-1, met als gevolg een verhoogde 
concentratie van cAMP in de cel. Toxische concentraties van deze second messenger kunnen 
vervolgens leiden tot het openen van cAMP gereguleerde ion kanalen en activatie van protein 
kinase A. Het kloneren van andere suppressor loci zal meer componenten van dit signaal 
transductie pad aan het licht brengen en informatie verschaffen over hoe activatie van GSA-1 
en SGS-1 leidt tot neurale cel dood. 

Om nieuwe mutaties zoals bijvoorbeeld suppressor mutaties te kloneren, is een efficiënte 
positionele klonerings strategie nodig. Dat wil zeggen dat het gemuteerde gen eerst op de 
genetische kaart van het C. elegans genoom wordt gezet. Dan kan vervolgens het gemuteerde 
gen geïdentificeerd worden door middel van complementatie met overlappende cosmide kloons 
uit dit gebied in kwestie. Deze tweede stap is natuurlijk afhankelijk van de nauwkeurigheid 
waarmee de mutatie op de genetische kaart is geplaatst. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een efficiënte 
methode beschreven om mutaties met hoge resolutie op de genetische kaart van het C. elegans 
genoom te plaatsen. Deze methode maakt gebruik van polymorfe insertie plaatsen van het 
transposon Tel. Zulke insertie plaatsen kunnen zichtbaar gemaakt worden door middel van 
PCR en kunnen op die manier als genetische markers worden gebruikt. 
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